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Radio Sees Increased Growth in 1993
by Nancy Reist
SAN FRANCISCO Radio growth has
surged in 1993, much to the relief of
many who have had to cut costs during
the sluggish last two years. Radio group
operators have mixed responses to the
general improvement, based in part on
where their stations are and on the size
of the markets they occupy.
According to the Radio Advertising
Bureau (RAB) statistics, combined spot
and local radio revenues for the first
eight months of 1993 were up 9percent.
Gary Fries, president of the RAB, said he
believes the growth will continue.
"I feel that this year we'll see asolid 9
percent increase at year's end," Fries
said. "Ithink one of the most important
things is that it's coming across all spectrurns of radio."
Fries said that due to the recession,
advertisers had to reassess their spending
habits and focus them on efficient, effective means of advertising. He believes
radio has benefitted from this because
formats are targeted toward specific consumer groups, so they help advertisers
meet micromarketing goals.
Going after ad dollars
"I think the radio people have become a
lot more adept at focusing on getting
results for the advertiser versus just

focusing on their own programming and
their own radio station," Fries said.
Dean Sorenson, president of Sorenson
Broadcasting, echoed Fries' assessment.
"I think we're closer to our customers.
We're serious about what they are trying
to accomplish. We are in unrated markets,
so it is very much arelationship sale."

Sorenson said listening to the customers' needs and responding to them
has been the key to his stations' increasing
success.
He said the "Walmart-ing of America"
is both the biggest threat and opportunity
faced by Sorenson Broadcasting.
Sorsenson explained that the super

Westwood One broadcast
U2 live from Dublin to 100
million listeners around the world.
See story page 15.

regional discount stores have driven
some radio clients out of business, but
they are also encouraging many businesses to consider radio advertising.
"If we ask the right questions and talk
to them about their problems, and not
our radio stations, alot of them will give
us the material to respond to and we
might be able to help them over that next
hurdle," Sorenson said.
Sorenson Broadcasting owns 12 smallmarket stations in the Midwest which had
to cope with the farm crisis of the early
1980s. ("We learned how to run alot leaner in those days," Sorenson remarked.")
ro recession here
The national recession that hit many
radio stations in 1991, however, did not
disturb Sorenson's stations. This year, he
said, the increase in revenue was greater
than usual, but he added that the prosperity had not changed his plans for the stations significantly.
"We're still trying to be traditional,
utainstream full- service broadcast stations," Sorenson said. "We're expanding
our news efforts in most of our markets."
On the other side of the market spectrum, CBS Radio owns 21 stations in 12
markets including New York, Los
Angeles and San Francisco. President
Nancy Widmann said both the network
continued on page 19

Broadcasters Approaching Pivotal
Data Transmission Opportunities
by Randy Sukow
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of adark radio in an emergency.
"When the receivers hit the shelves, the
stations are going to have to go on the
air, whether they are budgeted for it or
not," said Almon
Clegg, chairman of
the NRSC's RBDS
subcommittee. " I
can't imagine a
manager anywhere
in the country that
nnrn_
would want to see
II II
a radio that shows
his competitor's
call letters on the front panel. He'll call
his chief engineer and say, ' Get me on
the air tomorrow morning. —
Those features certainly enhance service to the listener, but what are the
broadcaster's profit incentives for investing in RBDS?

WASHINGTON Broadcasters are
about to set out on a mission of exploration—so much
about the business
of transmitting digital data over FM
subcarriers has yet
to be discovered.
Nearly ayear after
_nnnin
the National Radio
iusu
Systems Committee
(NRSC) approved
its radio broadcast data service (RBDS)
standard (
RW, Feb. 10), most FM operators are unsure of the potential revenues
the standard makes possible.
The most widely publicized RBDS
features are well known: display of station call letters, format, song identification and other information on the
Vast potential
RBDS radio's small screen while the
Local news/talk stations do agood job
listener is tuned to the station; automatof updating listeners on traffic and
ic tuning to alistener's favorite format
weather developments. But maybe local
when driving through one radio market
continued on page 7
after another, and automatic activation
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NEWSWATCH
Station Sales
Up in 1993
WASHINGTON Radio stations
sales activity increased in 1993,
indicating an economic upturn in
the radio economy, according to
the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB).
As reported in the NAB's
"Trend's in Radio Station Sales:
1991-1993," compiled by David
Schutz, of Hoffman, Schutz
Media, Capital, Inc., the total station sales volume of the first two
quarters of 1993 was 62 percent

higher than the same period in
1992. The increase was 73 percent higher than the 1991 figures
for the same two quarters.
Wireless Conference
Scheduled
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. An
educational conference on wireless voice and data communications will be held here on Nov.
11-12.
Sponsored by Alexander
Resources, the conference will
cover wireless LANS, wireless

telephone systems (PBX) and
portable terminals. The expected attendance will include communications suppliers and managers.
For more information, contact
Alexander Resources at 602948-8225; or fax: 602-948-1081.
NAB Wants "Fair" Fees
For Broadcast Sites
WASHINGTON The NAB
has called on the U.S. Forest
Service to establish fair market
fees for broadcast tower sites

located on federal lands.
The federal government is considering increasing the fees after
years of no increases. Broadcasters had feared aiiianun
—
(ith
increase, which was proposed as
high as 8,000 percent at one
point by the Forest Service.
The NAB supports a federal
government advisory panel recommendation that raises fees
200 to 800 percent.
The NAB said that the Forest
Service proposal was unfair
because it did not use guidelines
set by Congress, nor does it consider the " substantial investments" broadcasters make at
tower sites including access roads
and electricity lines, investment

that can exceed $500,000.
The NAB said that this investment is made on land that is
often remote and "essentially
valueless" without the broadcaster development.
Da GPS Technology
Licensed to Trimble
CUPPERTINO,
Calif.
Differential Corrections Inc., a
position/location service provider using RBDS, has signed
an agreement with Trimble
Navigation Limited that makes
it the first licensee of DCI's
Integrated Differential ID
Global Positioning System.
Under the agreement Trimble,
the largest GPS manufacturer in
the world, can incorporate the
continued on next page
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proprietary DCI technology directly into
GPS receivers. According to DCI, users
of Trimble Navigation GPS receivers
with ID GPS technology can now receive
"highly accurate GPS differential corrections from FM radio stations providing
DCI services throughout the world."
ABC Satellite Services
Supplies Country Feeds
NEW YORK ABC Satellite Services
recently supplied a record 300 hours
of satellite time for National Public
Radio Satellite Services and Mi!
Satellite Services so they could allow
23 stations to broadcast live from the
Country Music Association Awards in
Nashville.
A fiber optic link connected the
Opryland Museum in Nashville to the
ABC Radio Technical Operations Center
in New York, which enabled 24 simultaneous digital signals that were distributed
to the various radio stations.
Robert Donnelly, vice president of engineering for ABC Radio Networks, said
the broadcast feed was " one of the
biggest and most innovative distribution
jobs ever undertaken" by the network.
Pyramid Receives
Investment For Its
Continued Expansion
BOSTON Vestar Capital Partners will
make a "strategic equity investment" as
part of Pyramid Broadcasting's recapitalization.
Pyramid said its recapitalization "will
facilitate expansion and position Pyramid
in acquiring additional radio properties."
The company currently owns nine stations including: WXKS-AM/FM, Boston;
WYXR-FM, Philadelphia; WPXYAM/FM, Rochester; WHIT-AM/FM,
Buffalo; WNUA-FM, Chicago; and
WRFX-FM, Charlotte, N.C.
Pyramid also has signed a letter- ofintent to acquire WAQQ-FM and
WAQS-AM in Charlotte, which will be
the company's first duopoly.
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Groups Strengthen Through Megadeal'
by Pamela Watkins
LOS ANGELES On Oct. 11, 1993,
Westwood One announced the purchase
of Unistar Radio Networks, adivision of
Unistar Communications Group. But
within this megadeal, Infinity Broadcasting Corporation flexed its muscle
and ended up with a significant slice of
the pie.
The following is the anatomy of the
deal: Mel Karmazin, Infinity's boss,
took over the management of the Unistar
network in February 1993. Along with
the management agreement, Karmazin
had the option to buy Unistar, but
according to Bill Hogan president of
Unistar, "it wasn't in Karmazin's best
interest at the time."
The Unistar network's origins date back
to 1980—as United Stations, which
offered music programs to local radio.
United Stations purchased RKO Radio
networks in 1985 and became the United
Stations Radio Networks. Later that
same year, United Stations bought
Transtar Radio and acted as the sales arm
for both companies.
The history
Transtar, created to deliver radio formats in all size markets, merged with
United Stations in 1989, creating Unistar
Radio Networks. Since February of this
year, Infinity Broadcasting Corporation
has managed Unistar.
Infinity owns and operates 22 radio
stations throughout the United States,
serving 13 of the nation's largest radio
markets, including the top 10 largest
markets. Currently, Infinity is negotiating to acquire KRTH-FM in Los
Angeles and WPGC-AM-FM in
Washington.
Westwood One is the second largest
radio network in the United States and
the largest producer and distributor of
radio programming—news, talk, sports
and entertainment. Westwood One's

Norm Pattiz, owner of Westwood One,
will continue as Chairman of the Board.
"We anticipate the deal to be completed
with Westwood as the parent company
by the end of the first quarter in 1994,"
Peters said.
Not only are Norm Pattiz and Mel
Karmazin excited about the joining of
Westwood and Unistar Radio networks,
but also the advertisers are "excited, and
believe network economies are coming
back," Hogan said.
"Combining the two networks," Hogan
said, "wasn't done for debt reason, but
because from a business viewpoint it
would benefit both Unistar and
Westwood One shareholders."
"It was aperfect time for the two to
combine forces. Since the announcement, stock has already gone over five
dollars ashare. It's awin, win, win situation," Hogan added.
Westwood One has a strong grip on
youth programming and Unistar's programming is more adult oriented,
which makes for a good marriage,"
Hogan said. " No radical program
changes are anticipated, business as
usual with both companies operating as
autonomous entities except when it is
mutually beneficial to combine, such
as in sales."
However, after the deal is completely
final, whatever works best and whatever
Karmazin wants to do will be the order
of the day, Hogan suggested.

Radio Network division is comprised of
the Mutual Broadcasting System, NBC
Radio Networks, The Source, Talknet
and Westwood One. The star line up in
Westwood One's radio network division consists of Larry King, Bruce
Williams, Pat Buchanan, Jim Bohanon,
Casey Kasem, sports, news syndication,
special events programming and much,
much more.
Now back to the current Westwood/Unistar/Infinity deal. Westwood
One will purchase Unistar's network
business for $ 101.3 million. Since
Infinity had the option to purchase
Unistar, included in the deal is
Infinity's purchase of five million
newly issued shares of Westwood common stock at $3per share, which constitutes a large stock voting block for
Karmazin, but not control.
Option to buy
Karmazin also has the option to purchase an additional three million
shares at the same price, once the deal
is approved by the Westwood shareholders. ( The transaction must go
through the government required
review period under the Hart-ScottRodino act.)
"The $ 101 million is Unistar's debt
and we will take over that debt," said
Laurie Peters, director of public relations at Westwood One. Mel Karmazin
will be Westwood One's new CEO and
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Power Lunches, NAFTA & the Fairness Doctrine
WASHINGTON
One of the nice
things about working " inside the
Beltway" is being so close to many of
the places of power—and by extension,
meeting some of the players that come
and go in the political arena.
Case in point: A few day ago Ihad
lunch with Larry Smith, vice president
of international sales, communications
sector, Harris Corp. Larry was in town
because Harris was one of a group of
U.S. companies invited by The White
House to participate in an event
designed to show the media and members of Congress that the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) is deserving of support.
During the course of last year's presidential campaign, politicians dusted off
NAFTA ( which was practically afait
accompli at the end of the Bush administration) and used it as a weapon to
instill fear ( of job losses and a mass
exodus south of manufacturing plants.
etc...) and manipulate the electorate.

In anutshell, NAFTA is amultilateral
trade agreement that would create a
$6.5 trillion market, consisting of
roughly 360 million Canadians,
Mexicans and Americans. Harris, and
other NAFTA supporters, believe that
the pact will level the playing field for

U.S. companies. According to Harris'
position paper on NAFTA, U.S. exports
to Mexico have grown rapidly in recent
years and the U.S. has a " substantial
and growing trade surplus" with

A New Forum for Radio's
Contract Engineers
Note from Tom McGinley, RW
Technical Advisor:
It is estimated that well over half of
all radio stations' technical service
needs now are provided by outside
contract engineers instead of full time
or even part time chief engineers who
are employees of the station. Up to
now, the trade press has almost
ignored the business of contract engineering.
Radio World is now changing that
with the addition of this new
bimonthly series, devoted to the trials, tribulations, concerns, business
practices, case studies, client relations, horror stories, and whatever
else can be helpful or enlightening to
contract radio engineers.

Topics will be wide-ranging, but
will focus more on the business of
contracting rather than the pieces
which deal with fixing specific hardware. Those kinds of articles also are
very welcome, but will appear in
John Bisset's Workbench.
I'd like to invite any contractor to
participate in this forum by submitting appropriate articles, roughly
800 to 1000 words, typewritten and
double-spaced,
preferably
in
WordPerfect ( via modem or
diskette) to either myself or RW
Editor Lucia Cobo.
We start the series with athoughtprovoking submission by well-known
Midwest contract engineer Mark
Persons.

Mexico despite barriers and other onesided tariffs. Harris believes NAFTA
will create opportunities for continued
U.S. export growth of the kind of products that create high-paying jobs back
home.
Ienjoyed talking to Larry because he
brings aglobal perspective to the issue.
Harris has managed to grow its business in Mexico, despite tariffs levied
against its products (ranging from 1520 percent), and despite competition
from Japanese and European products
manufactured in Mexico. The agreement would eliminate virtually all those
tariffs.
And whether you agree with NAFTA
or not, what was salient about that lunch
at The Press Club in downtown
Washington, not one mile from the hallowed halls of Congress, was the
responsibility the media must bear in all
this politicking and posturing.
If it seems I'm leaping from one subject to the next, I'm really not. As Isat
there eating lunch at the Press Club
(with all its memorabilia and allusions
to the free press and First Amendment)
Ireached a moment when things connected to one another. We were talking
NAFTA and Istarted thinking Fairness
Doctrine (bear with me here).
Talk radio continues to reach new
heights of popularity. Listeners care
what you say on their radio station. And
Iask you, Are you saying enough? Are
you presenting all sides of the issue?
When politicians tug at the heartstrings
of constituents with a few well-turned
phrases, are radio personalities educating themselves to the point where they
are ready to respond with the facts?
A few years ago, while covering radio
for my previous employer in New York,
Ihad the opportunity to listen to Barry
Farber on apanel, discussing hate radio.
His advice then was to educate yourself
and respond to emotion with facts.
Isay: Cover your bases and ensure that
you are presenting the most- balanced
picture you can so that neither Congress
nor any other regulatory body will have
aleg to stand on when trying to reim-

pose the Fairness Doctrine on you. It
makes for better radio and it ensures
your continued viability as adisseminator of information.

Ihave another bit of news for you
from the Society of Broadcast
Engineers (SBE). Chuck Kelly Jr.
was elected president of the SBE,
and Terry Baun was elected vice
president.
Kelly's one-year term began during the SBE gathering ( see coverage, this issue). He most recently
served as vice president and has
been an SBE member since 1980.
Kelly is director of international
sales for Broadcast Electronics in
Quincy, Ill.
Baun is principal of Criterion
Broadcast Services in Milwaukee.
• Susan N. Crawford has joined
Jules Cohen & Associates, P.C.,
Consulting Engineers as a senior
engineer. Crawford was formerly
employed as a senior engineer at
Silliman and Silliman.
• Broadcast Equities Inc., parent
company
of
StandardNews,
Zapnews, and Standard Broadcasting
Network has named Shirley
Thornton vice president, sales and
development. Thornton's experience
includes four years as owner of an
advertising agency, general manager
of CBN Radio Network, and general
manager
of
the
Standard
Broadcasting Network.
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READERS FORUM

OPINION

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers
Forum ( Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Wong stereo choice

whatever reason, suspicious. Why would
these people support rich, pushy Goliath
when David has the best system?
It's time to admit the truth and make the
Kahn ISB stereo system the American
standard, which would finally be areal
step forward for listeners all over America
Zaven N. "Doc" Masoomian
Plano, Texas

Dear
It seems incredible to me that the FCC
is about the declare the inferior AM
stereo system the American standard. I
say incredible because anyone, and I
mean anyone, can with a good multimode AM stereo receiver, discover
quickly which system is superior by simBan ' THE BIG ONE'
ply listening.
All the engineering tests done at transmitter sites all over the world pale when
Dear RW.
In response to Alan Peterson's
the two systems are compared in the real
-Sometimes You Just Have to Fight
world under actual receiving conditions.
THE BIG ONE'"(RW, Sept. 22), havWhen Iwas chief engineer of one of the
ing worked in a variety of positions at
world's finest classical music stations
my radio stations, Ihave witnessed first(WQXR-AM-FM New York), Imade
hand the pressure from the sales departmy choice one weekend on Cape Cod
ment to air commercials and promotions
where Iwas able to compare Motorola
that involved questionable material. This
C-QUAM with the Kahn ISB AM stereo
can range from a spot that does not fit
system using the Sony SRF-A100 multithe format to copy that does not fit commode AM stereo receiver. Isaw how
munity standards of decency.
Kahn ISB stood head and shoulders
Alan covered the full range of arguabove the other in clarity and fidelity,
ments for and against airing such materi
even through nighttime fading.
al. Ihave heard them all before, but his
Just listen to those who tried Motorola
writing perspective and style forces the
C-QUAM and lost part of their coverage
issue. It is just not possible to read his
areas. This is coupled with C-QUAM's
column and remain neutral and uninpenchant to sway from side to side ( platvolved.
form motion) once sunset arrives and
Over my lifetime, Ihave witnessed an
when receiving the signal close to or in
accelerating decline in morals and decenthe secondary coverage area. These
broadcasters were smart to leave
cy in America. This has been mirrored,
and at times led, by the media. Though
Motorola before they lost it all.
I was further illuminated when I as acontract engineer Iam usually not
directly involved in these types of deciinstalled the Sony XR-A33 multimode
sions, Ihave continued to vigorously
AM stereo car receiver and was able to
oppose further compromises, exerting
compare our AM signal against our
whatever influence Imay have on the
simulcast FM. In the automobile envidecision makers. It is encouraging to find
ronment, Kahn AM was actually better.
another broadcaster willing to stand up
About 15 miles from the transmitters and
for his principles. Thank you for your
beyond the Kahn ISB system gave full
courage in publishing this column.
separation when the FM section had
James A. Bender
gone to "blend" ( mono).
President, Montanavision Inc.
I've always had aphilosophical probBozeman, Mont.
lem with this whole business because
Americans, by the very nature, will usuEBS in error
ally side with the underdog. Despite this,
many falsely declare the superiority of
Dear RW,
C-QUAM, which would appear, for
Ifound the recent articles on the Denver
Emergency Broadcasting System tests
(RW, Aug. 11) to be very helpful in forming some sort of opinion on the direction
the
"movers and shakers" are taking.
Vol. 17, No 21
November 10, 1993
Iregret that part of that opinion is that
Editor
Lucia Cobo
these tests were, in part, posturing for the
Managing Editor
Randy Sukow
FCC's representative in the hope of
News/Studio Sessions Editor
John Gatski
future revenue for the companies
Associate Editor
T. Carter Ross
Contributors
Frank Beacham/N.Y.
involved. This is what happens when the
Bruce Ingram, Pamela Watkins, Nancy Reist
FCC abrogates its responsibility to set
Technical Editor
John Bisset
rules and procedures and leaves it up to
Technical Advisor
Tom McGinley
us in the marketplace.
Editor (
International)
Alan Carter
Regrettably, it also fails to address the
Managing Editor (
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problem front-on and with amethod that
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The business of transmitting data over
FM subcarriers differs from digital
audio radio, AM stereo and other issues
involving broadcaster investment in
new equipment to upgrade service.
Says Almon Clegg, chairman of the
National Radio Systems Committee's
Radio Broadcast Data Service subcommittee: "Idon't think this is technology
driven. The technology for getting 8,600 baud on an SCA is not dramatic."
This is purely abusiness decision. Station operators must consider whether
there is away to turn aprofit with this technology. The coming year will be
the time for aggressive, pioneering stations to begin experimenting with
global positioning, paging service and other data market niches.
This is an age when corporations like TeleCommunications Inc. and
Bell Atlantic are coming together to amass capital for the coming communications "superhighway." It is not aquestion of whether new wired
and wireless data services will be created. Be assured, they are coming.
The FCC will soon begin auctioning spectrum to TCl/Bell Atlantic
and other consolidated media giants to establish personal communications services (PCS). In afew years, the commission can be expected to
grant satellite entrepreneurs frequencies for orbital DAR service with
substantial data capacity.
What do broadcasters have to fight such awesome technical and monetary competition?—the upper hand.
It will take unknown billions of dollars to build the fiber optic infrastructure to support PCS nationwide. The network will probably still be
incomplete ten years into the next century. Satellite entrepreneurs will
have to find backing to build and launch their birds, which will also
take years and cost billions.
FM signals reach every square inch of U.S. Interstate Highways
today. Broadcasters could be the established wireless data leaders well
before PCS and satellites get started.
What it will take is asignificant number of broadcasters making the
modest investment—less than $2,000—to begin transmitting RBDS:
being ready to go through the whole process again in two to five years
when ahigh-speed data standard is selected, and then going through it
yet again when in-band, on-channel DAR is in place.
Broadcasters' decisions in the coming year could be the start of awonderful chain of events.
—RW

Radio's Lane

On the
'Superhighway'

We might all agree that some of the
European systems work well. But if we
try to copy this, it will probably be no
more effective than the system we now
have, only more expensive. If you really
look at it, we have asystem that should
work and could work if we had not
trained the public to ignore it.
Part of EBS's problem was always the
fact that the public became desensitized
to the two-tone system by the fact that
the constant, weekly testing made hearing the tones routine.
Everyone assumes when they hear the
tones that "this is atest." I "surveyed" a
dozen or so kids at my daughter's high
school and found out that when their
favorite station plays the EBS signal,
they immediately punched the button.
They had been trained by the system
that the tones meant atest for 60 seconds
and that they did not want to listen to
that. Those that said they did not push
the button said that they did not pay any
attention to the message because "it was
always atest."
By the way, this survey was after
Hurricane Andrew damaged our area.
If we are serious about public responsibility for disaster information, we need
more public input. The Denver tests
seemed to indicate little improvement in
the numbers of people who responded to
hearing the tests and responding to them.
Perhaps more would have responded to
hearing the obnoxious two-tone noise
than the change in picture or the flashing
of a message on a small screen on the
front of the radio.
What is really needed is ahighly reliable low-tech system that the public will
believe. Generating confidence from the
public is not amatter of technology, but

of delivering the goods. If the industry
were somehow able to convey qualified
information to the public, simultaneously
and accurately, the public interests
would be better served than with a system requiring the purchase of new radios
and TVs.
The planners need to incorporate new
thinking and to include other industries
that are in the business of transmitting
information quickly and reliably, like the
telephone and cellular companies.
If broadcasters can be required to buy,
maintain and operate the needed equipment for EBS, then these companies can
be required to help too. Distribution of
the EBS information can be by phone
line and RF link in addition to other
methods of broadcast level transmission.
Redundancy in the system is needed.
Hurricane Andrew proved that some of
the things supposedly safe from storms
sometimes get damaged as well, such the
National Hurricane Center, which was
disabled for atime by the storm.
If we are unwilling to really shoulder
the responsibility, we might as well leave
EBS as it is and look upon it simply as a
regulatory requirement, violations of
which are a source of revenue for the
FCC.
J.L. Sorensen
Chief Engineer, WTPX(FM)
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Correction
The Sept. 22 article on the expanded AM band mistakenly referred to
an AM station with 1,000 kW. It
should have read 1,000 watts.
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But Then Again,
Not Every Station Makes A Profit.
Digital technology is no
longer a luxury— it's a
necessity. When you produce the highest quality
digital spots in one-third
the time, your advantage
is obvious. AKG's DSE
7000 provides that
advantage.
The DSE 7000 Digital
Sound Editor is a fully
digital production system
that's as easy to use and
as affordable as analog
equipment.
It starts with the same
controls and functions you

already know. Bu". you get
the crispness of digital
sound and incred ble
speed of RAM storage.
No tape. No razors. No
mishaps. No generation
loss. Everything about the
DSE 7000 is designed to
be fast and familiar to
anyone in radio. You don't
have to be a computer
expert. The 8- track digital
recorder lets you work the
same way you always
have— listening and
cueing at high speeds and
rocking the reels for edit

points.
When you're ready,
electronic " grease
pencils" let you edit, copy
and slide tracks instantly.
The 10- input mixer lets
you control level, pan,
echo sends, track bounce,
and more.
Rather than making you
jump through hoops, the
DSE 7000 adapts to you.
That's why it has a home
in hundreds of stations
nationwide. Upgrades
enhance the system
without changing the basic

operation. Each new
release reflects AKG's
dedication to keeping in
close contact with you and
turning your feedback into
features.
With the intensity of
radio competition in the
'90s, the DSE 7000 just
might be the production
breakthrough your station
needs to make a profit.
Contact the professionals
at Harris Allied.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
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New Datacasting Options Considered
continued from page i
governments would pay broadcasters to
transmit real-time traffic and weather
data to warn drivers of the obstacles that
lie ahead and how to avoid them.
RBDS can transmit Global Positioning
Service (GPS) data, electronic maps to give
adriver his exact position. Perhaps trucking
fleets, cab services and other organizations
with several vehicles in the field would be
wiling to subsidize such aservice.
A small fraction of 3,000 FM broadcasters have started second revenue streams
by leasing subcarrier capacity to electronic paging companies. RBDS could be a
cost-effective way for many other broadcasters to get into the paging business.
Might RBDS transmission prove to be
an effective advertising medium?
RBDS service developers have devised

receivers now available.
Just as the RBDS marketplace begins to
be clear, broadcasters will be presented
with a whole new set of questions and
potential money- making services
through high-speed data systems, far surpassing RBDS capacity.

RBDS v. high speed
The RBDS standard allows astation to
transmit data on an FM station's 57 kHz
subcarrier at adata rate of 1.2 kilobits
per second ( kbps). But waiting in the
wings are several developers of systems
operating at bit rates of 16-20 kbps.
Gordon Kaiser, chairman, CUE
Network Corp., Irvine, Calif., a wellestablished subcarrier paging service,
recently went asfar to say that RBDS is
already obsoleteand broadcasters would
be "nuts" to install 1.2
kbps systems (see commentaries, page II).
Kaiser's pro-RBDS
opponents say his main
objective is to protect
the established MBS
paging
technology,
which also operates on
the 57 kHz subcarrier at
1.2
kbps.
Kaiser
At the NAB Radio Show in Dallas. NHK
responds that RBDS
demonstrated the recent improvements in ICs for
will yield less capacity
its LMSK data receivers. A full field demonstration
for paging systems and
is scheduled for the Las Vegas show in March 1994.
is a poor substitute for
MBS. He urges broadcasters to wait for
ways to exploit all of these applications and
more advanced high-speed data subcarriare constantly on the lookout for others.
er technology.
It appears that 1994 will be the pivotal
FM data broadcasting at 1.2 kbps and
year for RBDS. Encoder manufacturers
various bit rates up to what is called
say several radio groups and individual
"high-speed," is actually relatively old
FM owners have made room in their
technology. Europe's radio data service
1994 budgets for RBDS installations.
(RDS) standard, on which NRSC's
Currently only about 100 stations are
RBDS is based and which is fully comgeared for RBDS ( RW, Oct. 27).
patible with RBDS, is nearly adecade
Several consumer electronics manufacold. Development of the system under the
turers that have been showing prototype
auspices of the European Broadcasting
RBDS receivers over the past year are
Union began in 1976. The RDS standard
expected to announce widespread receivwas first published in 1983 and finally
er availability beyond the handful of

approved in March 1984.
TDF Paging, Palm Beach, Fla., has
been marketing its paging and data transmission service for FM subcarriers since
1982. Today its service is transmitted
outside the U.S., "primarily in Russia,"
said TDF's John Canaday. The system
operates at up to 19.2 kbps on the 67
kHz subcarrier.

rh depth

which manufacturers RDS generators and
receivers. "RDS is avery robust method
of transmitting some information."
"We're a big supporter of having a
standard in the high-speed area," said
RBDS entrepreneur Ron Haley, chief
operating officer for Differential
Corrections Inc. ( DCI), Cupertino, Calif.
But for now, RDS/RBDS is aworldwide
system that can be aprofit source almost
immediately, he said.
Broadcasters and RBDS encoder manufacturers tend to be slightly unsatisfied
with the pace of the consumer electronics industry's RBDS product introductions in the U.S. "To satisfy me, Iwould
have like to have seen ( RDS receivers)
out two years ago," said John Casey,
continued on page 8

-RADIO DAMData SCA systems have also been
available in the U.S. for several years.
Modulation Sciences Inc., Somerset,
N.J., for example, builds and markets a
4.8 kbps data transmission system, the
Model DSCA- I88 Data Sidekick Data
Subcarrier Generator, and SCA
receivers. Both are off- the- shelf items.
designed for transmission on the 67 kHz
or 92 kHz subcarrier ( other frequencies
are available on special order).
"In fact, at the Radio Show in Dallas.
all the public transit vehicles had the
Modulation Sciences SCA system," said
Art Constantine, Modulation Sciences
vice president, sales and marketing. The
system is used for news and advertisements displayed on screens in the buses.
Most observers say that once there is a
high-speed digital standard ( a new
NRSC high-speed subcommittee was
scheduled to hold its first meeting in
Washington on Nov. 3), it is likely to be
compatible with RBDS. Both technologies may well operate side by side.
"I think RDS will have some unique
functions and aunique place and Idon't
really think there will be much competition," said Larry Karr, chairman, SCA
Data Systems, Santa Monica, Calif.,

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
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New Datacasting Options
receivers do not use, Constantine said.
Another RBDS receiver soon expected to
be on the U.S. market will allow for display of alphanumeric information, even
when tuned to an AM station (see story,
this page). PRS Corp. of Hong Kong
already markets the ID-Logic receiver,
which automatically displays call-letter,
format, city and state information accessed
from built-in database in the receiver.
The coming generation of hybrid
RBDS/ID-Logic radios will automatically update the database when it receives
an RBDS signal to do so. (Current IDLogic receivers require consumers to
reprogram manually.)
"It covers all AM stations as well as all
FM stations that do not have an (RBDS)
encoder," said PRS President Pierre
Schwob. "If we are optimistic, three to five
years down the road, let's say 50 percent
have an encoder. Half the time the user is
going to think his radio is broken because
nothing happens, unless he has ID-Logic."
Perhaps the most significant aspect of
the RBDS/ID-Logic receiver is the potential for even more sophisticated new data
services as the storage capacity of the
database chip increases in future models.
"The only thing we have in our inventory
now is ideas, and we don't like to talk
about our ideas unless we're ready to go
to market with them," Schwob said.

continued from page 7

head of the sales engineering staff at RE
America, Westlake, Ohio.
Receiver availability
But Casey has nothing but praise for
Onkyo and Denon, the only two companies now offering receivers, which are
reportedly selling well. "In the case of
Denon, we're back-ordered on all three
models of our radio," said Clegg, who
serves as aconsultant to Denon together
with his NRSC activities.
Delco has announced that RBDS will
be offered as an option on General
Motors cars beginning in mid- 1994.
Consumer electronics industry sources
say entry into the U.S. will be gradual
and cautious as companies try to avoid
the "chicken-and-egg" trap of over-selling anew broadcast product.
Blaupunkt, for example, is planning its
U.S. introduction for mid- 1994. "As long
as we don't have receivers out there for
it, the broadcaster doesn't see any incentive the purchase it," said Blaupunkt's
Frank Honold. "It's an investment for
him, but not a substantial investment."
(RBDS encoders can be purchased for
well under $2,000.)
Receivers may be available, but some say
the early models will not catch on with
consumers because they do not take advantage all the RBDS standard's features.
Modulation Sciences, which markets its
own Model RDS-1 RDS/RBDS Coder,
says it will soon introduce its own
receiver designed to process RDS's 120
bps of excess data capacity that other

RBDS services
The radio data business will depend on
the availability of receivers simultaneously with the introduction of new,
continued on page 10
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AM Data Broadcasting
Potential Is Uncertain
Sometimes lost in the discussion of all
the things that can be done with FM
subcarriers is the question of what
becomes of AM in the data broadcasting future.
It has not been completely forgotten
by system developers and standards
committees, but physical law is not on
the older technology's side. AM system
development has progressed more slowly than expected.
"There are several ways you could
do it, but AM has such anarrow data
channel, you just can't get the same
service you get on FM," said Almon
Clegg, chairman of the National Radio
Systems Committee's RBDS subcommittee.
"We could do roughly half of what
we're doing with FM in AM," said RE
America's John Casey. "To put out call
letters and format seek, for that stuff it
would certainly be possible to do effectively."
When the NRSC first approached the
task of setting a U.S. version of the
European RDS standard in 1989, there
was no European AM model. Several
broadcasters insisted that AM be considered along with FM. But when the
RBDS/FM standard was approved last
January, the AM subgroup was far
from adecision.
Besides the inherently smaller data
capacity compared to FM subcarriers,
AM systems development faces other
difficulties. One approach, attempted by
some developers, requires an audible
two-tone on the main channel whenever
an RBDS message is sent. Another system, developed by Rohde & Schwartz,
is not compatible with AM stereo.
However, astereo-compatibility breakthrough may be near.
During the recent Baltimore-area field

TEMP

tests of alerting technologies for the
new FCC Emergency Broadcast System
(RW, Oct. 13), astereo-compatible AM
system was demonstrated by Sage
Alerting Systems over 1630 kHz ( a
temporary, experimental authorization).
"It worked like achamp...It did not
confuse the AM stereo radio to think
that its RDS signal was stereo," said
Sage President Gerald LeBow, who
consulted with Rohde & Schwartz engineers in the months preceding the
Baltimore tests. "You're phase modulating the carrier and AM stereo also phase
modulates the carrier, but they're doing
things at different rates and different
degrees and the question is whether the
two would fight with each other."
Sage and Rohde are not ready to make
adefinitive statement about stereo compatibility, but the Baltimore demonstration was encouraging. The AM/RDS
demonstration was not on the formal
test schedule, so the results will not be
included in the EBS test filings. Sage
will provide further details of the
demonstration in the next round of EBS
comments at the FCC, LeBow said.
Even if no AM standard is ever
approved, many listeners will at least be
able to get adisplay of call-letter and
format information. The ID- Logic
receiver developed by PRC Corp.,
Hong Kong, includes adatabase chip
that automatically retrieves such basic
information whenever alistener tunes in
any U.S. AM or FM station.
The database does not greatly increase
the cost of the receiver. "Alpine and
Panasonic (ID-Logic models) have been
on the market for two years. The first
radios were produced at about $50 additional cost, but now you can buy an IDLogic car radio for about $300," said ID
Logic President Pierre Schwob.
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High-Speed Data System Coming Soon
continued from page 8

imaginative data services to turn the consumer's head.
"We've got very few radio stations
right now broadcasting (RBDS). Ithink
you're going to see initially the radio stations driven because of the data applications, to get their call signs out," DCI's
Haley said. "Then some of the major networks are going to get to the stage where
they put in RDS encoders because of
applications like ours."
DCI is offering aglobal positioning service, expanding on the accuracy of earlier systems developed by the military
with its own proprietary Integrated

Differential ( ID) GPS technology.
Depending on the level of service
desired, a subscriber can receive realtime position fixes to within 10 meters,
five meters or one meter.
Specialized Communications Inc.,
Bellevue, Wash., has come up with the
MusicBoard, a splashy way to promote
radio stations, and in the process, RBDS.
Roadside billboards equipped with giant
RBDS receivers and screens display
whatever data message the station is
sending at the time.
A fourth MusicBoard has just been
activated in Seattle, and the company is
following prospects for 31 other boards

There are real differences
between the technologies
proposed to replace the
Emergency Broadcast System
in the United States.
It is imperative that the FCC select the most reliable,
comprehensive, secure and user friendly system that will work
today and is adaptable into the digital world of the 21st century.

ONLY THE SAGE EMERGENCY WARNING SYSTEM (EWS):
Sends live text or live audio in addition to pre- stored weather
related codes,

Simultaneously receives multiple alerts from multiple sources
and sorts them by priority without message loss. If the weather
bureau, state police and civil defense need to communicate simultaneously they can.

Addresses receivers, pagers and smoke detectors down to a
single home, school or hospital.

Silently self-tests ten times per second without audible intrusion on
programming,

Operates by simple operator activation similar to an automatic
teller machine,

Supports battery operated receivers for long life,
Provides encryption and security against hackers and saboteurs,
Offers the additional valuable features of RDS including call letter
display and format search.
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in 23 markets. But Specialized Communications' main proprietary interest in
the system is its computer software used
to automate the RBDS message transmissions, which can potentially be modified
to deliver other types of RBDS service.
Sage Alerting Systems has called agreat
deal of attention to the RBDS standard
through its attempts to make radio data the
basis of the FCC's new, technologically
updated Emer-gency Broadcast System
(RW, Aug. 11). Sage has demonstrated
and tested RDS EBS alerts, on consumer
radios as well as unconventional receivers,
such as pocket pagers and smoke alarms.
The pagers used in the Sage demonstrations were provided by Axcess USA,
Metairie, La., arival company to Kaiser's
CUE
paging.
"We're alittle different. We're actually a system integrator and asystem
provider and also
we manufacture the
technology. We're
l‘" 11 LI 1
the only people that
do that, to my
knowledge," said Axcess's Bobby Adams.
The company hopes to be operating its
network in the top 50 U.S. markets by
mid- 1994. Paging is just Axcess's first
step into the radio data business. Other,
more sophisticated RBDS services are in
the planning stages, Adams said.
As attractive as all of these data services may be prove to be to consumers,
they are not enough to make RBDS successful, said David Alwadish, president,
CouponRadio, New York. " It's the
broadcasters that you have to make
happy...This radio that the electronics
manufacturers want the broadcasters to
accept provides them zero benefit, not a
nickel," Alwadish said.
Alwadish's idea is to market RBDS
receivers with built-in boxes to encode
magnetic cards. Whenever a station
plays apiece of music, the RBDS signal
would carry the artist information and
directions on where to buy the album,
and writes the message on the card. The
customer could then take the card to a
participating record store for adiscount
on the album.
"I think CouponRadio is agreat idea,
but ( Alwadish) has a major hurdle in
front of him," RE America's Casey said.
The cost of building acoupon printer
into radios could substantially increase
the consumer price.
With that drawback in mind, Alwadish
held amid- September breakfast briefing
in New York with broadcast station
group executives, major advertisers and
radio manufacturers, in an attempt to
forge some business alliances.
"Maybe in about 60 or 80 days, Ican
announce that an arrangement has been
met where a manufacturer is going to
make a couponready radio," Alwadish
said. The receiver manufacturing cost is
reduced by including all the inputs to
easily install a coupon printer into an
RBDS receiver if the consumer chooses.
Several high-speed radio data service
providers have already emerged as the
NRSC subcommittee begins considering
such systems this month. The high-speed
proponents fully expect the final NRSC
standard will be compatible with RBDS.
With data transmission capacity over 10
times greater than RBDS's, the high-

speed services could be eventually be
dazzling, but the systems demonstrated
so far look much like high-speed versions of RBDS systems: paging, global
positioning, traffic information systems.
High-speed players
One of the three major proponents,
Japan Broadcasting Corp. ( NHK), introduced its system to American broadcasters at the National Association of
Broadcasters ( NAB) Radio Show in
Dallas last Sep-tember. ( A first full field
demonstration is being planned for the
NAB spring convention next March.)
The NHK system, developed in cooperation with Sanyo Electric Co. and other
Japanese companies, appears to be headed toward becoming the single subcarrier
data system for Japan, where broadcasters and the government have shown little
interest in RDS. After limited consumer
test marketing, a
major marketing
push
in
Japan
appears likely in
1994.
The system
employs what its
developers
call
Lill
level- controlled
minimum shift keying ( LMSK) technology. It transmits at
16 kbps over the 76 kHz FM subcarrier.
LMSK has already attracted a great
deal of criticism. "It is only one, not necessarily the best and in alot of ways the
worst ( high-speed system) for U.S.
broadcasters," said Brett g Porter of
Modulation Sciences. LMSK injection
levels are variable, which is bound to
mix badly with heavily processed U.S.
FM signals that sometimes approach 100
percent modulation, he said.
"LMSK technology has been tested, not
only in Japan, but also in Sweden and
Norway, always with great success,"
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Axcess USA RDS pager
in operation during EBS tests in
Denver last summer.
Lucille Allen, marketing manager,
Digital DJ, San Jose, Calif., the U.S. representative for LMSK technology, said
in response.
Some also complain that LMSK's
propagation range does not meet U.S.
market needs. "In Japan, the population
centers are very tightly packed. In most
cases the range limitations of LMSK
doesn't hurt them at all," said Jim
Chadwick, engineer for Mitre Corp.,
McLean, Va.
Mitre, one of NHK's rival high-speed
system developers, is a non-profit
research and development company
under contract with the Federal Highway
Administration to develop FM subcarrier
technologies for its Congressionally
continued on page 12
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RBDS Can Add To
Radio Revenues
by Ronald P. Haley

POINT/COUNTERPOINT
During the recent NAB Radio Show in
Dallas, Gordon Kaiser, chairman, CUE
Network Corp., Irvine Calif, advanced the
proposition that the rapid approach of highspeed data transmission systems has rendered RDS/RBDS technology obsolete.
Kaiser was vigorously challenged by
Ronald Haley, president and CEO,
Differential Corrections Inc., Cupertino,
Calif RW invited both men to continue and
expand the debate.

CUPERTINO, Calif. Following the adoption of
RBDS/RDS by the NRSC in January 1993, a worldwide standard for broadcasting digital data is now
available. More than fifty countries have already
implemented the RBDS standard, and about 100 U.S.
FM stations are now transmitting RBDS.
To aprovider of worldwide broadcast services, this
is areal advantage. A user can initiate the service in the United States and continue
to receive a compatible service while traveling throughout the RBDS world. This
applies to many services, including traffic, paging, message service and differential
corrections for global positioning system (GPS) users.

DCI's interest
Differential Corrections Inc. ( DCI) provides differential corrections data to GPS
users and will soon provide real time traffic information. These differential corrections enable GPS users to position themselves accurately to within a meter, as
opposed to 100 meters without them.
DCI evaluated many current and future technologies prior to deciding on RBDS. It
was an easy choice, due to its global compatibility and wide availability—it is an
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) standard—as well as its low
cost due to the established FM infrastructure and the availability of encoder and
receiver technologies.
RBDS is almost a no-cost option to the radio station operator. Implementation
costs can run as low as $2,000 and most other existing subcarriers can operate unaffected. The narrow band (4.8 kHz) implementation of RBDS at 57 kHz allows the
popular 67 kHz and 92 kHz subcarriers to coexist with it.
The development of extremely sensitive RBDS paging receivers has enabled services to be operated effectively with injection levels as low as 4percent, leaving 16
percent available for other subcarriers.

High Speed Is
New Data Answer .
by Gordon E. Kaiser

IRVINE, Calif. It is time to separate the RDS hype
from reality. The reality is that RDS is an outdated
technology. There are two basic reasons:
1) The data rate is too slow for modern data services.
2) The capacity is too low to provide paging in competitive markets.
The other problem with RDS is in the economics.
All RDS proposals assume that subcarriers are somehow free and that broadcasters
are going to stop charging for this important piece of spectrum. This is amyth. It has
not happened in the last ten years and if anything, broadcasters are becoming more
knowledgeable about the data potential of their stations.
Put differently, this is the United States, not Europe. Private markets behave differently than markets where governments own the spectrum and can mandate technology
by fiat, regardless of the revenue implications.

Small RDS gains
The latest suggestion is that American broadcasters will all rush forward, buy RDS
equipment and stop leasing their 57 kHz subcarrier just so they can have their call letters displayed on car radios. You can bet that they are not going to do that until there
are millions of those car radios in use and even then, it is highly doubtful that they
will ignore the increasing revenue potential of the subcarrier.
Subcarriers have two main commercial applications: paging and data. Five companies provide these services in the United States today, leasing the subcarrier over 400
radio stations. None of them use RDS, and for good reason.
In terms of paging, RDS limits the number of potential subscribers to less than a
third of MBS. Unlike Europe, paging in North America and Asia is very competitive.
Air-time rates are one-third those in Europe. This is ahigh-volume, low-price market.
Limited-capacity systems are arecipe for bankruptcy.
The real issue, however, is data service, and the key service to watch is traffic

continued on page 13
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Radio Data Faces Many Competitors
continued from page 10

mandated IVHS ( intelligent vehiclehighway systems) project.
Work on the Mitre system began alittle
less than ayear ago and has progressed
rapidly at very little cost to the government, Chadwick said, because of
advanced computer modeling. The system is designed to operate at 19 kbps on
the 72.2 subcarrier. Much of the system's function ( at least 5.5 kbps, but
preferably 7 kbps) will be focused on
digital error correction.
"We wanted to make sure that an area
could be served by just one station in the
city, because it is state and local govern-

ments that are going to be providing
these services, not the federal government. State and local governments don't
have very deep pockets," Chadwick said.
Seiko Telecommunications Systems Inc.,
Beaverton, Ore., is taking the opposite
approach. Its system, currently in operation in the Portland area on an experimental basis, requires transmission over several FM stations in the same market.
Last year, Seiko purchased the assets of
abankrupt company that had been working on the high-speed system since the
early 1980s. Seiko intends to use the system to market wrist-watch and pocketwatch data receivers, that will receive
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America's 532
RDS/RBDS
encoder is the most comprehensive, full-featured encoding device in it's class. While most
American RDS/RBDS encoder manufacturers are
building their first product, the RE 532 represents
RE's third-generation RDS/RBDS encoder. The RE 532
provides five data ports to enable broadcasters to
take full advantage of the revenue potential that
RDS/RBDS offers.
Ancillary RDS/RBDS data services such as Paging
and Differential Global Positioning (DGPS) are now
emerging as major revenue sources for broadcasters.
The RE 532 will intelligently manage these services as
well as maintain the integrity of the stations RDS/RBDS
data, such as call signs, format and radio text.
The RE532 comes complete with its own proprietary PC control software which enables the unit to
be set up and programmed quickly. Remote data
control and phone-line communications can be
accomplished with any Hayes compatible modem.
Without a doubt, the RE 532 is the most costeffective, revenue-generating, piece of equipment
your station could ever purchase. Now that a U.S.
standard for the Radio Broadcast Data System exists,
it promises to provide broadcasters with new and
exciting opportunities for increasing the bottom line.
A Full-featured RDS/RBDS encoder in a compact
single rack space
A Includes Paging and DGPS capability
A Five data ports for main and ancillary data usage
A Front panel keypad for easy setup adjustments
A Backlit LCD displays menu of all parameters
A Two discrete pilot sync inputs for main and
back-up transmitters
A 16 data records may be programmed and
sequenced automatically
A PC control program is included
A Operates as a stand-alone RDS/RBDS subcarrier
generator plus loop-through mode
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RE AMERICA, INC.

31029 Center Ridge Rd. A Westlake, Ohio 44145
Phone: (216) 871-7617 A Fax: (216) 871-4303
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paging and information services (not to
mention signals to automatically reset
the time and date).
"We believe that multiple transmission is
the key to mobile reception in multipath
areas, not extensive error correction," said
Seiko's Gary Gas-kill. Sophisticated error
correction, sometimes requiring up to five
seconds per message, would also quickly
deplete the battery life of Seiko's small
watch receivers, he
said.
NHK/Digital DJ,
Mitre and Seiko
have all indicated
that
they
will
actively participate
in the NRSC highspeed standards
group. Look also
for significant involvement from TDF
Paging and by SCA Data Systems, which
experimented with 33 kbps systems ten
years ago and currently supplies systems
in foreign markets to transmit at 9.6 kbps
and 19.2 kbps at 67 kHz.
The future
If, as many believe, RBDS and high-speed
data systems eventually operate together on
the FM subcarriers without interfering with
each other (in the technical and business
sense), the data transmission business may
instead evolve into acompetition between
FM subcarrier systems versus the rest of the
communications universe.
"When this originally started out (in the
early 1980s), broadcasters had more
opportunity than right now because there
were many applications," TDF's
Canaday said. "What happened is the
price of SCA got so high that other technologies replaced those applications (e.g.
Ku-band satellite service). Now it is primarily superior for mobile applications."
But even the mobile and portable markets could soon be in danger. RBDS-type
services from more sophisticated wireless data systems could be transmitted to
the car within the next few years.
The FCC will soon begin auctioning
spectrum for personal communications
services (PCS), aquantum-leap upgrade
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of the current cellular telephone service
which is likely to be heavily subsidized
by the regional Bell operating companies, long-distance companies, cellular
companies and the cable TV industry.
The full marketplace and technical
potential of PCS is almost as uncertain as
RBDS's, but some envision a world
where the average consumer carries
portable and automobile computer/picturephone/fax machines. Services like
paging and global positioning could be
mere afterthoughts for such adevice.
Data could also reach the mobile environment through the
many
proposed
satellite digital audio
broadcasting systems. Such systems
will likely dwarf the
data capacity current
analog FMs could
transmit over their
subcarriers.
Broadcasters can take solace in the fact
that satellite DAB is not likely to reach
consumers before an FM in-band, onchannel DAB standard is approved. Such
systems will likely deliver significantly
more data than current FM systems.
But FM-1130C developers agree that the
real boost in FM data capability will not
happen until the year, decades in the future,
when the analog main channel of the IBOC
system is removed and FM becomes an alldigital medium (
RW, Sept. 8).
Radio data entrepreneurs remain confident in the face of the impeding competition. "( PCS) is good, but it is not
installed. FM is an installed base and it's
proven," said Axcess USA's Adams.
"One of the best things broadcasters
have going for them is the new age of
500 cable channels," CouponRadio's
Alwadish said. As consumers gain access
to entertainment, data, voice and all other
imaginable communications from an
increasing number of sources, advertisers
will be left with few options to find mass
audiences covering all demographics.
Those advertisers will be naturally
drawn back to old, reliable radio,
Alwadish predicts: "There is something
wonderful about radio."
OO

RW Editor Lucia Cobo contributed to
this report.

High-Speed Data Promoted
continued from page 11

information. That was the driving force
behind RDS when it was developed
almost ten years ago.
The good news is that there will be
real-time traffic information broadcast
on FM subcarriers. It will become avery
important, worldwide service.
The bad news is that it is not going to
happen at adata rate of 1,187.5 bps.
High-speed future
The best evidence of this is the
Japanese development of LMSK data
broadcasting, or what the Japanese call
VICS ( Vehicle Information Control
Systems). This service has the effective
data rate of over 16,000 bps.
For evidence closer to home, look at the
notice published in the Sept. 8, 1993,
Federal Register by the U.S. Department
of Transportation. The DOT wants to test
the delivery of traveler information services using FM subcarriers. The proposed operational test will evaluate how
the subcarrier can be used to deliver

information to avariety of portable communication devices.
But look at the fine print. The required
data rate is aminimum of 8,000 bps.
The proponents of RDS claim that these
high-speed data services will not be
available in the U.S. for ten years. That
is simply not the case.
The DOT proposals are due Jan. 6,
1994, and the operational test will take
place during the balance of the year. In
Tokyo, NHK will soon conduct the first
operational test of VICS.
The reality is that the high-speed data
services will be operational in the United
States and around the world long before
there are any data services, traffic information or otherwise, using RDS.
Broadcasters are sophisticated business people. They realize that they
own an important part of the spectrum
and that mobile data applications are
growing rapidly. They also know that
their revenue potential is afunction of
how much data they can push through
the pipe.
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RBDS: Potential Revenue for Stations
pei

continued from page 11

Even those service providers
who currently contract for the
full 20 percent injection can
provide for RBDS, with less
than a one dB loss of field
strength—small price to pay
for continued access to the subcarrier.
Incremental revenue opportunities for broadcasters are
offered by radio paging, differential corrections and, eventually, real-time traffic specifications. Like differential correcions, traffic messages are well
suited to RBDS, where bandwidth usage is not affected by
the number of users.
Movement to standards creates winners and losers. Those
service providers currently utilizing or interfering with subcarriers at 57 kHz will have to
move or modify their products.
In almost all cases users of
proprietary FM subcarriers
have been able to modify their
equipment to coexist with the
RBDS standard. Those who
couldn't will find it increasingly difficult to renew their radio
station contracts.
Major loser
The biggest loser in the
acceptance of RBDS is likely
to be MBS paging, which will
effectively be made obsolete in
the United States as it was in
Europe. Like RBDS, it operates at 57 kHz. Although the
RBDS standard allows for the
multiplexing of MBS and
RBDS, the battery life of the
MBS pager and the resulting
network bandwidth make MBS
impractical.
The European MBS paging
providers all converted to RDS
during the 1980s. Coupled with
the problem of a single supplier ( and a single customer) of
MBS pagers, and new competition in the U.S. from both
European and U.S. companies
utilizing RBDS paging systems, the outlook for MBS is
very bleak.
Will RBDS succeed? The
competitive nature of the U.S.
radio broadcasting market and
the commitment to RBDS by
major radio networks and
broadcasting companies will
compel others to follow. In a
market where the majority of
broadcasters process their signal to increase perceived signal
strength, what broadcaster, for
the sake of a $ 2,000-$3,000
investment, is likely to allow
an RBDS compatible radio to
completely skip his station during an RBDS scan of the FM
band?
In many cases the data service
provider supplies the RBDS
encoder free of charge. What
advertiser wants to advertise on
astation where an increasingly
large proportion of the listeners
bypass the station because it

doesn't provide sports results
via radio text, doesn't provide
the music artist's name and is
bypassed during scanning?
Further exploitation
To further exploit the data
potential of the FM band, a
standard must be agreed upon
for ahigh-speed data subcarrier. This will provide a standard platform for equipment

manufacturers and system
suppliers, resulting in both high-

RBDS is
almost a nocost option for
radio.
performance/low-cost receivers
and aflood of applications.

DCI has been working with
Teracom of Sweden, the inventor of both MBS and RBDS, to
determine the feasibility of utilizing the RBDS compatible
DARC system currently under
development by Teracom and
NHK. It offers data rates of 16
kilobits per second and appears
destined to be implemented in
Japan next year.
However, adequate testing is

needed to determine DARC's
effectiveness in the highly
processed signal environment
in the United States. Its location at 76 kHz also creates concerns, as it then precludes the
use of both the 67 kHz and 92
kHz subcarriers.
The standardization implicit
in the adoption of RBDS is the
first step toward fully realizing
the tremendous potential of FM
subcarriers in mobile markets.
RBDS is the closest thing the
broadcaster will ever get to a
free lunch.
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The Dynamax DCR1000
with New Version 2.0 Software
THE OBVIOUS DIGITAL SOLUTION TO CART MACHINE PLUG-IN REPLACEMENT

The Recorder
SeIectable sampling rates
Secondary and Tertiary cues
AES/EBU digital input
Start on audio
Direct digital dubbing from CD
PC keyboard for titling
Cut & paste editing
Variable length beds
Kill date checking
Disk label printing

The Media

The Reproducer
Simple cart-like operation
No or-air personality training
Just three front panel buttons
Instant start and cue
Maintenance-free design
Awesome audio quality
Rotation & chaining
Replay lockout
Count-up/count-down timer
RS232 logging/remote control
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• Non destructive media
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U2 Live: Why Irish Eyes Are Smiling
by Annette Deutscher
DUBLIN, Ireland U2, dubbed the
band of the 1980s and definitely the
hottest concert ticket in the world since
beginning its U.S. tour of Zoo TV in 1992
and continuing in Europe with Zooropa in
1993, came home to play before ahyped
crowd here at RDS Arena.
That group of 40,000 shared U2 with the
rest of the world on radio through the technical skill of Westwood One and its
Production Director Ron Stephan. The
company broadcast the concert live to affiliates in 29 countries, plus the U.S., on Aug.
28. R.T.E. distributed the concert in Ireland
and the British Broadcasting Corp. (BBC)
distributed it in the U.K. An estimated 100
million people tuned into the event.
Stephan began planning for the concert
two months prior to the event. He pointed
to what he calls the "Three Ps" as the most
important aspect in planning something
like this: power, parking and passes.
For the power element of the equation,
Westwood One was linked directly into
the source—U2's power trucks— via the
BBC mobile truck mixing unit. The U2
power trucks provided alink into the BBC
truck, both of which were parked right
behind the stage area on the street sidewalk. The BBC did the mixing and fed it
to Stephan and the Westwood One unit
across the street.
From there, it was transmitted by Intelsat
to IDB and bounced to Los Angeles, then
back across the globe to the Westwood

One stations carrying the event. The satellite was provided by Armstrong
Electronics, based in Dublin.
A backup path was set up using atelco
loop from the R.T.E. that was sent via
microwave to London using a satellite.
"We have two solid paths out of here,"
Stephan said.
Stephan had three sources to the concert
at any time, two ways to the BBC and two
ways back to the Los Angeles studio.
The backup system was used once, mostly
due to over modulation, when lead singer
Bono threw his microphone against astereo
stand. Other than that, the main system was
used throughout the show.
As for the equipment, Stephan shipped
some to Dublin from the U.S. and borrowed some from R.T.E. Other pieces
were rented from sound studios and some
were from Windmill Lane Studios, which
U2 made famous by recording much of its
music there.
"Here, it's 50 cycles/240 V, so bringing
equipment from the U.S. didn't make
much sense," Stephan said. However, the
entire Zoo TV stage is wired for 60
cycles/110 V—the American power standard— as are the U2 power tricks.
It was atwo-channel mix, with commercials and specials such as interviews with
the band and live interviews with the crowd.
A shotgun microphone was placed on the
roof of asmaller stand area to pick up extra
crowd noise if necessary. The crowd, estimated at 40,000 by Dublin newspapers,
added character to the concert by singing

ATTENTION P.O.s
Schedule the best in " OLD-TIME RADIO" with
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Hosted by ART FLEMING, original star of "JEOPARDY"

.

every word to every song and otherwise
celebrating the homecoming concert.
Broadcasting from acountry other than
the U.S. always can present challenges,
according to Stephan. From the technical

point of view, power cannot always be
guaranteed, although R.T.E. and the BBC
went above and beyond the call of duty to
help Westwood One. At least being in
Ireland meant that the people were friendly and helpful, whereas in some countries
that is not necessarily the case, he said.
"Being in aforeign country can pose
continued on page 32
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Music's Indefatigable Tina Turner
by Charles Taylor
WASHINGTON In 1991, she was
"Simply the Best."
In 1993, Tina Turner got even better.
A sell-out tour, gold album, ahit bigscreen biography and her first U.S. Top 10
hit in seven years. Once again, Turner is
showing us why, after three decades, she is
amusical force that is not to be overlooked.
In our time, only ahandful of artists possess the perseverance, both in terms of
industry staying power and personal fortitude, to hold radio's attention for such a
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time. At 53, Turner today is as hip and marketable as she was in her original prime
with The Ike and Tina Turner Revue.
Early revolutionary
Iwas young in the early days of her
career—too young, really, to understand
the revolution that she and Ike commandeered. Even through my youthful eyes,
Iremember thinkilg it unusual that a
black act sounded like arock n'roll band.
"Proud Mary" was a frantic and somewhat frightening sight for a9-year-old
more used to The Carpenters and The

Partridge Family than this frenetic
woman with long, constantly flailing
silken hair.
With the 1984 "What's Love Got to Do
with It" incarnation, however, Turner
and Imet on middle ground. Thanks to
radio's immediate acceptance and the
critical support of the fledgling Music
Television ( MTV), Tina Turner was
reborn for anew generation.
Since, she has accumulated astaggering
list of accomplishments that display versatility, dignity and undying zest for
challenge, including four U.S. Grammys

YOU CAN SHARE PROGRAMMING
AMONG YOUR RADIO STATIONS ...
At aLower Cost Than Ever Before!
Share programming among your
station group or with other
stations by sharing day parts,
entire formats or by delivering
your top- rated talent to other
markets coast to coast. You can
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audience by creating asatellite
radio network. And now new
digital satellite technology makes
radio networking more affordable
than ever before. Let us offer you
acomplete solution for your radio
networking needs.

Call us at (202) 822-2626.
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2025 M Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
(202) 822-2626
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in 1985, participation in Live Aid that
same year, an unparalleled string of hits
across Europe, her appearance in "Mad
Max: Beyond Thunderdome" and the
Guiness Record for the largest audience
ever assembled for a solo performer182,000 in Rio in 1988.
Even so, in the U.S., Turner's solo star
began to dim after the initial whirlwind
success of "Private Dancer." Her last Top
10 hit of the 1980s came with "Typical
Male," which peaked at No. 2 in 1986.
While "Foreign Affair," her fourth solo
album, released in 1990, reached multiplatinum status in 14 countries, sales fal-

At 53, Turner
today is as hip and
marketable as she
was in her original
prime.
tered in the U.S. Radio support grew resistant, as top 40 programmers dealt with
declining ratings and searched for something fresh and novel.
Global stardom
Turner, meanwhile, concentrated efforts in
Europe, where she embarked on atour in
April 1990, showing no signs of wear with
125 shows in front of 3.5 million people.
Enter 1993. In May, Turner's first single
on Virgin Records, "IDon't Wanna Fight"
was released in the U.S. It entered the
Billboard Hot 100 at atepid 83—below
two rap songs, a clear indication of
American radio's preoccupation with its
current trend. In the next two weeks, the
song stuck at 66 as radio still held back.
But when Turner's turbulent big-screen
biography, "What's Love Got to Do with
It," gained immediate public and critical
approval, radio found its hook. The movie
skillfully traces the singer's tumultuous
life with Ike and her eventual escape from
his violent and suffocating hold on her. It
is at times unsettling and upsetting, and
yet makes clear the motivation for
Turner's ability to rise from personal and
financial despair to her solo triumph.
Fighting on
As the movie became a Top 5 box
office smash, "Fight" worked its way
into the top 10 on the pop chart. It also
became the second biggest adult contemporary hit ever, holding down No. 1for
seven weeks. Ironically, on the R&B
chart, where Ike and Tina were first
embraced, the song peaked at 51.
The soundtrack to "Love" has so far
sold in excess of 500,000 copies in the
U.S. In support, Turner embarked in
June on a52-leg American tour, her first
here in six years.
In August, Iwitnessed one of those performances at an outdoor pavilion in
Atlanta. Turner stormed through an inventory of her musical curriculum vitae, from
ahellraising romp through "Proud Mary"
to her 1980's signature song, "What's
Love Got to Do with It," to today's classic
"I Don't Warm Fight."
It was truly a glorious display of
endurance and passion from an artist
who has managed to reincarnate herself
without compromising the convictions
and dignity that have made Turner a
strong presence for more than 30 years.
No lips syncs, no gimmicks—just alove
affair between one big voice and the
crowd. Which has everything to do with it.
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UPLINK

New Gear and Services at NAB Radio Show
by Karl Baehr
LAS VEGAS I'd like to take this opportunity to review many of the new things I
found at the NAB Fall Radio Show in
Dallas. For the purposes of Uplink, I'll be
discussing thes products/services regarding
application in asatellite station's operation.
The Destiny 2000 is Auditronics' on-air
digital radio console combining the best
features of hard-disk system control with
the familiarity of an on-air radio console.
The Destiny 2000 is designed to work well
in automated, live, and live-assist modes.
A push of the button switches astation
from live drive- time to automated
overnights in one move.
Rodman/Brown, who make the DeskJockey line of computer satellite feed
managers has developed adevice called
EBS Central that will allow immediate initiation of the EBS process, tones and message from any phone anywhere.
Acquired by...
Zapnews has been acquired by the
StandardNews group and is about to
undergo some very positive changes and
expansion in service. The other nicè thing
about this is that now the support from
StandardNews will add to Zapnews.
StandardNews already offers newsfeeds,
actualities and other services via satellite.
Along the newsline, Unistar does have a

service, CNN Radio, that will provide
news actualities and feeds to an affiliate
aside from their 24-hour CNN Headline
News format.
Prime Sports Radio is designed to carry
on the tradition of sports on the radio. PSR
packages its all- sports programming in
three main blocks, AM drive time (6-10
a.m.), daytime ( 10 a.m. to 3p.m.), and PM

further enhance the local customization
process.
United Press International has been in the
news during the last few years, as the entity
has been sold and bought and sold again. It
is now revitalized and restructured and still
very much in business. UPI hosted ahospitality suite at the show, to let everyone
know it is still alive and doing well.

The Dallas Convention Center Exhibit Hall
drive time (3-7 p.m.) A total of 14 minutes
is available each hour, eight minutes for
local affiliates and six for PSR.
The turnkey design of the format allows
affiliates to broadcast local sports events,
and optional two-hour drive-time windows

A couple of the networks we talked to
last year were just debuting new formats
so Iwent back to touch base with them.
Jones Satellite Network had just made
plans for their CD Country and now the
format is going crazy in 50 markets.

You may recall the folks at SupeRadio
(City FM and Super Hit Country) who
were really just getting underway, as was
the National Satellite Entertainment
Network ( NSE). Well there are more
changes for these two networks as they
have been acquired by anew group, Major
Networks in Chicago.
Working hard
Calling themselves "the working man's
PBS," the People's Radio Network continues to push ahead with adiverse offering
of "news and information programming
that is entertaining."
Winner's Circle Network offers atwominute commentary by Lou Tice.
Currently airing on more than 100 stations, "Winner's Circle" is afree, motivational program designed to help astation
increase its billing potential.
Another talk option worth looking at is
Talk America. TA offers avariety of programming ranging from Jack Anderson to
the Computer Exchange. Around the clock
programming is available seven days a
week and stations can pick and choose
programs to fit their individual needs.
Moody Broadcasting Network's AccuWatch is an exclusive form of ATS (automatic transmitter service) monitoring. It
has been in service at religious stations
since 1988 but is now being made availcontinued on page 23

Now 24-hour operation at ashadow of its former costs.
If the idea of 24- hour operation seems
anything but profitable, consider
ACCUWATCH.
ACCUWATCH is afully automatic,
FCC approved, transmitter and extended
remote control service. Whether you're
using automation tapes or satellitedelivered programs, ACCUWATÇH keeps
your profits in-house and not out- the-door
with labor costs. For as little as $250
amonth you can literally leave your
transmitter unattended anytime, day or
night, while still providing your listeners
with continuous, uninterrupted
broadcating. The Accuwatch designated
control point system operates in complete
compliance with all FCC rules for ATS,
EBS, and emergencies such as lightning
or power outages.
With ACCUWATCH you can legally
operate 24- hours aday at ashadow of
former costs and make your profits more
than just aremote possibility.
For more information, contact Dave
Woodworth at the Moody Broadcasting
Network at 800-621-7031.

AccuWatch
Grde ( 157) On Reader Service Card
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Saving Your Breath and Your Money
by Sue Jones

ularly scheduled weekly Department Head
Meeting in amedium market station. You
BURKE, Va. In the broadcasting
can create your own sample with your staff
industry, we all know that "talk is not
meetings. This type of meeting would typicheap." A manager friend of mine once
cally include the general manager, sales
told me that he took all of the chairs out
manager, promotions director, business
of the conference room and conducted
manager, chief engineer, program director,
all of his meetings with everyone standand possibly an administrative assistant.
ing. No one was allowed to sit down.
Take the annual salary of all the particiThe reason: shorten the time needed for
pants and divide by 2080 (40 hour work
meetings. He found that everyone came
week x 52 weeks) to obtain the hourly
to his meeting prepared. Brevity and
rate for each person. If the meeting is
clarity replaced political jockeying and
typically one hour long, add the hourly
long-winded discussions. That may seem
rates of the participants. Multiply that
like adrastic step but it certainly would
number by your benefits package peralter one's mind-set about meetings.
centage (25 percent in my example) to
We can all recall meetings we have
obtain the true compensation figure.
attended that were disorganized, lasted
Because the staff will be meeting
forever, and lacked clear direction for the
instead of attending to normal tasks, dounext action steps. Iam sure you can recall
ble the compensation figure because an
meetings where some personality domihour will be lost for achieving that work.
nated the meeting soaking up time and
Multiply the true cost of the weekly
preventing all of the topics from be dismeeting by 52 weeks to obtain the annucussed. These types of meetings can range
al cost of the regularly scheduled weekly
from boring to frustrating. They are defidepartment head meeting.
nitely not cost effective.
In my medium market example, the figures looked like this: $ 146.64 ( hourly
Hidden costs
rates totaled) x0.25 = $36.66; $ 146.64 +
Aside from the frustration factor, we
36.66 = $ 183.30; $ 183.30 x2 = $366.60.
often overlook the cost of meetings. - The cost of the weekly meeting multiDisorganization costs money. Taking
plied by the 52 weeks in the year mean
staff away from its regular work for an
the annual cost of the weekly meeting
hour also costs money.
works out to $ 19,063.20.
Let's take alook at asample cost of aregSurprised? Drop your station's figures

Are Your Tower
Lights On?
With the 1750-TLM
You'd know for sure!
▪FOUR INPUTS
•AC LINE TRACKING
mPHOTOCELL INHIBIT INPUT
▪LOGIC SUMMARY "ON" CARD
•DAISY CHAIN FOR MULTI-TOWER APPLICATIONS
•CAN HELP YOU MEET FAA/FCC REQUIREMENTS
•DESIGNED FOR BROADCASTERS

into this formula and see how much aone
hour weekly meeting is costing annually.
Meeting management
Better meeting management might
include:
I. Prepare an agenda for the meeting and
distribute it to the participants aday before
the meeting. Make sure the purpose of the
meeting is clearly stated. If it is aroutine
weekly meeting, note action items that will
be discussed in addition to standard reports.
An agenda of this type will give the
participants time to prepare any materials
or collect their thoughts on a specific
subject. Action items might include
items to be completed from previous
meetings or upcoming events such as an
upcoming promotion and each department's contribution to the event.
2. Limit each participant's discussion
time. If each department head gives a
standard report, you may want to consider limiting each report/discussion to 5
minutes or less. With six department
heads that will take 30 minutes before
you begin discussing new items.
Limiting the report presentation/discussion time will reduce lengthy discussions
by those who tend to dominate meetings.
This will have an equalizing effect and
give each participant an opportunity to
give feedback and discuss problems. For
standard reports, you may want to consider giving each participant areport format to follow that might include: current
items, items for the coming week/month,
and pending items or problems. By providing astandard report format, you will
get more constituent feedback in amore
concise format.
Active management
3. Pro-Actively manage the meetings. If
staff members are supposed to complete
certain tasks or action steps, discuss the
dates that the task/action should be done

with the affected staff member(s). At the
end of the meeting summarize the
tasks/action steps, responsible person,
and the deliverable dates. This will
become the action plan.
Write the action plan on adry ink board
or in the meeting minutes to be distributed after the meeting. Set the date and
time for the next meeting. Begin the next
meeting by asking staff members to give
a status report on their deliverable tasks
from the action plan.
4. Start the meetings on time. Waiting
fifteen minutes for everyone to arrive is
unproductive time that costs money. If
someone is late, it is their responsibility
to catch up after the meeting. It will also
send aclear message for the participants
to arrive on time for the next meeting.
5. Consider an alternative to the meetings. Most meetings consist of information
dissemination and information receipt.
Could you distribute some of the information via memo to the department heads or
all staff instead of ameeting. It may take
an hour for someone to write and type the
memo. But that is only one staff hour plus
the time for each staff member to read the
memo. All totaled, that is less time consuming and less costly that ameeting.
6. Remove all chairs from the conference room? Well, Icould certainly
understand my friend's logic.
You may consider adding better meeting management to your Management by
Objectives list for next year. Think about
reducing meeting time by 20 or 25 percent. In my example, a25 percent reduction in time/cost would be $4,765. If you
can successfully reduce all of your meetings by 25 percent, you could have a
considerable savings.
The benefits will be more organized
meetings, clearly defined deliverables,
and amore productive staff. A more productive staff will produce greater returns
in revenue that should exceed the savings of the meetings.
DOD

Sue Jones is a senior manager for
Computer Data Systems, Inc., in
Rockville, MD. She can be reached at
703-323-9391.

Walter Cronkite's
Twentieth Century

A Daily Radio Broadcast.
A Look Back At Significant Events
on This Date In History

•ALARMS FOR SINGLE BULB FAILURES
•MONITORS BEACONS AND/OR OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
•STATUS OUTPUTS FOR REMOTE CONTROL APPLICATIONS

CONTACT US NOW FOR COMPLETE DETAILS & DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

Delivery Via Satcom - C5
All Barter
[JUL]
For Details Contact: David R West

I
I
TOMAC I
NSTRUMENTS

201-385-6566

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20910.

Dick Brescia Associates

Another Fine Radio Program From

(301)589-2662 FAX: (301)589-2665

DBA reserves the right of final selection of affiliates for any of its programs.
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Radio Industry Posts Growth in 1993
11> continued from page 1

and the local stations are having astrong
year.
She said the stations in the Midwest and
Texas are doing particularly well. "My
sense is that part of the country went into
the recession earlier and came out earlier."
the stations on the coasts are slower, with
Los Angeles being their weakest market
and San Francisco doing relatively well,
according to Widmann.
CBS Radio also is involved in the
national spot business, and Widmann
estimated that they have had a5to 8percent growth over 1992. Three advertising
areas that she has seen increases in this
year are automotive, airlines and mortgage companies

pointed in that. It probably did not fulfill
all the promises that they thought it would.
So they have come back to radio as aconsistent, been-there-forever medium."
Widmann predicted continued growth in
1994 of 2 to 6 percent or slightly more.
"We're hedging our bets, based on what
the outcome of all this health plan concern
might be for corporations and companies
and the general public. We're not sure
how that's going to work out."
The Heritage Media Radio Group also has
enjoyed agood year, according to President
Paul Fiddick. He said that Heritage's business was ahead of last year by "high single
digit percentages or even low double digit
percentages." Heritage Media owns radio
stations in seven of the top 50 markets.
Fiddick said that radio revenues were up 10
percent generally in those markets during
the first six months of 1993.
Fiddick attributes the growth, at least in
part, to an improvement in consumer confidence. "Regardless of the politics, I think
people saw the Clinton agenda as being one

approach in budgeting that we'd rather
budget realistically in revenues and, if
anything, underconunit in expenses."
Merger assets
1993 has been amomentous year for
Shamrock Broadcasting, which implemented amerger with Makite Communications,

Fries
been quite as strong this year, but it's been
a good year," he said. Clark said
Shamrock plans to continue to expand,
"That was one of the reasons we did this
particular deal. It gave us aplatform for
further growth, consolidation through the
duopoly rules, if we can find the right
properties in the right markets."
Clark believes that the next few years
should be good ones for radio. "We think
radio's in an excellent position to capitalize on all the things that are going on
in the hectic media world right now.
Radio is beginning to look more like an
island of stability."

Sorenson
making it one of the largest radio groups in
the country. Bill Clark, chaimian and chief
executive officer of Shamrock, said 1993
has been aprofitable year.
"We had avery strong year in 1992, so
our growth relative to the industry hasn't

A
/

Widmann
CBS plans to take advantage of the
increased profits by channelling them back
into promotions which had been cut some
during the lean times last year, according
to Widmann. She said they are also developing anew format on their FM station in
Los Angeles, the ARROW, an oldies rock
format that plays primarily music from the
70s. "We're very excited about it. We're
putting aconsiderable amount of money
behind it. The good year that we've had
has allowed us to make that investment
and we will continue to do that, perhaps in
other markets, in 1994."
General improvement
Widrnann agreed that the improvement is
due to changes in the general economy.
"Also Ihave a sense that clients experimented with other media — i.e., cable —
alittle bit more in 1992 than we have seen
in the past. They may have been disap-

ASMARTCASTER
ffinutiau iaLun

Fiddick
of anew economic beginning where you
had new leadership in Washington that was
seriously going to address the economy and
domestic issues. Ithink the average consumer said, ' Yeah, Ifeel better now. It's
less likely that I'm going to lose my job and
more likely that I'm going to get araise
next year. Ithink I'll go out and buy that
big-screen TV now.' And as go retail sales,
so goes radio."
Fiddick said he anticipates continued
growth at arate that is higher than inflation or the economy, but he does not
expect Heritage to change its investment
strategies. "We'll continue to do as we've
always done. We have always taken the

THE SMART WAY TO AUTOMATE
1. Let Music Master from SMARTS Broadcast Systems make a
playlist that exactly fits your format.
aa
2. Let the SMARTS Billing Accounting and Traffic System
build your program logs the way you want your station to sound.
It also bills, tracks your receivables and provides all the sales and
management reports you need to run your station.
efe,

3. Use your own music, or use any of the music services, and
record the music directly onto computer hard drive. (SMARTS
will provide an optional music dubbing service.)
i41.•

HAVE THE BEST SOUNDING STATION IN TOWN...

FOR ALOT LESS MONEY!
J.R. Nelson is offering his services to your radio station on a

market exclusive basis now at an incredible price!!

4. Use the SMARTCASTER music on hard drive digital automation system to totally automate everything, complete with
Dolby ® noise reduction, full CD quality audio, full overlap
under user control. Your sound is tight and professional.
Now everything is in the box, acomputer running the entire
operation, without depending on satellite, or any external music
source. Call for details.

SMARTS BROADCAST SYSTEMS
30% DISCOUNT FOR MULTIPLE STATION ORDERS. MONTHLY RETAINERS.

BOX 293, EMMETSBURG, IOWA 50536

CALL/FAX FOR DEMO 8c RATE CARD:
(216) 239-2752 FAX: (216) 239-1359

(800) 747-6278 (712) 852-4047 FAX: (712) 852-3061
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STATI O N SERVI CES
News and Services for Business, Programming and Sales
Format Productions Offers
"Music Formats" on Demand!

Juice up Drive Time With
Million-selling Games

Radio Potato
Offers New Product

Sports Byline USA
Expands to 8-Hour Format

PORTLAND, Ore. Many radio markets are having problems competing with
the oldies format. The ' 50s and ' 60s formats are burning, and programmers are
looking for new answers. Format
Productions is offering the perfect follow-up, "Oldies, the Next Generation." It
covers hundreds of hits that haven't been
heard in years.
For information, including demo, contact
John Buck at 503-223-4MAT; or circle
Reader Service 132.

GLEN ROCK, N.J.
Three of
America's best- loved board games are
now available for radio promotion packages. Golden Games is providing promotional support for the three, million-selling classics, providing generous quantities of each game ( valued at approximately $30 each) in exchange for on-air
play and promotion. The lineup includes:
Pictionary, Songburst and Outburst.
For information, contact John Sutermeister at 201-444-3844; or circle
Reader Service 78.

DALLAS Radio Potato has added five
new buyout products for radio production
to its line. "The Spud" is afour-CD collection of :60/:30 production music compiled
onto one CD. Categories include "Big
Screen," "Media Blitz," " Image" and
"Rock/Pop." For morning shows and
spots that need identifiable music, "Digital
Ditties" offers everything from Wagner's
Ride of the Valkyries" (remember the helicopter scene from "Apocalypse Now"?) to
"Hava Nagilah."
For information or afree CD demo, call
Mike Fuller at 800- GOT NUPIS (4686874); or circle Reader Service 119.

SAN FRANCISCO On Nov. 1, 1993,
Sports Byline's programming night
expanded from three hours to eight. In
association with Platinum Radio Partners
H, Sports Byline added three new live
hours of sports programming nightly,
along with a replay of two of its best
hours, creating a unique eight hours of
sports talk radio which the company is
calling "Sports Overnight."
For information, contact Charles C.
Coane at 800-783-7529; or circle
Reader Service 213.

Dimension Music &
Soundeffect Inc. Is Moving
OKEECHOBEE, Fla. Dimension is
offering amoving sale, achoice of a "CD
Four Pack" for $79.95 each or a "CD Six
Pack" for $74.95 each. Pick and choose
your four or six CDs from any of the cornpay's music libraries and receive the low
buyout price. In addition, with the purchase
of any two ( 2) CDs, the new release
"Overtones" will be available for $99 each
(regular price $200).
Custom specialtiy CDs are also available
form Dimension. A full CD of country,
rock, industrial or mixed selections customized to fit your needs.
For information, call Dimension at 800634-0091; or circle Reader Service 165.

Royalty-Free Classical Music
SEATTLE Energetic Music's newest
release, "Classical Volume No. 1" has
over fifty minutes of royalty-free classical
production music recorder for the radio,
video and film industries. Great selections
from master composers such as Bach,
Mozart, Haydn and Grieg are arranged in
full lengths along with 60-second, 30-second and stinger versions. One of the highlights on this release is Mozart's Piano
Concerto No. 28, which is over 10 minutes
in length.
For information, contact Monty Smith at
206-467-7101, or fax 206-467-6931; or
circle Reader Service 28.

STATION SERVICES
MEDIA DIALUP
National Listen Line Network
New York • Los Angeles • Dallas
Serving Top Ten Markets By Early '94
Real-time air checks as convenient as
your telephone. Subscription based—
No per minute fee. Call our demo line
in Dallas at 214-330-8821. Touch 1for
FM, 2for AM, 4to skip down the dial,
6to skip up. Charter subscriptions
available.
Universal Access • Affordable
Real-time Research • Monitor Competition
Scoot for Talent • Audit Advenising
N .,l1S

• SPOn5

Media Dialup Dallas, Texas
Sale 214-330-S303 214-33-7060 Fix

BUY -OUT
HOLIDAY MUSIC

$891e $999,
ENERGETIC MUSIC

P.O. Box 84583 • Seattle, WA 98124

I-800-323-2972

READER SERVICE 81

427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30-day
money-back guarantee.
Take an extra $10 off ifyou mention this ad!

Send $79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

Ive The BEA TLES
Cash In On Invasion ' 94!
•60 Oni-mintitc , 110‘A.,
•Winter book ' 94 $$$.
•Market Exclusive, Total Buy-Out.
•Sales presentation for advertisers.
•A product both Programming
& Sales can agree on.
•The Beatles: Rare interviews
‘,;/music montages

(612) 522-6256

Call 1-800-GOT NUPIS ( 468-6874)
for aFREE Station/Advertiser Demo.

READER SERVICE 203

READER SERVICE 174

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045.

Network Music
Introduces Brainstorm
SAN DIEGO Created by the awardwinning sound designers that gave you
ShockWaveTM, this new package offers
over 500 cuts on seven CDs. Brainstorm
includes new categories such as Clip
Sounds, Atmospheres, Musical Loops,
Heat of the Beat and Kickers, as well as
Punctuators, Stagers, Glides, Sweeps,
Audio Logos, Drones, Sparkles, Zaps,
Missiles, Lasers, Jets, Winds and two
CDs of rhythm-driven music.
For information, contact Network
Music at 800-854-2075; or circle Reader
Service 16.
Music Bakery
Releases New CD
DALLAS The Music Bakery serves up
fresh music of the highest professional
quality and features live instruments, real
musicians and award- winning compositions for video productions and A/Vmultimedia presentations. Subscribers
receive anew CD every other month for
the one-time buyout price of $48 each.
Each CD contains a wide variety of
musical styles in full lengths ( approx. 4
minutes), 60- seconds, 30- seconds and
tags. Fourteen CDs are currently available, and acatalog containing acomplete
description of every cut on every back
issue is included with auser's first CD.
The Music Bakery offers ano-risk free
trial offer and a 100 percent money-back
guarantee on every issue. Users can cancel at any time and still retain their
license.
For information, call Jack Waldenmaier
at 800-229-0313, or fax 214-414-3160;
or circle Reader Service 171.
Chases Annual
Events Published
CHICAGO The 1994 edition of
Chase's Annual Events is available. This
592-page directory contains more than
10,000 chronological entries, thousands
of sponsor phone numbers, event indices
by name, topic and state and black and
white illustrations throughout.
The cost of the book is $42.95 plus
shipping and handling, with a 10 percent
discount for purchase of three- to- nine
copies and 20 percent off for orders of
10 or more. There is amoney-back guarantee for 10 days after receipt. Credit
cards and purchase orders are accepted.
For information, call 312-540-4500, or
circle Reader Service 137.
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tde":---VR240 Digital Broadcast Loer,
p
easiest,
est, most efficient way to keep track
of everything that goes out on your air, and more. There's no
bulky, high maintenance, hard-to- use hardware, because Eventide has
compressed acomplete 8-to- 24 channel digital broadcast logging
system into one easy-to- use three- rack-space device. There's no
need for atape warehouse, either—the VR240 records up to ten days
worth of audio on asingle ultra-compact DAT cassette. With the dualdrive option, total unattended logging time stretches up to three
weeks. And yes, you can search and play atape on one deck while
simultaneously recording audio on the o1her.
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Without an easy, practical, multi-channel logging system, you're missing what's going on with your crosstown competitors, what your
talent ( and call- ins) really said on the air, when that commercial
actually ran, who called your contest lines, what the police and fire
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dispatchers said. The VR240 even records modem, fax, and transmitter remote control telemetry transmissions. The advantages of logging
have always been clear. Now the Eventide Digital Broadcast Logger
gets rid of the disadvantages.
There's no broadcast logging system as advanced as the VR240. And
with hundreds of Eventide- built digital loggers already in service
worldwide, there's no other digital logger with our track record of
reliable service. So don't miss out—call Eventide or your broadcast
distributor for full information on the logger that makes full-time
logging practical: The Eventide VR240 Digital Broadcast Logger.

Eventide

One Alsan Way • Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA
Tel: 201-641-1200 •Fax: 201-641-1640
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Products Eft Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

EVEN THE BEST CAN
BE MADE BETTER
Introducing the new

MINI- MIX 12A

FREE COMPUTERS!
Get it an! Pick either our nevi Simple- C1}• - automation
with the 1),1-Pro ,c,production system OR our D,1-1.itec
Satellite automation system with the 1),1- Pr' production system. Gel two computers, two monitors. Iwo hard
disks,P full LAN network and assembly, free!

$9,995.00

THE COMPACT MIXER WITH A

Lease as low as $229.09 per month

COMPACT PRICE FROM THE
QUALITY LEADER

Plug n' Play

12 Channels
25 Stereo Inputs

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 23 Years

ACT

GRAM

EC 4:11R P40. RA_

1500 Capital Avenue
Plano Texas 75074-8118

'X" X 11:1)1%7

Package system price includes either a Simple- C1)
control system with a 16 unit Pioneer-T
.
"
1(1) six-pack
interface OR a D.1 Lite satellite music system controller
with 1/0 cards and software. Either system is lllll wiled
1)
a fast IAN network to a 1).1- Pro production
workstation Wire to your console audio and you're on
the air.
Package system includes two premium apt-X audio
cards, two fast 386 SX-33 computers each with 340 meg
hard disks (5+ hours mono recording), two VGA color
monitors, two LAN cards et software, 15' IAN cable and
Manuals.
Full Backup for Safety - Easy Production
Use DJ- Pro for fast spot production, then send by
LAN to Simple- CD or DJ Lite. Relax! Your spots are
backed up and safe.
Iti811 334-7823 1-817-625-9761
J( 8. Box 136457 Ft Worth, TX. 76136
16004 Stations - Our 13th year

FAX ( 214) 423-6334

MAKE YOUR PC SPEAK
FLUENT SMPTE

RECORDABLE CDs
Convert from your old unreliable
cart machines to Compact Discs

TCR-100

1
/11

•Generate SMPTE time code locked to
PC's clock.

•Interrupt PC at TV frame or other rates.

Tel: 1
800-237 -1776

01720

Fax: 508 635-0401

READER SERVICE NO 15

The Russians never
abandoned tube
technology...

CONSERVE SPACE
consolidate selected cuts

AS LOW AS $ 59.00 PER DISK!

•Synchronize multiple PC's and file servers.

Our system offers aunique partial recording capability. This
means thoi a partially recorded CD can be removed and
played on any standard CD player. As new program
matenal becomes available it can be recorded on the same
disk. Save money on discs while getting the flexibility and
quality you need.
Third Story Recording
5120 Walnut Street
Philodelphia, PA 19139

Get more from your PC with the
TCR-100!
For more information or to order,
TEL: ( 309) 837-2244 - FAX: ( 309) 833-517
Clark & Associates
318 E. Calhoun

1 - 800 - 497 - DISK (3475)

Macomb, IL 61455

READER SERVICE NO. 54

READER SERVICE NO. 32

And that's great news
for your transmitter!
As the world's largest power tube
manufacturer, Svetlana never
stopped full-scale R&D for power
tubes. From power tubes of over
one- megawatt to afull line of
high-performance triodes,
tetrcxies and pentodes, Svetlana is
the world leader in power tube

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!
CART MACHINE SERVICES:
CART MOTORS REBUILT to quiet flutter- free
perfection- shafts resurfaced
Single $ 120.00

Triple $ 140.00

CART HEADS RELAPPED guaranteed to
perform like new
Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

$1,095 w/ case
The Zercom MAX- Z Il is an abbreviated version of
the famous Zercom MAX- Z Remote Broadcasting
Telephone System. High quality audio handling is

input.

Headroom, noise performance and distortion arc comparable in quality to studio consoles.
Features of the 6 lb, 8"x9.5" unit include frequency
response of 200Hz to 7KHz + 0.5 db, 90Hz to 12KHz
+ 1.5 db; noise floor of - 70 dbm with 0 dbm line level
input, - 61 dbm ( mie level input); and harmonic distortion of 0.35% or less and intermodulation distortion of

Svetlana-developed tubes

growing number of standard tube
types for AM and FM broadcast.
These top-quality, long- life
ceramic tubes are available at
Russian prices direct from
Svetlana and are backed by the
most generous warranty in the

HEADS AMMO and precise digital/optical

industry.

CAPISTAN & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI. OTARI and more
For peak performance from your recording equipment. call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals

A

Svetlana

are available in the West in a

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:
ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENTS
performed for maximum
response 8 head life

6 :9

technology.
Now,

MAX- Z II

READER SERVICE NO. 76

\AIllgreiRIGA
Comrex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA

INSTANT CUEING

ULTIMATE FIDELITY

•Access all SMPTE time code information.

ZERCOM

•100% duty cycle
•Wideband audio
•Excellent operating range

of station ID's and spots

•Lock PC clock to an external SMPTE code.

Box 84, Merrifield, MN 56465 • 218-765-3151

rugged, pocket receivers.

READER SERVICE NO. 208

READER SERVICE NO. 4

0.2% or less. Head room is 16 db above 0 VU.

Used by hundreds of TV stations for
van-to-field cueing in ENG & SNG
applications. Transmitter provides
mix of program and instructions to

The Management

( 214) 424-8585
1-800-327-6901

maintained in the two channels of audio

WIRELESS IFB SYSTEM

Talk to Svetlana today about
your requirements for standard
and custom-designed power
tubes. Broadcasters, call 800-

Bmodeosiets contact
80000 Memonol Porimmy
Hunts dlle Alabama
35802
800 139 6900
OEMs Dninbutors Volume
Punhcbers, conmet
3000 Alpme Rood
Ponola Valley (aeon°
940 1
18
415 133 0429

239-6900 for sales; OEMs,
distributors and volume purchas-

leFERVICES

ers, call 415 233-0429.

224 Datura Street, Suite 614. West Palm Beach. FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Parts Dealers for MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM
READER SERVICE NO. 98

READER SERVICE NO. 188
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able to the mainstream radio industry.
Noticeably absent from most network
rosters is aCHR format. ABC/SMN has
the closest thing with its Hot AC. CHR
has gone through some tough times of
late, but Contemporary Hit Radio can still
be a viable option in some cases. Enter
Music Channel One.
"America's Contemporary Hit Network"
went on the air mid-August and is up to
about eight affiliates. Programming is
offered at avery reasonable cost and can be
utilized as a 24- hour format, nights/
overnights or weekends as needed by affiliates. MCO offers one-year contracts, simple
startup and no commercial clearance.
Ipaid avisit to the Kintronic Labs booth.
The company provides folded unipole
antennas in three- or six-wire configurations, as well as A'TUs, phasors for directional antennas, RF relays and aselection
of tuning coils and transmitting capacitors.
Equally interesting was the gear available
at Loral Microwave-Narda acompany that
provides broadcasters with RF radiation
monitorsdrop-in isolators and powerNSWR
monitoring, among other things.
Share in the pie
Select Music oilers stations the opportunity to share in the profits of its business,
selling music. Listeners call astation's
toll-free number and buy any CD or cassette in print at acompetitve price.
The listener need only know the name of
the song or the time it was played on the station. A station receives aunique listener benefit, acost-free database, sponsorship, royalties, product clout, and fonnat exclusivity.
The Earth & Sky Radio Series is atwominute program that deals with Earth science, astronomy, and environmental
issues. Each show, distributed on CD or
cassette, contains one commercial window.
Are you looking for an overnight programming option? You might want to
check out Date-Net and Radio-Date. The
program allows astation to create revenue
opportunities without even selling aspot
by utilizing 800 and 900 phone lines.
Date-Net is acall-in talk show which utilizes acomputer system to match listeners
with local singles.
Radio-Date directs listeners to your station to call an 800 phone number, punch in
acode that ID's them as your listeners and
then pays you for every call.
AccuWeather showcased its complete
weather forecasting and graphics service,
FirstW am TM equipment, W eatherShowTM
product including audio and video for
complete customized weathercasts in any
language.
If you're in the market for satellite equipment, changing networks, etc...you might
want to give Cristy Lowery a call at
Satellite Systems. These folks do agreat
job of refurbishing or upgrading satellite
equipment. They come highly recommended by our friends at Unistar and provide a much needed service to our segment of the industry.
Voice overs
There are azillion places to go for voice
overs. Ilike to find out who's new or relatively new, as the case may be, and see
what they have to offer. A couple of folks
you might want to check out are Steve
Herringer at Profile Communications, and
Rick Hull. Both have agreat set of pipes,

reasonable rates and do good work.
There's anew application of fax technology that is making some headway in business circles called Fax on Demand.
Basically you call on your fax machine,
run through amenu of available information, select what informaton you want by
touchtone and it is automatically sent to
your fax machine. Application for radio:
immediate, hassle free sales and advertisng rates and information for clients/potential clients. Playlists, programming and
promotional information, contest rules, the
list could go on.
A couple of cost efficient, great sounding production CDs I ran across:
PromoPack from Thompson Creative has

over 200 workparts ranging from music
beds to sweeps and sounders. GMI has
the Lazer Toolkit that's loaded with useable workparts.
Promising to "suck up to any GM to make
asale," Radio Potato offers a "menu" of
production services ranging from The
Common Tater ( no kidding, that's what
they call it), afull-service production package, to The Spud production library.
So I'm walking off the exhibit floor and
this guy comes up to me and says, "Nice
tie." The next thing Iknow Ihave acassette brochure in my hand and am being
pitched on a new program. Ihad been
"Leased," which, as it turns out, just about
everyone at the show got the same treat-

ment. The guy, Tony Lease. The show,
Travel Secrets with Tony Lease, an
infomercial that talks about every aspect
of travel and "opens the door to new
clients" because he offers free international trips to your listeners.
If you're looking for sports, event, concert
or trip promotions of any kind, call RPMC
Travel & Entertainment Promotions
Worldwide. RPMC offers everything from
Monday Night Football trips, New Year's
Eve at Times Square, agetaway to your
own private 125-acre tropical island, Space
Camp trips, you name it, they can send you
or your listeners there.
And if you are in the market for acompletely customized and outfitted promotional vehicle (bus), contact San Diegobased ExecuCoach. The company had one
of its buses parked outside the convention
center, and it was abeam.

SEND YOUR AUDIO
ACROSS THE STREET OR
AROUND THE W ORLDTM
When you think digital audio, think California
Digital. We provide satellite/digital technology
to make all these options available at low cost

ISyndicate your top personality or format
IAdd affiliates - gain revenue sources

California Digital
offers expertise in:

IShare programming, talent and costs
IOff-site announcer feeds
ICreate events with remotes

IDigital Satellite Networks - Cor Ku

ICD-quality live coverage of news,

IRegional, National, International Nets

sports, and concerts

IRemote Broadcasts
IRugged Fly-away Systems
ICustom Ku Power Control Software
ISystem Design & Engineering
IFCC Licensing; Installation and Training
IEquipment sales, leasing and financing
ISwitch 56 & ISDN program distribution
TOP TALENT IS LOCALIZING NATIONAL
SHOWS VVTTH OUR LOW COST TECHNOLOGY

ASK US HOW YOU CAN DO fr TOO!

CALL:

CALIFORNIA

DIGITAL AUDIO
West Coast Office (805) 523-2310
Midwest Office (612) 631-5064

MAKE MONEY BY CREATING A
MUSIC PROGRAMMING NETWORK!
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RTNDA/SBE

NewsTech /
93
SBE Gathers Its Fold in South Florida
by Gordon Govier
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. Digital is the
wave of the future or, more accurately, the
way to the future. The what of the future is
choices, many more choices than today.
The recurring theme of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers and Radio
Television News Directors Association
joint convention in Miami Beach, held
Sept. 29-Oct. 2, was that the broadcast
news product is becoming just a small
part of a rapidly increasing number of
electronic media alternatives.
New approaches needed
NPR News Anchor Dale Williman, a
panelist in asession titled" ' 90s Ways to
do the News," observed that television is
heading towards the segmentation that's
already occurring in radio. "A lot of the
FMs have gotten out of the business and
won't come back to doing radio news
because they don't see it as cost effective.
Ithink it's going to be abandoned, especially on the FM side, to public stations to
do something long-form."
"People are going to be able to choose
what kind of news, what kind of other programming they want, where to go, when
to get it," predicted Phelps Hawkins,
senior vice president and director of news
and special events for American Public
Radio. "Ithink it is asleepy radio industry
that will let this opportunity get past them.
We're trying to assess the real appeal of
programs, and affinity between programs
on the part of listeners; to look where
those affinities might pop up most frequently and most beneficially."
Hawkins says the chance to choose is
bringing anew age of thinking about programming. Even though long-form, highly
textured programming is ahallmark of

public radio, he would like to see more
effective use of live radio. "Iknow people
don't like that because we're all so nicely
controlled, but that's aprimary advantage
of radio. We need to play to our strengths."
News and information is unquestionably one of the strengths of radio.
Panelists observed radio news listening
increased during the Persian Gulf War
and stayed high. In part that may be
because people now have fewer places to
turn for radio news, but it's clear people
still choose news.
Technology's role
The more technology added to the
workplace, for handling news on demand
and other new formats, the more flexible
the radio journalist must be, able to edit
tape in avariety of formats and now also
computer literate.
But ultimately it all boils down to writing. And panelists worried that the small
stations that have traditionally been a
journalistic training ground have cut
back their newscasts and are now using
satellite services.
There were two complaints from panelists about that other training ground,
journalism school. One is that their products too often seem to be inadequately
prepared for entry-level work. The other
is that most broadcasting students choose
television over radio. "There are alot of
freedoms you get in radio that you don't
get in television," said CBS radio executive producer Robert Garcia. "We're not
communicating that to students."
Radio news also has its frustrations,
Garcia admitted: " Ican name a dozen
network level correspondents who have
told me they would love to be able to do
an NPR-style story, to do afour minute
or five minute piece on something.

But, I've never heard a public radio
reporter tell me that they'd love to do a
30-second report on something."
Some believers remain
There are still some commercial FM
stations with strong news departments.
One of them, Chicago's WXRT, was
represented on the panel by news director Neil Parker.
The readily acknowledged key to success is
asales department that knows how to sell

newscasts. An even better key, in this environment of new options and choices, is asales
department that knows how to sell news.
During a roundtable session titled
"Radio News & Talk on The Cheap," the
story was told of an Indiana radio station
that faxes a daily news roundup to a
local printer. The printer adds aborder of
advertisements and then runs off enough
copies for the local McDonalds to use as
tray liners for the rest of the day.
A handful of radio stations are utilizing
opportunities provided by cable, such as
filling the window for local news on the
CNN channel. Other radio stations have
continued on page 30

Equipment and Software Pros
Exhibit Wares at News Tech '93
by Lucia Cobo
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. Attendance at
the Society of Broadcast Engineers convention held here Sept. 29-Oct. 2 was up
slightly from 1992's gathering in San
Jose, Calif. Registered attendees in 1992
numbered 250, this year slightly more
than 300.
Companies attending the exhibition, held
in conjunction with the Radio-Television
News Directors Association convention,
were pleased and somewhat surprised at
the quality of traffic. Although most
equipment manufacturers and distributors
were notably absent, the stalwarts that did
attend reaped the advantages of aslower
pace of doing business.
Transmission and related gear was available from several manufacturers. CCA
Electronics displayed its new high-performance 60-watt FM broadcast exciter. The
FM6OG is aàynthesized, FM broadcast
exciter for operation in the 88-108 MHz
band. The operating frequency can be set

in, in 25- or 50- kHz increments, to any
channel within that band. The output power
is continuously variable from 5to 60 watts.
Broadcast Electronics showcased its
AM1, solid state 1kW transmitter with CQUAMTm stereo built in at no extra cost.
The unit features high-efficiency Class E
operated power modules and aswitching
power supply provide for low power consumption and cool operation. The unit uses
a "star" combiner network for uninterrupted operation with minimal power reduction
without the use of dummy modules.
Rohde & Schwarz displayed its new
Super Compact Radio Data codec DMC
01. The unit meets the U.S. RBDS standard
as well as CENELEC EN 50067. Various
paging systems can be implemented by
software uploads, including: TNPP telocator Protocol, EBU Universal Protocol,
WAR! and EWS. The DMC01 optional
decoder function enables rebroadcasting.
David Alwadish shared booth space with
Rohde & Schwarz, and displayed information about his CouponRadio.
Browning Labs was on hand to display
its line of VHF, UHF and FM transmitters. The transmitters are all solid state
design ranging from 2watts to 5kW.
Surges and lines
Harris Allied displayed information about
its fixed and mobile video and satellite communications systems. The company displayed information on its line of radio and
television transmission equipment, including
the new FM DIGITTm digital exciter, as well
as its catalog of more than 10,000 radio studio products from more than 350 manufacturers.
EEV Inc. was on hand to showcase its
power tetrodes for AM/FM transmitters
with enhanced mesh filament for longer
life and reduced noise. Best Power
Technology exhibited its Power Partner
line of power protection devices.
Andrew Corp. introduced the HRLine
transmission line, which combines the
benefits of conventional rigid lines and
corrugated cables (available in 50- or 75ohm type).
Superior Electric displayed its line of
Stabiline voltage conditioning equipment,
including voltage regulators, power conditioners, and uninterruptible power supplies.
JAMPRO Antennas displayed information about its FM and TV broadcast antenna systems. The company builds low,
continued on page 29
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Hum...gone! Hiss...gone!
Dimmer buzz. ..gone!
Video Post. Location Recording.
Music Remotes. Broadcast.
Without coloring the original sound, Roland's
SN-550 Digital Noise Eliminator solves your hum,
analog tape hiss, lighting dimmer bu77,

cellation in real time, giving you the freedom to use it
in all kinds of applications!

and dozens of other noise problems-it even helps with SMPTE bleed!
If you get material from outside sources (like
live interviews or field recordings) or can't completely
control your environment (wireless mics, lighting dimmers, PA systems), Roland's SN-550 can be alifesaver.

Call (213) 685-5141, Ext. 337 or FAX (213)
722-0911 for information about the SN-550--Roland's
professional noise eliminator that won't color your
sound!

From audio post to auditorium, from radio broadcast to
aguitarist's rack, the 550 gives you clean, clear sound.
Its ability to digitally process different kinds of
noise independently gives the 550 aunique advantage
over other units--it can maintain the integrity of the
original sound while eliminating many different types
of noise. And the 550 is single-ended (it's not an
encode-decode system), so it can perform noise can-

Roland*
ProAudioVideo
Roland Corporation US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3696
Roland Canada Music Ltd., 5480 Parkwood Way, Richmond, B.C., V6V 2M4
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from Moscow to NY & from Paris to Tokyo...

MORE STATIONS
BUY ARRAKIS!!!
DIGILINK...
THE # 1DIGITAL SYSTEM
starting at under $8.000
10 hours of stereo digital audio storage for $7,995 complete
Satellite, CD, Tape and Hard Disk Automation
Simultaneous Play, Record, & Network transfer
Digital Editor with Waveform Editing for tight production
Crossfade CD's, sources, and hard disk audio
— Music Scheduling system built in for basic CD automation
Digital Networking for transfer of audio and schedules
Digilink is the # 1selling digital audio hard disk system in radio
today. You can replace your cart machines for live On Air and
have an automation system for walk away at the same time! Link
over 15 workstations & scheduling computers on our digital network and transfer audio and schedules between your studios.
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THE 8TRACK DIGITAL EDITOR
starting at under $5,500

P"

spot
érether

Adigital audio editor designed for Radio production
Learn to use in minutes, much faster than tape
Cut, splice, move, and fade up to 4stereo tracks
Use Scrubbing to edit with your ears
Use visual waveform editing to edit with your eyes
■• An UNDO button enables you to go back and fix mistakes
Digital Networking to transfer audio to your On Air machine
Add Trak*Star-8 software to aDigilink for $2,000

fleme.rwed
%le

Trak*Star-8 is the first cost effective mCitrack dgital auk) editor designed for the radio broadcast prcfessione Fast and easy
to use, produce your commercials on Trak*Star and then transfer them in digital straight to the Digiink in your On Air studio.
Dramatically reduce production time and save money!!!

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525

Voice (303) 224-2248

12,000

Series Consoles

Totally Modular Console- Input-output- monitor
im Three Mainframe Sizes - 8, 18, 28 input channels
High Quality Construction- P&G Faders, etc.
Polycarbonate overlay-for scratch resistance
VCA Controlled Faders-for ultra reliability
1
"

Universal Mainframe-any module in any position
am Inputs-2 per channel
Outputs-3stereo, Pgm, Aud, Utl
CR Monitoring-stereo Monitor, Earphone, & Cue
Studio Monitoring-two studios supported
Talkback-two studios w/monitor dim
Telephone interface-2 internal mix minus buses
Timer-60 minute digital up timer standard
OptionsDA module, Remote selector module,
Dual Machine Control Module
Standard Tabletop Mainframe displayed above

Deluxe thru-table mainframe displayed below

Typical List Price

$4,000 - $7,000
From France...to Moscow...to
Japan and Taiwan, and
around the world...the 12,000
console is On the Air.
The 12,000 is the # 1selling
Arrakis console line from the
#1 console manufacturer.
With three stereo output
buses and two mix- minus
buses for telephone interface,
the 12,000 can fill any
application. The 12,000 also
supports acontrol room and
two studios standard. Panning
or Mode select are available
on the four models of input
modules, VCA control of
audio delivers reliability and
performance.
Quality, performance, and
durability make Arrakis
consoles the leader around
the world.

14 1/4" x 20 3/4"

Arrakis Systems is aworld leader in radio studio technology. In Japan, Digilink is abrand
name for hard disk audio for radio. For use around the world, the United States Air Force
chose the 10,000 series console from among all competitors as its console of choice. When
the United Nations needed 6entire studios with consoles and furniture for arush shipment to
Cambodia early this year, they chose Arrakis 10,000 consoles and Modulux furniture. In
Jamaica, Tahiti, and elsewhere, entire factory assembled and tested Arrakis studios are on
the air. Around the world and of course in the United States...more stations buy Arrakis for
their digital audio, console, and furniture needsimi

FAX (303) 493-1076

by

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS inc.
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CBS's Rather Admonishes the Press
by Gordon Govier
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. CBS News
anchor Dan Rather's speech on the opening night of the RTNDA convention
elicited extra attention as Rather called

on broadcast journalists for more courage
to stand up to the ratings monster.
'We need afew good men and women with
the courage of their convictions," he said.
"Broadcast executives and owners are
decent people," Rather said. "But you'd

RTNDA and SBE NewsTech
continued from page 24
medium, and high power antennas, and
specializes in multistation systems.
Holaday Industries has designed a
new induced current meter. The unit
standard features include: frequency
response 3 kHz to 100 MHz; 60 dB
dynamic range ( 1 to 1000 milliamperes); direct reading analog
meter; NiCad rechargeable battery, and
optional fiber-optic remote readout.
Fidelipac displayed its brand new
sample rate converter, the Dynamax
SRC. The unit is microprocessor-controlled and receives stereo digital audio
signals conforming to AES/EBU, lEC
958, S/PDIF or optical in professional
or consumer mode at any frequency,
and outputs it at either auser-programmable sampling rate, or synchronized
to asecond, reference digital audio signal. The unit list price is $ 1,290 and is
available for shipment.
Newsgathering news
NPR Satellite Services showcased
its range of interconnection services to
radio broadcasters, including Single
Channel Per Carrier ( SCPC) audio
transmission, fixed and transportable
uplinking, digital fiber optic channels
and service to Galaxy and Satcom.
Also in the data delivery business is

Colby Systems Corp. The company displayed its newsgathering system for
sending live motion video and audio
through any telephone or cellular system.
GTE Spacenet displayed information
about its satellite newsgathering service, News Express. News Express
offers line, on-the-spot coverage and
news exchanges with other stations.
Satellite time is available in increments
as brief as five minutes.
Information providers also lined the
aisles of the NewsTech '93 Exhibit Hall.
Included in the line-up were Associated
Press ( AP), StandardNews, NASDAQ, and AccuWeather Inc.
AP's booth included avariety of products, including its AP Newscenter—a
newsroom computer system designed
for ease of use and future expandability. AP also showcased its news wires
and AP Audio Services.
AccuWeather showcased its complete weather forecasting and graphics
service, FirstWarnTm equipment,
WeatherShown, product including
audio and video for complete customized weathercasts in any language.
StandardNews exhibited information
on its 24-hour full service audio news
network. The company also displayed
information about its recently acquired,
fax-based news service, Zapnews.

squandered and cheapened," Rather said.
The theme of the moral responsibilities of
broadcasters surfaced several times during
the convention: during afreewheeling discussion of the impact and credibility of
tabloid style news programs; during atown
hall meeting on sex, age and race in the
newsroom; during aspeech by ABC News
correspondent Catharine Crier, and during
the Paul White Award address by former
CBS News editor Ed Bliss.
Bliss, after being introduced and lauded
by Walter Cronkite, resisted the•temptation to reminiscence at length about his
work with Murrow and Cronkite.
"Care about what you write," he
admonished. " It's not enough to care
about style, care about the people in your
story. Good journalism is good for the
country."

never know it from the things that fear
makes them do—from the things that
fear makes them make us do."
Having just participated in the unveiling
of an Edward R. MUffOW commemorative
stamp, Rather referred frequently to the
broadcast news legend, including his
famous speech to a1958 RTNDA convention. The most quoted line from that
speech was one about "wires and lights in
abox." Rather suggested that Murrow's
description of "this weapon of television"
was the more important line in that speech.
"In too many important ways we have
allowed this great instrument, this
resource, this weapon for good, to be

CAT- LINK

Digital

STL

TOP n
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Its no wonder 50
stations in the Top 25
markets are sold on

QEI's CAT-LINK, the DIGITAL STL problem solver:
•Uses T1 data circuits or 23 GHz radio
• The only digital FM composite link*
•NO COMPRESSION and NO DELAY
•Full bi-directional capability
•Multiple discrete channel capability
•Ideal for LMAs
And that's why more savvy stations in the Top 25 and
markets of every size are turning to CAT-LINK. Call 0E1
toll- free at 800-M4-9154 and be swept away

You
can measure...

*U S. Patent 15,054,070

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.
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ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
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PROMO POWER

Learning to Boast for Success and More Money
special publication. Most of the space
should be filled with photographs of station
events and clients. Using these photos, capWASHINGTON You read my article
tions and short articles, your goal is to give
last month on generating press and now
clients as many reasons as you can to buy
your station's been on the cover of your
your station.
local paper, Time, Newsweek, and on the
If you've got anew television spot runNBC Nightly News. The general manager
ning and your ratings are great, brag about
is very excited about all of this coverage
and suddenly realizes that there may be a it. Feature aphotograph of a highlight
from the TV spot. The caption could read
benefit in letting your clients know about
"W—' snew television spot is working!
the attention you've been receiving. Your
Thanks to this heavy campaign we're No.
GM has just opened the door to our next
1men 25-49, Monday-Sunday, 6 a.m. to
topic...Marketing to your clients.
midnight." Salute as many advertisers as
you can by name.
FRueriterED Wrn.% THE EbtAcp,T
Ask atrivia question like "What's the
SYS -I
-Ems, l'ED Took
IT '
Aron/ HttntELF
To TEACH HIS CHILDREN THE clmsic5.
largest demo cell in the Metro Survey
Area?" The first fifty people to call their
rep with the correct answer win station tshirts. Although the photos in your
newsletter don't have to be in color, it is
important to use splashy color in graphics
and headlines.
People are used to seeing bright slick
publications and although ablack and
white newsletter is much cheaper, it shows
when you take that route. Budget around
two thousand dollars for producing athousand copies of afour page (front and back)
three color mailer. Budget more for other
colors and postage.
Put your station on video twice ayear!
Start by buying or trading for a home
video camera. You can buy adecent Sony
8 with ten zoom and low lux for around
$800. Videotape all of your station
Postcards are agreat way to keep your
remotes, appearances and guest stars that
station top-of-mind with your clients.
come to your studios.
Save all copies of any news coverage
Staying top of mind with your advertisers
your station receives on television and
is ayear-round project that should be caregather your most recent TV commercials.
fully conceived rather than haphazardly
planned from month to month. Now is a Take the best of this material and create a
video newsletter.
perfect time to develop your 1994 client
Keep your video-newsletter under five
calendar.
minutes in length. Make sure the pacing is
Newsletters: This is aterrific quarterly
fast. The editing can be done with two regproject. Doing four client newsletters per
ular VHS machines, but to do the best job,
year allows enough time to produce areally
by Mark Lapidus

you should rent three or four hours in a
video editing suite. You don't need broadcast quality, so avideo company that does
industrial work is your best bet because it'll
be cheaper and the company will understand what you're attempting to create.
You'll save alot of time and money by
reviewing all of your video in advance of
editing. Make detailed notes about what
you'll be using and how you can easily
locate the footage. Instead of using the raw
sound from your video, overlay anarration
done by one of your disc jockeys or someone in management.
It's agood idea to have your sales manager and general manager be part of the
entire process. They will be more in tune
with what your clients may find interesting
and what your salespeople will be most
pumped about showing. When the project

RTNDA, SBE News Tech '93
Convention Held In Florida
continued from page 24

departments, sometimes going as far as
computer links between their assignment
desks.
Cross promotional benefits were perceived from such arrangements, particularly
when radio reporters beat TV reporters to
news events and were patched in to the TV
news anchor to report via cellular phone.
The cellular phone, though, may soon
become even more potent as anews gathering tool for television. Several companies on the exhibit floor were marketing
technology to send video pictures via cellular phone. In the exhibit hall the new
StandardNews Network, fresh from its
acquisition of Zapnews, was aggressively
seeking radio clients.
Reuters was also on the floor, with another broadcast wire alternative. The

ARE YOU READYFOR COMPRESSION?
New DIGI-READYTM Phase- Locked Commercial LNBs from Cal-Amp
These new Digi-ReadyTM LNBs fulfilled the need for phase-locked downconverters necessary to
receive digitally compressed satellite programming signals. Although some digital compression
formats are undefined, phase-locked commercial LNBs, which maintain low Bit Error Rates, are
recommended to ensure proper reception of
digitally compressed signals. Please call your
commercial distributor for additional details.
DIGIREADYTM LNB Specifications:
•Input Frequency 3.7-4.2 GHz
•Output Frequency 950-1450 MHz
•45° K Noise Figure, Typical
•Phase Noise - 80 dBc / Hz @ I0 KHz
•PLL Oscillator Stability ± 2.3 ppm (± 12
• Input

KHz)

VSWR 1.5:1 (Isolated Model: Part No. 31814)

•2 year Warranty

460 Calle San Pablo Camarillo, CA 930 I2
Phone (805) 987-9000 Fax (805) 987-8359

Associated Press was there, of course.
United Press International, fresh off its
own recent restructuring, invited clients
and potential clients to its hospitality suite.
In terms of electronics and audio tape
products, there was once again very little
for aradio news director to look at, despite
the joint convention arrangement with SBE.
Next year will be different, say radio partisans within RTNDA leadership. The
1994 convention will be held in Los
Angeles, in conjunction not only with SBE
but also SMPTE and the NAB Radio convention. In another good sign RTNDA
members elected a radio veteran, Bill
Yeager of Metro Traffic, to take over as
Chairman at the 1994 convention.
A seminar reserved for radio technical
talk was devoted primarily to apresentation of a new CBS digital editing unit
designed specifically for news use. The
presentation by Tony Masiello and
Bernard Gershon, of CBS Radio, showed
a PC- based, icon- driven tape editor
designed to emulate analog equipment.
The $ 25,000 cost was compared with
approximately $75,000 for an editing
room that would do the same job.
Masiello briefly discussed Inmarsat, a
briefcase sized portable satellite terminal
(another $25,000 investment). He also mentioned that CBS has evaluated the mini disc
and other digital formats for news gathering
and likes the potential of the Digital
Compact Cassette. They and others are now
trying to convince acassette manufacturer
to produce aportable DCC recorder.
One of the best sessions was avoice clinic
with sound advice from Carol Dearing,
Lillian Rae Dunlap, Eve Pruden and Ann
Utterback. All four women have extensive
experience in helping news broadcasters and
aspiring broadcasters use their vocal equipment properly and effectively. A tip from
Pruden, slow down. "You can talk much
more quickly than Ican hear you," she said.
DOD

Digi-Ready TM Phase- Locked LNB ( Part No. 3I846)

•Made in the USA
California Amplifier, Inc.

is finished, have anumber of VHS dubs
made. It's also agood idea to invest in a
small TV set/playback unit that your salespeople can take along on calls. There are
several systems small enough to put on a
client's desk.
Postcards: You feel good when you get
one in your mailbox at home. They usually come from friends on vacation in exotic
locations. They're rarely used for business
purposes, so they get noticed at the office.
Hire an artist who can conceptualize a
drawing of something funny about your
station or format that will fit on the front
of your postcard.
The other side of the card has the usual
room for an address and one reason why an
advertiser should buy your station. These
can be mailed cheaply once amonth.
continued on page 32

California
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Govier is news director of
WNWC(FM) Madison, Wis. and editor of
Scribe, anewsletter aimed at news people in
religious broadcasting. He can be contacted
at 5606 Medical Circle, Madison, WI
53719; 608-271-1025.
Gordon
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your "RF Source."
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Prevention.
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* Filters
* Combiners
* Loads

Let Us Design aSystem for You

With over 40 years of engineering and manu-

StatiCat provides acontinuous, lowresistance discharge path
for the static electric charge on tall structures. Dissipation points
aie 1/8", type 304 stainless steel rods ground to needle sharpness.
They won't bend. not even from ice and severe weather.

dard and custom RF products built to last.

1-800-341-9678
Fax 207-655-7120

P.O. Box 949
Raymond, Maine 04071

Designed to provide vivid sound
reproduction when used with today's
dignal sources, these stereophones
feature high-performance 40 mm
drivers. The maximized power handling capability ensures full, accurate
reproduction of the wide dynamic
range found in digital program
material
The soft leatherette earpads and adjustable headband provide for hours of
comfortable listening while the closedback design of the earpieces allows for
privacy and prevents unwanted outside
sounds from interfering with your
listening enjoyment. The 3,0 m (9.8 ft.)
cabe is terminated in a3.5 mm mini
plug, ideal for portable systems, and a1/4- plug adapter is included for home
use

Only $ 29 95
2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507

1-800-999-9281
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GROUP
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200 Fareway Drive - Suite 2
Smithiield, North Carolina 27577

1-800-369-7623
SERViICE NO. 10

extender, cellular transceiver and landline
capabilitites, 600 ohm line out, and Vu
meter. It is powered by 10 NiCad rechargeable batteries, 12v adaptor, and AC power
supply. 24 hour product support standard.

Call Bridget
Taylor today
$195.00

Write to us today for aFREE brochure!

2 week trial at

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499
Call (505) 325-5336
FAX ( 505) 326-2337
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Price!
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CEB Encoder- Decoder $ 540
CE Encoder
$ 375
CE with Stereo Option $ 405
CD Decoder Only
(REQUIRED FOR [ PTV)
$320
Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder $100
• Encoder FCC Type Accepted •
• Decoder FCC Certified •
• Exceeds FCC Specifications •
All interconnections to the EBS equipment are
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immediate delivery.
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Shape Up!
Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

Coverage. Saturation. DBk
contours. In FM broadcasting, the
"bottom line" is always based on
your pattern.
More than any other
manufacturer, Shively has the
experience and reputation for
providing crucial pattern solutions
for critical propogation problems.
On any tower. At any power level.
Remember, it pays to be heard.
A good pattern. The shape

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

you need. Talk to your consultant.
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CD100 • X Adapter-Amplifier
Compact Disc

Matches any consumer compact
disc player or cassette deck
to broadcast console input.
Only $ 89.00 FOB factory or
from any broadcast dealer.

Russ Friend & Associates
342 N. Sunnyside

Call for Our Price List

Shivelv Labs
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Bragging Effectively
continued from page 30

Client parties: Have a unique gettogether for your top advertisers twice a
year. Don't make this just another
obligation to attend aboring business
event. Try one of these party ideas or
invent one of your own: an afternoon
lunch/boat cruise; aday at the circus
for the entire family; buy out an entire
movie theater for the premiere of ahot
new film; bowling for prizes; or lunch
with several local sports celebrities.
Your challenge is to make it an activity
that people are thrilled to be involved
with.
Gimme gimme: Car dealerships

learned a long time ago that if you
gave a potential buyer a hotdog,
he/she would feel more obligated to
buy acar. Don't forget your clients
when it comes to free movie passes,
extra concert tickets and prizes that
haven't been picked up by your winners. Clients aren't that different from
listeners...their first question after
meeting you will probably be..."Hey,
got any extra t-shirts?"
ODD

Mark Lapidus is promotion director
for WCPT(AM)-WCXR(FM) Washington. He can be reached at 510 King
Street, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Enter The Future
Of Audio Transmission

With The RE 660/661 MUSICAM
Digital Audio Codec.
Developed to enhance
MUSICAM technology, it

up, audio backhaul, recording
and post production studios.

provides up to 20 kHz of
audio bandwidth.

In any aspect of audio
transmission, the RE 660/661

From satellite networks to
switched 56 telephone lines,
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Westwood One Broadcasts
U2 'sZoo TV From Dublin
continued from page 15

problems, so we think ahead and have
backups for everything," Stephan said.
Parking
Parking is another element of the "3Ps"
equation Stephan defined. It is always best
to get as close as
. possible to the source, he
said. The Westwood One mobile unit was
parked in asecurity area about 600 feet
behind the U2 stage and about 50 feet
from the BBC truck and the U2 power
trucks. The cable runs were about 550
feet, according to Stephan. "With U2, we
pretty much got what we needed," concerning the parking.
And how was working with the U2 management and the band themselves? "They
have been tremendous," Stephan said.
Thom Ferro, Westwood One's Radio
executive vice president/general manager,
echoed Stephan's thoughts on U2 and its
management. "They are very professional, very well organized, first rate people,"
he said.
Stephan's role as producer of the event
was focused completely on the technical
aspects of producing the broadcast. "The
show was broken into two parts," he
said. Stephan's role was producer/technical director. His counterpart was producer/creative director Andy Denmark,
based in New York. "Ifocus completely
on the technical issues, while Andy
focuses on what the show is going to
be," Stephan said.
The broadcast was mixed with special
pre-recorded interviews as well as commercials and live microphones into the
crowd before the concert started. Once
it started, however, there were no
break-ins to commercials. The commentary before and during the show
was presented by Mal Reding,
Westwood One's European music correspondent based in London; along
with Dia Stein of WXRK in New York
and also aproducer for The Source, on
which she hosts the Rock Report for the
Westwood One network show; and
Dave Fanning of R.T.E.

One of the pre-concert interviews was
with Carter Allen, the WBCN-FM Boston
disk jockey who is said to be the first
American to play U2's music on the air
back in the early 1980s. That is not so
important, except that the interview was
held in Verona, Italy, where Allen and his
equipment were flown in. The tapes then
were jetted back to the Westwood One's
Culver City, Calif., studios and turned
around for a special produced in New
York. That interview hit radio stations earlier in August.
Americans attending the concert were
amazed at the strategy—or lack thereof—behind seating. The floor of the
outdoor arena was all standing general
admission, meaning people near the
front risked being crushed by the
crowd behind them. Security guards
pulled people over the fences as they
were fainting from dehydration or
requesting to be taken away from the
mayhem. As people would fall, it was a
human domino effect, ending with
hundreds of people on the ground,
picking themselves up to get right back
into the concert.
More live events
Safely behind the scenes, Stephan admitted the staff at Westwood One likes to do
these live events. "Ihave ablast," he said.
"It's exciting for the company to do,
plus the radio stations get excited and the
artists tend to get excited about it," Ferro
said. "It's just exciting from all points of
view."
Other shows recently completed or
upcoming for Westwood One include
Aerosmith Live From Brussels ( on
Halloween); Tom Petty Live Nov. 4 from
Gainesville, Fla. ( another homecoming
event for an artist); and on Nov. 26, Rod
Stewart Live from Houston.
0 Cl

Annette Deutscher, aformer journalist, is
RW's marketing assistant, and an
unabashed U2 follower. Her trip to Dublin
marked the seventh time she has seen the
band pelfonn.
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Superhybrids.
Improve your telephone
audio with Gentner's new
G2500 and G3200 deal
hybrids. These
"Superhybrids" provice the
very best telephone audio
quality. The same quality
you've come to expect from
Gentner.
Use the G2500 w th any
audio board or console.
Unlike other hybrids
available today, the
G2500's Auto Mix Minus
allows you the freedom to
feed program output down
the telephone line, even
when the output contains
caller audio. The G2500
automatically removes the
caller audio from its feed
path.

Take the G2500
anywhere you like. The
automatic answer/disconnect, nulling, re- null on
new line selection, RS-232
control, and single-cable
conferencing with another
G2500 lets you take it with
you. And an acoustic echo
suppressor further reduces
the chance of feedback.
Designed for large talk
shows or talk shows with a
live audience, Gentner's
G3200 combines both
digital hybrid technology
and digital acoustic echo
cancellation to provide
clean telephone audio. No
matter how good the
studio's room acoustics,
some of the caller audio

appearing on : he studio
speakers will w‘ork its way
back to the miles. The
G3200 recognizes this
callar audio and digitally
subtracts it from its SEND
audio path. The result is
clean, intelligible audio on
both sides of he telephone
call. And you won't have to
worry about volume— turn
the studio speakers up as
loud as you want.
It you need additional
feedback cortrol (for Door
accustic areas), use the
G3200's PcoLstic Echo
Suppressor (AES). It acts
as a reverse " caller control,'
suppressing send audio
when the caller talks.
The same automate

features as the G2500, plus
a built-in auto mic mixer ( up
to 3 mics) and power
amplifier, make the G3200
ideal for use in any talk
show location.
Consistent and superior
telephone audio, call after
call.

Gentner
Put Gentner's digital
hybrid technology to work
for you. Call the professionals at Harris Allied.
8.00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
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who's
running
the ship?

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.

Going Over Details of PLC Setup
by Richard Mertz
WASHINGTON In my last column, I
broached the idea of using aPLC to control the operation of amotorized coaxial
switch. Before you start drilling rack
panels, mounting buttons, and relays, it's
agood idea to set up the components on
the bench. This will insure that all the
pieces of the puzzle fit together and
operate properly.
Get an idea
To get an idea of what a PLC looks
like, see the photo on this page. While
this is not the configuration Iam using
for this project, it gives you afeel for the

The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

I

ntroducing AutoPilot
from Burk Technology.

TM

AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.

look of the gear. Note that the unit pictured has terminals for a 24-volt input.
Some units are configured this way.
You will be using an AC-powered base
unit with an input voltage of 100 to 240
volts AC. You read right. The base unit
accepts this wide range of input voltages.
This makes it easy to install aPLC anywhere. When Irecently built acoaxial
controller, much like the project
described here, Iused aCorcom RFI filter/power entry module to connect the
PLC to the AC line. In most cases this is
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Automatic fault recovery
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not needed for aPLC.
PLCs are designed to operate in "electrically polluted" environments. In my
case, the Corcom power entry module
was an easy way to mount the fuse and
AC line cord connector. For the purpose
of this conceptual project, asimple line
cord and fuse, properly insulated, will
suffice.
Figure 1is ablock diagram of the internal workings of aPLC. The unit used for
this project has 12 isolated inputs, a
microcontroller, eeprom memory, battery
backup for the microcontroller, and 12
"a" style relay contact outputs.
The battery protects only part of the
internal microcontroller's memory, thus
enabling the PLC to
pick up where it left off
after apower failure or
interruption. The program memory for this
project is saved in the
eeprom and does not
require any battery
backup. There are other
types of program memory storage options such
as RAM and eeprom.

Figure 1.
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the coax switch to move.
The output relays are connected in three
groups of four contacts each with acommon connection. The first group switches 0 volts to devices like the external
relays or indicator lights.
The next group provides control to
transmitter No. 1, and the next to transmitter No. 2. We have made the
assumption that both transmitters have
15 to 28 volt DC control ladders that
require momentary closures for activation. If your transmitter has adifferent
control scheme, you will have to adapt
it for lowvoltage operation. We only
need to control the plates on and off
for both transmitters. You must wire
the transmitter interlocks through the
interlocks within the coaxial switch
itself.

Direct-connect
The inputs to the PLC
are optically isolated
and designed to be
directly connected to
switches, pushbuttons,
and relay contacts. You can either use a
source of 24 volts or sink the input to
ground (0volts) to activate an input.
Figure 2 shows an equivalent circuit of
the PLC's inputs when the S/S
(source/sink) terminal is connected to the
0 volts terminal. The voltage drop across
the internal components when aparticular
Push-button provision
input's terminal is connected to 24 volts
On the input side, Ihave provided for
lights the appropriate LED in the optical
two push-buttons. "Main transmitter" on
isolator telling the microcontroller that
the air and "auxiliary transmitter" on the
this particular input has been activated.
Conversely, if the S/S
terminal is connected to
24 volts, then aground
to any input tells the
microcontroller that the
input has been activated. The bipolar optical
isolators make it easy
for this device to offer
this feature. By the
way, you can tell if the
input has been correctly
activated. There are
LEDs built into the
PLC that light when the
corresponding input has
been properly activated.
Moving on to Fig. 3,
air. Each button provides ground to the
here is the proposed system wiring. Note
respective inputs when pressed. The
that there are relay contacts operating
Delta coaxial switch provides a 120-volt
other relays. This is necessary since the
AC output to turn on tally lights. We
relays internal to the PLC are too small
have connected this 120-volt AC tally
to handle the current requirement for the
switch directly. The coaxial switch I voltage to 120-volt AC relays. The contacts provide aground closure, just like
used was the Delta 6740 switch. Clip
the push- buttons, telling the internal
your Amprobe around one of the AC
microcontroller when the coaxial switch
leads to the coax switch and you'll find
has stopped and which position it is in.
you need close to 4.5 amps capability.
There are also solid state interface
The relays Iused have 10 amp contacts.
devices that can be used to convert the
Also note the wiring of the AC through
120 tally voltage to asaturated transistor
the relay contact. The circuit is set so
output. For now, we will stick with the
that only one relay at atime can activate
relays.
the coax switch. With both relays open
You can connect the momentary connothing happens. With this configuracontinued on page 41
tion, afailure of the PLC will not cause
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Broadcasters to Face Speech Issues
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. I'm
going to take a short detour from my
normal path of trying to help you keep
the local FCC inspector happy. I'd like
to share my thoughts on what Isee as
the road down which broadcasting might
be heading. I'm looking to provoke
some discussion on the future of broadcasting.
The First Amendment
Isee the First Amendment's provisions for freedom of religion, speech
and the press as an expanding sphere of
freedoms: freedom of thought; freedom
to express that thought, and the usage
of available technology to further
express that thought. At the time of the
writing of the Constitution, the printed
word was the only mass communications medium available and the
Constitution was written to not restrict
that means.
As additional forms of mass communication have been introduced, some have
argued that these new vehicles need
governmental control ( content regulation) because of their powerful influence, the " scarcity of voices," or
because of the use of a public resource
(the electromagnetic spectrum).
The " powerful influence" argument

justifying governmental regulation of
content didn't seem to be a strong
enough argument for the framers of the
Constitution to put content control on
the print media.
Although afree press may be dangerous, it is necessary for afree society. It
appears the same argument could be
used to support the government staying
out of broadcast content regulation, the
current "powerful medium."
The second argument in favor of
broadcast content regulation is that
there are only so many broadcast channels to go around. We can get a rough
idea of the relative scarcity of the various media by checking the yellow pages
of the phone book.
Here, in San Luis Obispo County,
about 22 radio stations are listed. Six
television stations are listed. For those
subscribing to cable, probably another
30 to 40 signals are available. Without
cable, perhaps 28 " voices" are available. Checking under newspapers, we
find about the same number ( 28) publishers.
Is there more "scarcity" of voices in
the electronic media than in the print
media? If there were, would that justify
overriding the First Amendment?
The third argument in favor of government content regulation ( use of a
public resource) seems to have some

merit. The lowest unit rate rules seem
to be an attempt at getting broadcasters
to pay the public for use of the spectrum.
It does seem, however, that a much
more direct solution to this problem is
available. That solution would be for
broadcasters to pay for use of the spectrum. Perhaps if such payment were
made, there would be no strong argument in favor of content regulation
(whether through lowest unit rate, fairness doctrine, or whatever).
Spectrum leasing
Broadcasters are typically buying
spectrum, as it currently stands. If they
buy an existing station, they pay the
previous licensee for the channel. If
they apply for a new channel, they end
up paying substantial legal fees and
buying out other applicants in an effort
to show they are the most qualified
applicant.
Another approach would be to offer a
fixed term lease on a channel ( perhaps
20 years). These leases would then be
auctioned. At the end of the lease term,
the current leaseholder would be welcome to put abid in again for the channel. A leaseholder could also sell the
unused term of alease to another wishing to get into broadcasting. Existing
antitrust laws and FCC ownership rules

could be applied to keep one broadcaster from taking over all the stations in
one market.
Idon't believe the costs involved in
such a leasing arrangement would be
substantially different from prices currently being paid for stations. A major
difference would be, however, that the
public, rather than a private individual
or corporation, would be paid for the
use of the spectrum. This should
remove the " need" for governmental
regulation of content, giving broadcasters full First Amendment rights.
Such aradical change would certainly
disrupt the existing station trading market. It could, however, be introduced
several years in the future ( perhaps ten
years) to avoid "changing the rules in
the middle of the game."
Spectrum leasing could perhaps result
in full First Amendment rights for
broadcasters. Micro- broadcasting could
allow a multitude of voices, allowing
broadcasting to serve very small specialized audiences ( a sort of neighborhood radio) as magazines serve small
specialized audiences in print. Ilook
forward to your comments.
1:1

Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen and Friends, a manufacturer of transmitter control and telemetry
systems. He also teaches electronics at
Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo and
just returned from the Alta Sierra Dance
Camp. He can be reached at 805-5410200. He can also be reached on internet at ap621@cleveland.freenet.edu.

THE SMART CHOICE!
The Ultimate in Digital Audio Workstations
With the smart choice for Radio, you can:
CUT production time on spots, shows and promos
USE 50 STEREO TRACKS whenever you need them
FAST dialog editing for news
DELIVER superb quality digital mastered audio
INCREASE your creative freedom

The features you would expect to find
in higher-priced Digital Audio Workstations:
YES!

Play 50 segments at any location without bouncing

YES!

Make instant non-destructive edits

YES!

Easy to learn, full on-line context sensitive help

YES!

Place independent stereo segments anywhere, in any order

YES!

Archive multi- track projects to standard DAT

YES!

True sonic transparency with -'Ii0db noise floor

YES!

Automated effects sends

YES!

Fully network capatible, allowing file sharing

YES!

Easily added to your 386/486, Windows 3.1 based system

YES!

Affordable complete workstations start at $ 7,695, peripherals at $3,690

Ii

iii_

Micro Technology Unlimited
PO Box 21061, Raleigh, NC, USA 27619-1061

Quality digital audio since 1977
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An Easy Way to Demagnetize aCapstan
Long of SRF Audio hasn't experienced
that problem with his Otaris, however,
he did encounter magnetized capstans
on Revox A700s and B77 machines.
The capstan is the motor shaft in these
units, and is easily removable.
Using the square type of cart degauss-

by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. A few
columns back, Jon Hall of Hall
Electronics in Charlottesville, Va., told
about magnetized solenoids and motors
on Otan MX5050B machines. Victor

er, the shaft was degaussed. Victor
rolled the capstan shaft with his fingers
as he demagnetized it and continued to
roll the shaft as he slowly pulled the
motor/capstan assembly away from the
degausser. The procedure had to be
repeated several times on one shaft, but
the result was a successfully demagnetized capstan shaft.
Determining whether your tape guides,
capstans, etc. are magnetized is simplified using an inexpensive magnetometer. Victor uses the model 20/5-0-5
manufactured by the R. B. Annis Co.
The magnetometer is also useful in
determining whether the devices have
been properly demagnetized.
Victor encountered a problem using
the magnetometer. He would get both
erratic and unrepeatable readings. The
cause was simple enough—the device is

wire is much easier. Because the reel
turns as you pull the wire, there's no
kinking or curling of the wire.
Jon Banks at WLTT-FM Washington
showed me this trick, though he gives
the credit to a creative telephone man.
What's that about an oxymoron?
* * *
Pewee Valley Innovations, in
Crestwood, Ky., has introduced a new
caller ID accessory for use with personal computers. The PC Receptionist
maintains arecord of anyone who calls,
keeps track of how much time is spent
on the phone and with whom, and prevents unwanted callers from disturbing
you. When connected to your computer
modem, the PC Receptionist will
restrict access to authorized callers,
eliminate password or touchtone code
access methods, and prevent hackers
from tying up your system.
If you have a pager, the system will
forward the caller's number to your
pager while you're away from the

The PC Receptionist provides both protection against
hackers and call- monitoring using Caller ID.
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using standard PC networks
True multitasking under
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Real time recording of mixes
makes music automation sound

Find out why leading radio stations
around the world haie choser Dalet.
Call our US distributor:

RF Specioltiec
Group
WASHINGTON ( 206) 546-6546
CALIFORNIA
MISSOURI
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Reels of telco cross connect cable can be stored off the floor,
yet with easy access by using spare cable spindles.
sensitive enough to read the magnetic
field of the earth.
To properly use the magnetometer,
you need to turn it in free space, away
from your equipment, both horizontally
and vertically, until you find the orientation at which it reads "O." Then, place
your equipment on the bench in such a
way that you can hold the magnetometer in that same unvarying orientation as
you move it into and away from each
part you are checking. When this measurement procedure is followed, the
readings will apply to the parts only—
not to Mother Earth!
For more information on the R. B.
Annis magnetometer, circle Reader
Service 93.
* * *
The next time you're in your telephone
closet, grab that reel of cross connect
wire that's always getting stepped on
and make use of one of the wire spindles that are used to route the phone
wires off the punch blocks. These spindles screw off and are just the right
diameter for the 5- and 7- inch reels of
cross connect wire. Not only does the
spindle get the wire off the floor, but
since the reel spins freely on the spindle, pulling off just the right amount of

office—thus you no longer have to give
out your pager or cellular number—a
caller dials your office number, and
you decide who gets through to your
pager.
When connected to the fax machine,
the PC Receptionist will accept faxes
only from those you authorize, and keep
junk faxes from wasting your paper.
The voice mail and PBX maintenance
ports prevent hackers from entering
your system to either reprogram it or
make unauthorized long distance calls.
All of this for under $ 150.
For full operation, Caller ID service
must be available from the local phone
company. With its call monitoring abilities, this sounds like an excellent product to keep air talent off the phone. You
can call Pewee Valley Innovations at
502-241-4295 or circle Reader Service
41.
O0

John Bisset is a principal in
Multiphase, a contract engineering and
projects company. Workbench submissions can be mailed to RW, or faxed to
his attention at 703-998-2966.
Published submissions qualify for
recertification credit for all levels of
SBE certification.
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ntroducing ADX, the first digital production system designed for the real world of

broadcasting. A world where time is of the essence, change is the rule, last-minute is routine, and creativity
is the competitive edge!
ADX is afully integrated system which combines the creative flexibility of digital recording
and editing with the speed and intuitiveness of afully automated production mixer. Instead

aggiezezetag

of simply storing audio elements and their edit decisions, ADX also recalls and recreates
the mixing and processing talent of the producer.
Just imagine having the ability to precisely replay complex multitrack production work
the way you mixed and equalized it yesterday, last week or last month! Think of the creative time
saved when achange or update is requested in an otherwise perfect mix.
Plus, the ADX is unencumbered by the architectural limitations of first-generation
workstations and is designed to grow and expand with your needs. Even the basic system has more
standard features than anything before.
And like all PR&E products, ADX is apowerful tool optimized for the fast and furious
demands of broadcasting and backed by world-famous PR&E support. Call today for information on
ADX, the next generation of digital.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation, 2070 Las Palmas Drive Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911

Fax: 619-438-9277

GSA Contract: GS-03F-2057A

DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
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Radio Systems manufactures acomplete line of analog and
digital master and stand alone clock and timing products.
Features:
Mix analog and digital displays
Serial master clock or timer link
12/24 hour clocks
External 10 or 1Hz sync
External 60/50 Hz (line) sync
Time zone hour offset
Daylight savings time catch-up
All dtal displays act as master or slave units
Top of hour relay closure
Top of hour clock reset
00:00:00 timer relay closure

Options:
TCXO super stable oscillator
Remote keypad
Lead acid long life battery
Rack mount
Wall mount

Models:
2" Wall Timer (DWT-6)
2" Wall Clock (DWC-6)
Desktop Up/Down Timer (DTT-6)
Desktop Clock (DTC-6)
Desktop Clock and Up/Down Timer (DTCT-6)
Analog Master Driver (AMD-1)
12" Analog Clock (AC12)
Desktop Up Timer only (TM3)

Raffia SYSTEMS

INC.

110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 • ( 609) 467-8000 • FAX ( 609) 467-3044
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Contractor Amasses Years of Wisdom
by Mark Persons
BRAINERD, Minn. It has been afew
years since Ilast wrote for RW on aregular basis. Ihave been busy building and
repairing radio stations. My client base is
still about 40 stations. Ivisit each one or
more times ayear. The core of ten call on
the telephone weekly or at least monthly.
Because Iam chief operator at none of
them, the after-hours phone calls are
down to amild roar in comparison to the
past. The stations pay time and material.
None are on "contracts" of any sort.
Young old man
Alter I5 years of on- the-road engineering Ihave elevated myself to the "old
man" status at the tender age of 47. This
status comes partly from encouraging
contract engineers with less experience to
do the everyday cart machine cleaning
and weekly transmitter checks. Ilet them
replace the transmitter tubes and then call
for advice during the day when the transmitter is not running exactly as it should.
The other part of this status comes from
accumulating enough high-tech test
equipment to solve the difficult problems.
They arrange an appointment for me to
visit the station with aspectrum analyzer
or wattmeter and dummy load. Ienjoy
this arrangement, and it makes for fewer
emergency calls.
Each contract engineer has the ability to
build and shape his or her business in
almost any way. It is amazing to watch how
each contractor does business. Some take
absolute control of all engineering at astation and nothing can be done without them.
While this gives good consistency in how
the facility is engineered, it can lead to
problems when that one person is sick or on
vacation. Also, they can serve only afew
stations because of the obvious workload.
Ipersonally like to see the chief operator at any station do as much for the station as he/she can to save money. It
sometimes shows in haphazardly run
wiring and dirty transmitters. However, it
is good training. This training pays off
when there is an emergency, as Ican
direct these people over the telephone to
solve problems. As a result, Iservice
more stations. Most contractors fall
somewhere in the middle of these two
extremes.
Lessons learned
When Ifirst started out fifteen years
ago, I had contracts. The contracts
allowed anyone at any contract station to
call me at any time. You guessed it, one
night at 2 a.m. an operator called to
report the light in the bathroom had
burned out. He assumed 1would go to the
station right away to take care of the
problem. Needless to say Iwas not
thrilled. That was the beginning of the
end of contracts for me.
Every contractor has stories like the
client who sends acheck for along overdue bill and then calls just a few days
later to ask for more service. Ihave a
client who does that and it is comical. He
assumes his status is elevated to "good
guy" just in time for his next bill.
My wife Paula works in our business full
time. She answers the telephone, handles the
word processing, invoices clients and does
the UPS shipping. She knows the clients
and the clients know her. They know she is
there to answer many of their questions.

Paula also has the phone numbers so that
they can reach me in an emergency.
She takes care of ordering parts for
clients and many times Idon't know that
it got done. This kind of teamwork has
been invaluable to our business. It leaves
me free to do the technical work. Most
contractors are not as fortunate to have a
wife trained as aprofessional secretar)
One of the things Paula does is carefully
watch delinquent client accounts and
reminds them when there is an overdue
invoice. This is extremely important, as
the older an invoice gets the more difficult it is to collect.
A good way to have a sound business
relationship with aclient is to start out on

write acheck in advance for an approximate amount, my office will issue a
refund check for the unused money. It
will be included with the invoice.
Our bookkeeping is not set up so that I
can give the client an invoice while on
the job. Instead, Paula must produce the
invoice in the office with Minnesota state
sales tax for any parts used.
This article was just to let you know
where Iam coming from in contract engineering. In future articles, Iwant to
explore the radio broadcast engineering
business in more depth.

afirm footing. Ialways give the client a
copy of my rate card during the first
moment of our first meeting. We talk
about how Ido business and how payment is to be made. If he has questions he
asks them and gets the answers before
any work is started.
Being accomodating
This policy has proven interesting when
the station is off the air and the client is
losing revenue every moment we discuss
the billing. If he is anew client, Ialmost
always pick up acheck before leaving. In
return, he receives adetailed written field
report and invoice in the mail within a
week. If it was necessary for the client to

D ID
Mark Persons is principal of Mark
Persons and Associates, a radio broadcast technical consulting firm based in
Minnesota. He can be readied at 402
Buffalo Hills Lane, Brainerd, MN 56401:
telephone: 218-829-1326.

some days,
it's tough to
stay humble
WHIM967FM

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIE.
Mr. Frank Foui
2101 :' uperior Ave.
Cleveland, ON 44114
April

Id,1W93

Dear Frank.

I just had to write to let you know what a great product you've got
in the Unity 2000. Right out of the box, it woke obvious that this
was no ordinary processor. it. ease of use and above all its loud,
but incredibly clean and I mean the cleanest proceasor I have heard
put it head and ehoulders above the rest. I cannot begin to tell
you how many NEHM lieteners have called us to simply say that our
station's audio makes their receivers come alive. To quote one
individual, ' No radio ciel ion coming through my speakers ever.
sounded so crisp and clear. It sounds great
I have no doubt that
the Cutting Edge Unity 2000 is the reason why, bravo.., on building
the best Audio Processor available!

Fi

nere Jy,

Aaron Brodbar
Otint Engineer
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EAST HAMPTON BROADCASTING GROUP, INC. 34 FANTIGO ROAD, EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937

519-11 9 41019 FAX 51b 319 -Om

the unity 2000i

the world's best sounding fm processor
CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE. CLEVELAND. OHIO 44114 • TEL ( 216) 241-3343 • FAX ( 216) 241-4103
Immearmiummookk..- re ,--.fflurarmarverAosv assooromozowousaurimmaniarnamiscomcsoutoz-e.:›af
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The Dynamax MX Series
With Enhanced New Feature Set
Now Available in up to 18 Channels
•Two inputs per module, mic/line or line/line line inputs may be mono or stereo, consumer or
professional format

•True modular design
• Ultra- reliable motherboard construction
•VGA mixer and monitor control

• Four assignable outputs - two stereo plus two mono

•Active balanced line inputs, transformer isolated
mic inputs

•Available in 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18 channel models

•Active balanced main and monitor outputs

• Independent level controls for each "A" and " B" input

• Full monitoring/cueing facilities with VGA level control
and active source selection

• Separate audio and logic power supplies

• Built-in cue amp with speaker and amplified stereo
8- ohm headphone output

• Sturdy, all- steel construction
• Durable Lexan overlay control surfaces

• Independent remote start for each "A" and " B" input

• Count- up event timer standard

• Opto isolated remote module on/off

•Two input expansion switches standard

• Selectable fader start

• Excellent RF immunity

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST • 1-800-622-0022 • Fax 317-966-0623
Canada 1-800-268-6817 • Toronto 416-731-3687

CD HARRIS
ALLIED
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600 hours amonth and the rest is sports.
We do Larry King also. It doesn't fit the
format, but it works," said McDonald.
"We have to eat in the winter."
Because of its heavy emphasis on information gathering and on-location productions, the tourist format is not one of
radio's easiest to administer. McDonald
estimates there are 300 hours of production time tied up in the current material
being aired on WTKX.
McDonald, a veteran in the tourist
industry, is also quick to point out that
stations making the plunge into travel and
entertainment programming will generally require an advertising sales staff familiar with the unique, often political, needs
of this marketplace. "The key is knowing
who to contact," he remarked.
As for the latest terrorism on Florida's
tourists, who are being gunned down on
roadways by tourist snipers, McDonald
said he's seen no indication that there's a
slow-down in the Florida tourist trade
because of it. "We just had our seafood
festival here and we had over 100,000
people across the week," he said.
McDonald, however, has checked with
the State of Florida Tourism Bureau
regarding airing public service announcements that would offer some protection
against tourist snipers. This is now being
discussed and aseries of announcements
could be forthcoming as aresult.

Tourist Radio Format Is Success u1

by Dee McVicker

PENSACOLA, Fla. A Florida AM station has tourists in the cross hairs and is
aiming at this market to put it and possibly other AMs in the black again.
So far, the outcome looks good. "We
took anegative AM here that was simulcasting with its FM and turned it around
to a positive. We're actually making a
profit," said David McDonald of
Pensacola station WTKX(AM), known as
"Florida Information Radio."
McDonald signed a local marketing
agreement (LMA) with WTKX license
holder, Holt Corporation, early in 1992
and soon after began airing the travel and
tourist information format. He bills the
format as an entertainment "electronic
billboard" for tourists, and believes it is a
solution for ailing AM stations.
"It's an AM savior format and we're
trying to promote it across the country,"
said McDonald, who recently began promoting the programming concept under
affiliated company, Travel Net USA, to
help other stations get started.
Currently, there are a half-dozen stations in the United States broadcasting
travel information on aregular basis.
A local hero
According to McDonald, the advertising
dollars the format goes after is what gives
AM stations that broadcast it a unique
advantage in the community. WTKX has

become " somewhat of a hero" because
community leaders view it as helping to
bring more people into the area and a
boost to local economy, he said.
Moreover, he added, stations that broadcast the format on theit AMs often can
bring more business to their affiliated
FMs because many of the people who sit
on tourism boards are also those people
that drive the local economy and have
businesses that need to advertise.
"In fact, we cross plug with two of the
FMs in town we're not even connected
with," he commented. Broadcasting
tourism information also lures businesses
that historically do not advertise on radio.
McDonald cited hotels/motels as one example. Like alot of tourist businesses, he said,
-they do their advertising on billboards."
Other prime advertising targets are golf
courts, restaurants, lounges, sports and
entertainment parks, and the thousands of
national businesses wanting to promote
services and products aimed at tourists.
Declared McDonald, "You can get people on the air that have never been on the
•
air before."
McDonald, however, is the first to admit
that the tourist and travel information format isn't easy to implement. "You can't
run ( the tourist format) like normal
radio.. .. Our clients most often run two
commercials an hour, 24 hours aday. You
do that because you've only got 20 to 30
minutes of alistener's listening span."
WTKX market penetration is based on

Knowing the PLC Buttons to
Push, and Installing Them
continued from page 34
tacts from your remote control in parallel
with the buttons shown or you can assign
any of the unused inputs for this task.
Remember, you can program the inputs
and outputs of the PLC to perform what-

save time in your station. If you decide
to build aproject like the one presented
here using aPLC, remember all facilities
are not alike. You must make sure that
your particular design will work with
your equipment.

the premise that tourists tune to the station as they're entering into the Pensacola
area, and then only long enough to get the
information they need. Studies indicate
the time span is roughly 20 minutes,
according to McDonald.
To capture this market, WTKX has 24
billboards on various roadways leading
into Pensacola informing travelers to tune
to its frequency. At peak tourist season,
WTKX runs two-hour loops of programming covering anything from fishing,
golfing and museums, to an archeology
dig of an old Spanish fort going on downtown.
Audio tour guide
Programming includes interviews of
tour guides, actualities of events, or coverage of any other related tourist attraction. McDonald calls these information
production vignettes.
"We went to the zoo for instance; we literally rode the train with the director of
the zoo talking, and as we go into the
Japanese garden, for example, we put
Japanese music in the background," he
cited as one vignette.
The station broadcasts tourist and travel
information full time, with the exception
of off-season months when northern
Florida has astagnant tourist population.
During these winter months, the station
uses sports to replace tourist revenue and
tourist programming runs around "550 to

T
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Dee McVicker is afreelance writer and
regular contributor to RW. She can be
reached at 602-545-7363. Travel Net
USA can be reached by calling Boogie
Inc. at 800-526-6443.
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ever task you want. The unused output
relay contacts can be used for tally to
other equipment.
Once again, this is aconceptual, and
not a do-it-yourself, nor aone- size-fitsall, project. These articles are intended to
introduce you to PLCs and give you a
taste of what they can do, how the basic
units work, and how they can be used to

Next month we will close this series of
articles with the programming required
to make the PLC function.
ODD

Richard Mertz is senior engineer at
Jules Cohen & Associates, P.C. He can
be reached at 1725 DeSales St., N. W.,
Suite 600, Washington 20036; telephone:
202-659-3707.

CCA TRANSMITTERS
P.O. Box 426 • Fairburn, Georgia 30213 • USA
1-404-964-3530 • FAX: 1-404-964-2222
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EIA on DAR: We Need It, We Will Have It
by Gary J. Shapiro
Group Vice President
Electronic Industries Association

WASHINGTON Other than high definition television, nothing can draw quite as
much emotion from electronics manufacturers and broadcasters as digital audio
radio. If you need proof, look no further
than the various trade magazines—
including this one—targeted to professionals like you.
Everyone, it seems, has an opinion
about digital audio radio. You might say,
"As well we should!" And you'd be right.
We all have a stake in the technology.
The question appears to be, " When it
becomes areality, will digital audio radio
work for me?" The answer is yes.
The Electronic Industries Association
(EIA) DAR Subcommittee will begin
comprehensive testing of six proponent
systems around New Year's Day. The
subcommittee's charter, as Ihave stated
previously, is to organize and initiate a
fair and impartial analysis, testing, and
standards- setting program to determine
which DAR technical system will best
serve the consumer electronics and
broadcasting industries and consumers.
Testifying before the House
Subcommittee on Telecommunications
and Finance in 1991, Isaid that "EIA and
its members believe in the future of digi-

tal radio. We believe the FCC should
select asystem based on industry consensus and grounded in considerations of
technical merit, economic practicality and
consumer benefits." This still holds true
today.
The EIA DAR Subcommittee has

characteristics, including the quality of
the digital audio signal; the performance
of that signal as it is impaired in an RF
environment; the coverage range, compared with current effective ranges of
broadcast systems; compatibility with
existing services; and the ability to carry

This is a new technology,
requiring creativity and flexibility.
The pieces are falling into place.
achieved remarkable consensus in its
efforts to move the DAR process along.
Scheduling changes that have been
encountered as the process continues are
to be expected, as they should be with
any complicated process that affects the
interests of so many involved parties.
Proponents drop out of the process for
various reasons. Testing procedures need
refining as the players—and proposed systems—change. Choosing and setting up a
testing laboratory is an extremely detailed
and intricate task. This is anew technology, requiring creativity and flexibility. The
pieces are falling into place now, and.
before you know it, testing will begin.
Testing will be centered around identifying the level of performance of the proponent systems relating to awide variety of
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Talk radio pros expect the unexpected, but there's one thing
they can always depend on— the reliability of true blue.
audio
get
P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601
C
ARTRIDGES
CARTRIDGES

Tel: (800) 522-CART or ( 703) 667-8125
e Fax: ( 703) 667-6379

Grde ( 153) On Reader Service Card

data that can broadcast services other than
those that are audio-based, which could
be sources of revenue to broadcasters and,
at the same time, benefit the public.
The objective and subjective test results
will lay the basis for informed decisionmaking on system selection. Committing
now to aparticular implementation strate-

Gary Shapiro
gy is premature, as is committing now to
a certain system without knowing
whether the technology even works, or, if
it does, how it compares to the other proposed systems. And that's where we are
today—gathering the objective data for
comparative evaluations.
Digital audio radio is being actively pursued in the international arena; it is
important that the United States move
ahead on this technology as well. The
EIA DAR Subcommittee will continue to
work hard to make this happen so that a
DAR system ( or systems) can be chosen
and recommended to the FCC next year.
With all of the controversy about digital
audio radio, it might be valuable to take a
step back and remind ourselves why we
need this technology—and why it makes
perfect sense.
Radio has evolved dramatically from the
"radio music box" that David Sarnoff
proposed to the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co. back in 1915. When the
first receivers went on sale in 1920, it is
not likely that many people had any idea
that the medium would become what it is
today.
When digital audio radio makes its
debut, it will surely have an incredible
impact on people, probably very much
like the way that people reacted to the
change from black and white to color television, or the change from AM car radios

of the 1960s to today's sophisticated
autosound systems.
Consumers have already embraced digital sound for the long haul. Consider the
42 percent household penetration of
home CD players, and the 10 percent
penetration for autosound CD players.
Sales of CD players for the car, for example, were up 25 percent in July 1993 over
the same period last year, and sales of
multi-play CD players for the home are
up 15 percent during the same period.
And don't forget digital audio tape, digital compact cassette, MiniDisc and the
digital sound that will emanate from high
definition television.
In other venues, like radio stations,
where a good percentage of music is
broadcast from CDs, digital is more often
than not the preferred way of conducting
business.
Digital, in the form of compact disc players, accounts for more than 30 percent of
all audio hardware purchase dollars.
Compact disc sales have overtaken sales
of cassettes and become the number one
preferred format of choice for consumers.
And, according to our research, more than
80 percent of consumers familiar with CD
want aradio with CD-quality sound.
It seems obvious that the world is going
digital, and, because of this, digital audio
radio makes sense. We are about to bear
witness to an historic process that will
result in adramatic rebirth for the medium we all have embraced for 73 years.
Keep an open mind as the process plays
out over the next several months, culminating in the choosing of adigital audio
radio system (or systems) from which we
can all benefit.

ARE
YOU
MOVING?
Don't leave us behind!
Mail or fax your current
label and new address
(with effective date) to:

Circulation, RW,
PO I3ox 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041
— or —

FAX 703-998-2966
Address changes
will be processed within four

weeks of receipt
Thanks!
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Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No. ( s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
Composite Audio DA
and Switcher!

LDL COMMUNICATIONS INC.

\ \
t.

9

• •

•Switching Between Composite STL's
•Main/Alternate Processing Switching
•Feed Up to 3Transmitters with Identical Audio
•SCA or SAP Generator Switching
•Non- Intrusive Composite Testing/Monitoring

FEATURES
•2 Input Switcher
•3 Isolated Outputs
•Individual Level Control for Each Output
.Front Panel and Remote Control with Full Status
•Power Fail Memory with Bypass Mode
•Inputs Se;ectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Operation

For your full turn- key or individual components

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566
FAX: (914) 736-6916

READER SERVICE NO. 120

UPDATING
ALL

PCL 505s

sion products include low power, side- mount antennas as well as high power, broadband, multi-channel
antennas and combiners.
COMMUNICATIONS INC.

14440 CHERRY LANE CT, #201
LAUREL, MD 20707
301-498-2200

FAX: 301-498-7952

ADC ( USA) INC.

7

Northwest
Southwest
Southeast
(206) 546-6546 (936) 372-4518 (904) 678-894,3
(214) 771-4235
West Coast
Northeast
Midwest
(805) R82-9429
(412) 733-1994 (816) 635-5959
(215)322-2410
EACH OFFICE INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED

9 CLINTON DRIVE, HOLLIS, NH 03049
603-598-4500

FAX: 603-598-4212
READER SERVICE NO. 186

READER SERVICE NO. 164

Charlotte, N.C.
Low Prices - Experienced Staff
New and Re-built R.F. and Audio
This Month's Special

NEW ROS TECHNOLOGY
Modulation Sciences RDS-1 Generator

FOR DETAILS, CALL

AUTOMATED FM
ANTENNA PATTERN
MEASUREMENTS
Using the Dept. of Defense Global Positioning
System (GPS), and our hi-tech airplane, let us
show you the signal your station is really
transmitting. We measure each and every
degree of both the horizontal
and vertical patterns. Your signal
) is your most important asset!
Don't guess. Be sure you're getting the maximum possible coverage. Call us today for abrochure or
confidential consultation.

Installed in SCMS PC Computer

STEPHENS COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Little Rock, AR. • (501) 821-5756

Complete System Only $ 2595

SVAPED‘
;AliCÍE

2198 Hubbard Lane
Grants Pass, OR 97527

(503) 471-2262

READER SERVICE NO. 55

Toll-Free 800-438-6040
FAX 704-889-4540
READER SERVICE NO. 121

fficient &
conomical
$$$
Radio World's Products &
Services Showcase reaches
over 22,000 radio station
owners, managers, engineers
and consultants every month.

Exciters
Amplifiers
Translators
Transmitters
STL's

To advertise your product or
service, contact your sales
representative or
Simone Mullins at

1-800-336-3045

• Mono, Dual Mono,
Stereo, Joint Stereo
operation
A Fully automatic decoder
reduces operator set up
A AES/EBU and SPDIF
digital interface included
A Two-times V.35, X.21 or
RS 422 interface included
A Headphone monitor
included

r
(e..

and services for the FM broadcaster. RF transmis-

S.C.M.S., Inc.

NOW

ISO/MPEG Layer II, IIA
A Switched 56,64 kbit/s,
ISDN, Fractional T-1
A User data channel from
300-9600 baud
A Multiplex or redundant
two times 56/64 for
112/128 kbiVs
A Easiest set-up kicks to
network or intemal clock

needs ... ADC/LDL supplies a full range of product

LDL

Tel. (914) 737-5032

RF Specialties has the RE660/661 ISO/MPEG Layer II, IIA
Digital Audio Codee from RE America. The F1E660/661 provides up to 20kHz of audio bandwidth. From satellite networks
to switched 56 and ISON, the full-featured RE660/661
ISO/MPEG Layer It, IIA Codee is completely bit rate flexible up
to 384 kbits.

•

9

APPLICATIONS

tedi

Transport Digital Audio

ALAN DICK & CO. ( USA) INC.

Backed by our
two-year warranty and
the BEXT 24- hour
engineering hotline.

READER

SERVICE NO. 142

Roam Weld,
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibillty for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

NOTICE
5 REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD CALL US TODAY
ilWe can help you select new
equipment and supplies available
from quality manufacturers such as
Digistation. Net-Tech Labs. Scala,
Henry Rade and many otl

uWe

have available rental test
equipment such as:
Potomac Field Strength Meters
)AM & FM)
Tektronix Spectrum Analyzer
Delta Impedence Bridge
Delta Receiver/Generator

pLookin gfor apiece of quality pre-

owned equipment? We have a
great selection of that is always
sold with a30 day guarantee! Let
us know what you need.

LiDo you

have excess equipment
you would like to sell? We have
customers looking for transmitters, optimods, fields strength
meters, STL and RPU equipment
plus many other items. Let us
know what you have available

El Need just good

sound advice on
equipment selections that both fit
your needs and your budget? Call
the two best sources of information in the industry. Steve or Chuck.
They can help you save money

RADIO RESOURCES
1201 S. Sharp St.
Baltimore, MD 21 230

1- 800- 54- RADIO

Beier RFA1tuned to 89.3, gd cond,
$200/firm. L Holley, CCS Prod, POB
34321, Houston TX 77234. 713-9447959.
Crown D-60 rack mount in good condition, $200/Best Offer. R Gleen, WJUR,
Wimauma FL 33598. 813-634-1940.
Digital Process 4 chnl stereo headphone amp, very clean, like new, $ 129.
W Dougherty Jr, WLD Recdg St, Music
Valley Rt 1, MMill Spring MO 63952.
314-998-2681,
Harmon Kardon CA40 tube amp, 40
W, 4 low imp mic inputs, quality unit,
$65; Magnecord 10 W tube monitor
amp, been rebuilt, on rack panel, $35;
Altec preamp modules 1588A, B, C,
1578A, 1579A, $ 20 to $ 35/ea. E
Davison, POB 7167, Springfield IL
62791. 217-787-0800.
LA Sound LEP512 5 band preamp,
Et), w/2 Hermosa 1505 150 W pwr
amps, BO. B Cameron, WWKS, 1316
Seventh Ave, Beaver Falls PA 15010.
412-846-4100.
Marantz 8-B, excel cond, $ 1350;
Marantz 9's (2), $ 7500. David, 305-8665401.
Peavey Musician Mark Ill guitar/instrument amp, 2channel, 400 W, auto- mix
with footswitch, 4x12" speaker cabinet,
mint condition, under 100 hours total
use, $450 firm plus shipping. J Tanis,
Civitas, 925 N Northlake Dr, Hollywood
FL 33019. 305-920-4218.

(ink ( 89) On Reader Servke Card

ACOUSTICS

FITS-405 stereo TT preamp, 2 0$145

STUDIOFOAM

umme.i•••••iàààrhuu•••••Mià
SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES

SONEX!
COSTS LESS! BETTER COLORS!

TESTS 18% BETTER THAN

1.800.95.WED E
AMPLIFIERS
Want To Sell
New 250 W solid state amp, $1800. Call
«or Jetas Bill Hoffman, 518-583-9490,

upgrade ... ... $229.95
CSG-10 stereo generator w/comp
clipper ...
... $349.95
RIA -1optimad balanced
interface ... ... $ 249.95
*FMT-I5 I5W FM itnitr ... $ 1,495
*FMT-15S stereo FMT-I5
xnur ... $ 1,895
*RTU- Iremote controlled
tuner..

ea plus shpg, used 6mou, then stored.
B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St,
Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.
Want To Buy

...

$495

JT Communications
904-236-0744

fa 904-236-5130

Gale ( 111) On Render Servke Curd
McMartin LT- 80C, 108C, 8MS105
amplifiers wanted working cond. E
Davison, POB 7167, Springfield IL
62791. 217-787-0800.

WANTED:
Puttee EQ's; Fairchild, Teletronix, dbx,
Limiters.

UREI, Sontec

Neumann,

Tele-

funken, AKG and RCA mies.
Macintosh or Maranta. Gear;
Lang, Neve and API gear. Mist'

ERI SHP-1AEA single bay, CP, tuned to
90.7 MHz, $ 1500/80. M Ebron, WOTJ,
4723 Country Club Rd, Morehead City
NC 28557. 919-240-1600.

DAN ALEXANDER
AUDIO
1340 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 252-7102
FAX: (415) 252-7524

ANTENNAS
& TOWERS
Want To Sell
TOWERS...bought and sold. Call 1.100-393-2266.
Andrew MOR50507 coax, new 1-5/F,
i2) 275' rolls, $ 7/ft. S Ross, WOFE, 733
'4 Green St, Brovmsburg IN 46112. 3171152-9119.

ITC
REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT

Gates/ERI CP-239, 3 bay FM w/tower
brackets for 18" face w/heaters, mates
to EIA flange, TX power 2.2 kW equals
3.0 kW ERP, circular polarized, $ 995
plus shpg. F Vobbe, GNBC, 419-2284199.

Direct Factory Cartridge Machine Repair Service
Upgrades or Refurbishment
All Work Warranted

Call The ITC Technical Service Department
Toll- Free at

MTI motorized coaxial switch, 50
ohm, 4port, 6", $ 3000; Myat 50 ohm, 6"
to 3" transition, coaxial (4), $500 ea. R
Miller, WGBY, 44 Hampden St,
Springfield MA 01103. 413-781-2801.
Ho

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS FOR SALE
Approximately 85 pre- used vacuum
capacitors from government 50 kW AM
station that changed over to FM. ALL
NEW appearance 8, approximately 10
yrs old. Will sell lot for 35% of current
NEW price. Phone/lax for list of Type,
Capacitance 8Voltage

Ph: 416-421-5631
Fax: 416-421-3880

old tubes and guitars.

Ramko DA6 RS, 1x6 dist amp whack
mtg, $ 65. E Davison, WNNS, POB
7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217-7870800.

Want To Sell

PLFM- I
IX) obsolete exciter

Phelps Dodge CPLPFM4 4 bay
w/radomes tuned to 95.3, $990; 170'
7/8" coax, $ 150. R Boesan, KDKD, Box
448, Clinton MO 64735. 816-885-6141.
Shively 6813 3bay tuned to 92.7 MHz
in great shape, BO; Andrew 70' 1-5/8"
w/connections; Andrew 90' 3-1/8" both
w/grounding, gd cond, BO. C Hall,
KYKN, POB 165, Naphi UT 84648. 801623-4010.

FM -ANTENNAS
Designed and built for your frequency. Choose from 1to 12
bays arid five power levels.
Financing available. Call
Jimmie Joy! it at SW. R.
214-335-3425

Harmon-Kardon, Marantz, McIntosh
amps, preamps, tuners, tubes,
owners/service manuals, etc wanted. R
Gleen, WJUR, Wimauma FL 33598.
813-634-1940.

Electro Impulse C7797/DPTC 25K FM
dummy load, used twice, $3000/80. M
Grubbs, KATG, POB 1047, Luling TX
78648. 210-85-2555.

Two homspun type WG 50 ohm
dummy loads, 2 kW each, toaster element type, $250 ea. L Nixon, Classic
City Prod, 1094 Baxter St, Athens GA
30606. 706-613-6724.

Heathkit AA- 1640, 200 W solid-state
amplifier with manuals. R Rosenow,
KITS, POB 2180, Springfield MO
65801

ERI FML-1E 4year old rototiller antenna on 95.3 MHz, excellent condition,
$1000. M Persons, KAGE, 752
Bluff view Circle, Winona MN 55987.
218-829-1326.

Utility Tower (
2) 380' w/insulators, guys
S. lights, on ground ready to ship $4560
ea. J Proctor, WCRJ, 980 FM 1746,
Woodville TX 75979. 409-429-3679.

Lord

lnternational Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, IL 61704

Want To Buy

ADC 48 patchbay phone jack. D
Nelson, 619-758-0888.

FM 3- bay or 2- bay at or near 103.3, fax
info. C Tiemann, WAIV, Box 103,
Spring Valley IL 61362. 815-663-0103.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want To Sell

Orban 111B Duel Fleverb, $450, Shure
Mixer M-267, $300. 407-423-1365.
Audio Digital TC-2 digital delay unit, no
manual, $490 prepaid UPS. D Peluso,
KJUL, 2880 E Flamingo Rd 5E, Las
Vegas NV 89121. 702-732-2200.

Smartcaster, computer, digital audio:
live or automated. D Nelson, 619-7580888.

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

ADC 144 Pt TT patchbays, excellent
condition, 1rack space, 3 rows of 48,
top 2 rows normalled, $ 129 ( you
remove old wiring) or $ 199, we totally
refurbish with new front panel, ready to
nstall. TT cords at cost with purchase ,
Also 1/4" PB's. Audio Village, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA 92262. 619320-0728, or Fax 619-320-2454.

Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:

dbx 155 (
2) Type Iencode/decode NR,
$200 ea or $350/both. P Cibley, Cibley
Music, 138 E 38 St, NYNY 10016. 212986-2219.
dbx 150 Type INR system, $ 100; UREI
530 9band stereo graphic, $ 150; UREI
535 10 band stereo graphic, $200. D
Lundy, Lundy Tape Duplicators,
Cumberland Gap Pkwy, Keidrick KY
40949. 606-546-6650.

OEM Tapeheads

Mackie 1202 Micro Series

(800) 447 -0414
(309) 828-1381

J & 1AUD10/VIDEO

BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC .6ITC CARTS

For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1800942 1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Circle (
45) On Reader Seryke Cord
Eventide H949 Harmonizer wirnanual,
excel cond, $ 500; Eventide BD 955
delay, excel cond, $500. JKatz, KJUG,
396 Buckley Rd, San Luis Obispo CA
93401. 805-541-8798.

Marantz PMD Packages

AUDIO CONSOLE
4

• 90 dB S/N ratio
• 0.25% distortion
• Gain Control
• Pan &EQ on each pot
• Balanced and Unbalanced outputs
• Built-in power supply
• Built-in headphone amplifier

LIST $ 399

For most cart machines:
Stereo $ 99
Mono $ 75

Quality Rebuilt Used Equipment

• 8inputs Mic/line/mono/stereo
Call for special HE Price.

We'll be glad to help with all your audio needs!
(804) 974-6466 • FAX: (804) 974-6450
1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901

_ le i HALL

Electronics

90 Day Warranty
Parts & Labor Manuals included
Call for Current In- Stock Items

Cirde ( 199) On header Service Card

Pitch Control
MONO-Record/Play
Telephone Jack
Built-in Mic and Speaker
PMD 201, Free AKG Mic
and Cable $299
Call for special Price!

BEE

November 10, 1993

AUDIO PRODUCTION...WTS
Bunven DNF-1201 dynamic noise suppressor for phono rcds, clean, $ 50;
Technics SH9010 5 band parametric
EC) rk mtg, like new, $275; Daven (2)
500/500 ladder atten with cue on panel
with ADC 1-1 transmitter, $ 50; Surround
sound processor, Shure HTS5000
Home Theatre, like new, $ 100; Stereo
EQs 5 & 6band unbal RCA conn dean,
$35. E Davison, POB 7167, Springfield
IL 62791. 217-787-0800.
Sparta TPA 7-1 (
3), new, 25 W audio
modules for MAS50 monitor amps, $40
ea or $95/all prepaid UPS. D Peluso,
KJUL, 2880 E Flamingo Rd 0E, Las
Vegas NV 89121. 702-732-2200.
Orban 6228 parametric EQ; ( 2) dbx
160x compressor; Valley People 430
Dynamite, 2chnl; CE 1700 DDL; Aphex
Type B exciter. S Erickson, Erickson
Audio Prod, Brooklyn NY 11238. 718638-8610.
Orban 245 E stereo synthesizer, new
cond, $ 150. LNixon, Classic City Prod,
1094 Baxter St, Athens GA 30606. 706613-6724.

Yamaha SPX 1000 digital audio
processor, like new, $ 1200/130; Audio
Technica ATRMX 64 6 channel mixer
board w/EQ & cassette recorder, like
new, $500/B0. M Grubbs, KATG, POB
1047, Luling TX 78648. 210-875-2555.
Want To Buy
Fairchild 600 con« or 602 Cones high
freq limiters. JGangwer, 942 32nd St,
Richmond CA 94804. 415-644-2363.

Eventide H-969 or similar pitch shifter.
KCarlson, KTFI, POB 2820, Twin Falls
ID 83301. 208-733-3381.

AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want To Sell

MERCENARY
AUDIO
WANTS TO BUY YOUR:
NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK
LIREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD
PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN

Otart ARS1000 PB, like new, (3) $ 1030
ea. J Fuller, WJJF, 26 Woody Hill Rd,
Hope Valley RI 02832. 401-539-8502.
Gates SC 48, 3 racks, w/(2) stereo
SMC Carousels, ( 2) mono SMC
Carousels & ( 2) Scully PB decks,
$1000/B0. LNixon, Classic City Prod,
1094 Baxter St, Athens GA 30606. 706613-6724.

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS

Harris 9000 w/(3) SMC 350 & SMC 250
mono Carousels, $ 1000. M Persons,

ANYTHING THAT IS

KAGE, 752 Bluffview Circle, Winona
MN 55987. 218-829-1326.

OF EXCEPTIONAL
AUDIO QUALITY!

Orban 111B stereo reverb, $300. M
Rollings, WZNF, 400 Broadway, Urbana
IL 61801. 314-458-5595.

"this is not a problem'
Often stereo synthesizer, $150 each
plus S&1; Orban stereo compressor,
$250 each plus S&I. F Vobbe, GNBC,
419-228-4199.

Phase Linear 1000 autocorrelator
schematic & IB, original or gd copy OK.
R Caldwell, WTVF, 474 Jas. Robertson
Pkwy, Nashville TN 37219.

(508)543-0069 TEL
(508)543-9670 FAX

Harris 9002 (
5) ITC 750/720 PBs, 48
trk mono Instacart, ( 3) cart deck PBs,
(2) VOTs, manuals & schematics, in
use. JDavid, KMPL, PB 907, Sikeston
MO 63801. 314-471-1520.

45

IGM SC, complete automation system
w/16 inputs, relay card plus spare
cards, ( 5) IGM G-Carts & (3) Otan ARS
1000 stereo PB R- R's, IGM encoder
w/terminal & keyboard. J Lotspeich,
KTSM, 801 N Oregon St, El Paso TX
79902.915-532-5421.
NBC Hotline decoder, hook to NBC
audio, gives contact closures for
automation & alerts, $ 250. E Cary,
WLKX, 15226 W Freeway Dr, Forest
Lake MN 55025. 612-464-6796.
Revox PR99 (
3) PB units w/25 Hz tone
detectors, 7.5 & 3.75 ips, rack mounted
in great cond, $700 ea. EGross, KEYZ,
POB 2048, Williston MO 58802. 701572-5371.

Want To Sell
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint
less than 50 hrs, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
ITC triple deck play unit stereo, 2tone,
$700; iTC Delta players, 3 tone mono
(2), $ 700 ea, stereo record brain for
Deltas, $400; Fidelipac Dynamax CTR
100 PB ( 3) stereo, manuals, $550 ea.
Evan, 1-800-583-7799.
Audicord E-20, new, R/P, $ 750. G
Grassie, RNTC Bdctg, P08 146, Dexter
NM 88230. 505-734-5565.

Smartcaster digital automation system, computer, 5 hrs record time,
complete, in service, $ 4900. G
Kauffman, KCLN, 1853 442nd Ave,
Clinton IA 52732. 319-243-1390.

CART MACHINES:
ruc - BE
For Sale: $
395 & UP
Repairs: $ 100 per deck + patta

Recorid: $ 150

per deck + parts.

Financing Available

SMC Controller, Pro 1Brain to control
unit, $ 1500/80. R Coleman, WGEN,
1003 Oakwood, Geneseo IL 61254.
309-944-4633.

Gall Mark @ 619-758-0888
BE 5300 triple deck mono, excel cond,
in use w/sec & tertiary tones, $600/80.
K Carpenter, Fietz/Sleman Prod, 40
Fourth St 0217, Petaluma CA 94952.
707-763-0191.

VRC-2000 compatible data terminals,
CIUME OVT-101, $ 75 ea. G Finney,
WPWB, 7137 Heather Ln, Macon GA
31206.912-788-2124.

Fidelipac CTR-112 stereo cart PB, sec
& ter tones, very clean, $ 700;
Spotrnaster 500-BS stereo cart Ft/P, lw
hrs, excel cond, $400. P Bammerlin,
WRQK, 4111 Martindale Rd, Canton
OH 44705. 216-492-5630.

Want To Buy
Scully 100 automation system,
$300/80. J Kesler, WOBZ-TV, POB
220, Livingston KY 40445. 606-8432209.

CART MACHINES

TM Century Auto Seque controller/
Brain. RMichaels, SCB Inc, POB 7762,
Amarillo TX 79114. 806-355-1044.

Harris Criterion compact stereo R/P
decks ( 2), $ 400 ea!BO; ( 2) Harris
Criterion 90 stereo RIP decks, $ 500
ea/B0; ( 3) Harris CC- Ill stereo triple
decks, $500 ea/E10; Fidelipac CTR-112
stereo play, $600/130. KCarlson, KTFI,
POB 2820, Twin Falls ID 83301. 208733-3381.

.
,
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Great Pirres on original
.equipment tape heads

e
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o Mr IIC, 13t , fiddipac,

'Otari,

lascarn 8 others!
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deem**
(804) 9/4 6166 •

IAX 646(1

ITC Delta triple play, mono with tones,
(2), excelenti condition, $ 110 ea/$2000
both; ITC Delta single play, mono, with
tones/ff, excellent condition, $ 450;
Dynamax CTR 11 mono play wilt (2),
excellent condition, $425 ea/$800 both;
ITC Series 99 13/P, with tones, working
condition, $250. J Katz, KJUG, 396
Buckley Rd, San Luis Obispo CA
93401. 805-541-8798.
ITC Delta Ill triple stack stereo cart
machine w/record unit, like new, will pay
shipping, $ 4000. C Curelop, KLOS,
301-840-4836.
ITC stereo roc & PB, new in box, will
trade (or R- R 8track in good condition.
Stars of Tomorrow, 2725 Forrest,
Nashville TN. 1-800-530-9255.

EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write Radio World, PO

Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:

HELP WANTED
Transmitter engineer to work aboard
our shortwave radioship in warm southern waters. Lots of adventure for the
right person. Contact Scott Becker,
Voyager Broadcast Services, 229 N 5th
Street, Kiowa, Kansas, 67070. 316-8254552.
Nationwide Communications Inc's,
WPOC-FM, Baltimore, Md, has an opening for achief engineer. Experience is
necessary in high power FM, studio maintenance, and remotes, applicant must be
familiar with PC based computer network
systems. Management skills are necessary and SBE certification, aplus. Reply
to Robert Reymont, Director of Radio
Engineering, P.O. Box 5159, Mesa,
Arizona, 85211-0500, (602) 964-4000 for
more details. EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER
...for major FM station.
Strong mgmt D technical
skills. Eimer w/RF facilities
design, maintanance, repair,
satellite operations, computer repair and upgrading.
Studio maintenance
repair/design. fuel
communications skills a must.
Minimum 5 yrs emper as chief.
VT'
Resume to: John Fullam/GM
WKQI Radio
1540 1W 10 Mile lid
Oak Park Mi 48237
FOE

TOO MANY OPENINGS!
We have too many positions
to fill in the broadcast industry & not enough people to fill
them. Radio openings for air
talent, news, management,
production & sales personnel
& also dozens of engineering
positions available in all
aspects of broadcasting. Over
200 listings each week within
a 4 week window. More info
per listing than any other
source plus we refer your
name out to stations loolang
for your qualification FREE.
Call toll- free for info.

BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY

1- 800-922-JOBS
10480 Overland In Ste. 328
Boise. ID 83/09
Locai B B B. Member

Chief Engineer for midwest Christian
Broadcast Company. Responsible for
technical operations of two FM stations.
Must have experience in FM, studio
automation, PC's and FCC rules and
regs. Send resume and salary
requirements to: Chief Engineer, Box 7,
New Albany OH 43054.

POSITIONS WANTED
SALES ENGINEER for growing manufacturer. Only applicants with AM Radio/TV
transmitting and sales experience considered. Excellent salary and commission.
Prefer international experience, Spanish
capability. Resumes and salary history to
Human Resources, P013 8026, Greenville
NC 27835.

INTERNATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE

12 year host of college FM oldies show
seeks weekends to continue show. D
Hogenmiller, 4612 Theiss Rd, St Louis
MO 83128.314-894-8194.
25 year old in search of FT CHA or Hot
AC gig Rick Savage aka Rick Allen. 216773-1549.
Attention Arizona, recent graduate on
the prowl, welcome me to your jungle, t
want to rock. David Kyi, 602-378-0105.

An opportunity exists for o dynamic and energetic individual to become o
vital member of our international marketing department.
The qualified applicant will have a BS in electrical engineering with o
minor emphasis nmarketing. Experience in international sales of broadcast
equipment desirable. Bilingual fluency in English and Spanish are
mandatory. Fluency in Portuguese is desirable.

Broadcaster w/17 yrs exper seeks
announcing C/W format, NW NC, SW VA
preferred, vast knowledge of C/W, real
personality, great voice, production. Ron,
919-679-7035.

Requires approximately 25% internotionol travel to cover o territory including
Mexico, Central and South Americo.
Duties will include developing business opportunities, preparing sales proposals and quotations, administering international order paperwork, and octing
as liaison between customers and engineering.

Broadcaster w/6 yrs exper, college
graduate w/degree, exper in sales & concert promoter, will relocate, call 908-6716491.

Continental promotes professional satisfaction through challenging work,
competitive salaries, and ocomprehensive employee benefits package.
To apply, send resume with salary history to: Professional Recruiter-ISR001,
Continental Electronics Corporation, P.O. Box 270879, Dallas, Texas
75227. Principals only please. We ore an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Loveable DJ ready, willing & able to hit
the airwaves in anew home. Call Steve
405-348-7404.

Experienced, accountable AM/FM CE,
excel troubleshooting skills, SBE certified,
FCC general, degree. Currently
employed, desire NE. Write to: Radio
World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA
22041. Attn: Box 509-22-01RW.
Unconventional broadcasters welcome change. Unafraid of being helped
by Janet's computer literacy, PT
announcing, marketing experience,
brains? Seeking FT announcing, programming, serious only! Call Janet at
502-895-5888.
GM for Florida medium or large market,
29 years experience in sales, programming & engineering, turnarounds or start
ups, avail immed. B Elliott, 813-8493477.
Experienced female broadcaster seeks
PD/MD's position in Cincinnati/Dayton/
Columbus area, currently news dir, have
been assist PD, PSA & MD. Call KJB,
513-382-5001.

New grad w/fresh ideas looking for start
in southeastern US as on-air/production
talent, ready, willing, able & trained to
start mmed. Kay, 405-733-1355.
Engineer wAth 8years experience, AM
including DA, FM, satellite & automation,
prod, on- air, computer, prefer SE.
Richard, Rt 1Box 91C, Carrollton AL
35447, 205-367-2113.
Young fireball with awesome production
8copywriting skills, natural finesse in onair talents, will relocate, recent broadcasting school graduate. Lori, 405-794-6495.
Female graduate of broadcasting
school is eager to get started, prefer
R&B, gospel or urban contemporary formats. Desire sales or production. Katrina
Perry will relocate. 405-751-4022.
Seeking return to radio. On-air/production, great voice, exper several formats,
computer literate, traffic manager exper,
mild climate only. Jim, 813-461-3192.

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
CUSTOMER SERVICE ENGINEER
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
Broadcast Electronics, Inc. is seeking a goal oriented
individual to answer all customer questions concerning
equipment installation, equipment trouble shooting,
equipment failures and emergency service for all company manufactured products.
The successful applicant must have 3-5 years of experience in the maintenance of AM and FM transmitters
and have the ability to quickly and systematically trouble
shoot complete radio station RF and Studio systems
both on site and over the telephone.
Excellent career opportunity. Salary commensurate with
experience, education and abilities. All inquiries held in
confidence. Please send resume to Steve Wall, Director
Human Resources.

I=E

$1.50/word or buy a display box for

$55/column inch. Payment must

accom-

pany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind
box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be
forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a ' Position Wanted' ad, FREE of
charge ( 25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2 issues of Radio
World. Contact information will be provided, but if a blind box number is
required, there is a $ 10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will
be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail to: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE

PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Attn: Simone Mullins
To advertise in I

BROADCAST

ELECTRONICS

4100 N. 24th Street, P.O. Box 3606, Quincy, IL 62305-3606

USA Telex:

HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run ' Help Wanted' ads for

250142, Cable: Broadcast.

Phone: ( 217) 224-9600

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V

Call Simone Mullins at:

1-800-336-3045
or FAX:

703-998-2966

November 10, 1993
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CART MACHINES...WTS

Recorder heads, used Scully mono & 2
trk, $25-50, ATRIOO's, 3M M79-16 &

ITC stereo & mono machines, R/P &
play only, single & triple decks, all w/3
tones, call for individual prices. D
Matyis, KVET, 705 N Lamar, Austin TX
78703. 512-495-1300.

8's, Otan 1/2" 8 irks, $495. W Gunn,
619-320-0728.

ITC triple deck PB only, mono,
$750/80. R Coleman, WGEN, 1003
Oakwood, Geneseo IL 61254. 309-9444633.
Pacific Recorder Micro-Maxx, like
new *Standard heads & speeds, rack
mountable metal casing, manuals & pwr
cords, $ 1200/pair. K Rosato, Sound
Bdctg. 914-645-1626.
RCA RI-27 monophonic, all 3cue tones,
rebuilt, $ 75 ea plus S&I; SMC-250
Carousel, IGM-20ARS, sequential,
monophonic, all three cue tones, rebuilt,
$775 ea plus S&I. FVobbe, GNBC, 419228-4199.
Several cart machines for parts, BO. R
Smith, WSHF, POB 3115, Valdosta GA
31604. 912-242-1636.
Spotmaster 505-B, Spotmaster 500RP, Audi-Cord A-10, Tapecaster 700-P,
all working when removed from service,
$200 ea/BO. R Smith, WSHF, POB
3115, Valdosta GA 31604. 912-2421636.

REVOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Rebuilt A77s, $800
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

AI TECHNICAL ARTS

30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892

ITC 859-0005 Series 850 (2), FVP in roll
around cab, one needs service, clean
w/manuals, $600/both. C Chamberlain,
WUCO, POB 60, Bellefontaine OH
43311. 513-592-8606/644-1160.

16 trk 2", $3450; Otan 1" 8trk, $2450;
5050 111-8, $ 1950; Ampex ATR800
mono, $ 750; Tascam 25-2, $ 750;
Tascam 52 mint, $ 1200; MCI Locator
Ill, $ 1195; Ampex AG350 solid st electr,
$100/ch. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.
Otani Mark 11-1)/ 1/2" 4- track, multitrack, mint, less than 50 hours, Best
Offer. R Kaufman, Pams Productions,
POB 462247, Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Ampex 1200 bias amps, mint from
spares, $ 125. F Long, Acme
Soundworks, 221 W 26th St, NYNY
10001. 212-647-1827.

239-3966.

Nagra IV-5 w/mixer, reel adapter, battery eliminator, carrying case, BO.
Kilbert, KLSE, 735 Marquette Bank
Blvd, Rochester MN 55904. 507-2820910.
Otani CB-109 auto locators ( 3), $200
ea; Metrotech dual deck slow speed
logger system, $300. C Hall, WJMN,
235 Bear Hill Rd, Waltham MA 02154.
617-290-0009.

DAT Machines
Radio Systems/Sony RS- 1000
Perfect for on- air, live
sound, or automation.

Orig. $ 3000 Sell $ 1150
Panasonic SV-3900
Computer controllable
with RS- 422 interface.

Ampex 602 mono FT, gd cond, $60
plus shpg. E Lightma, WEDL, 550
Merchant St, Ambridge PA 15003. 412266-2802.

Spotmaster 505-C loaded, mic preamp, aux tone, cue edit, gd cond, $ 175
plus S&H. G Gibbs, KMNS, 901
Steuben St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712-

1/4-

Magnecord 728-4
x 10" R- R
recorder, 7.5 & 15 ips, 2track R-PB, 4
track PB, in portable case with all manuals, good condition, $300 plus shpg. R
Estes, Reel Recording, 11557 Sunshine
Terr, Studio City CA 91604. 818-7696569.

Orig. $ 1850

Nortronies CH3-R sensor type tape
heads (8), $ 10 ea or $ 75/all prepaid
UPS. DPeluso, KJUL, 2880 EFlamingo
Rd # E, Las Vegas NV 89121. 702-732-

Pro Digital Inc.
DAT Rot rrder Sere eSpot ialkt,
213.328.6992

2200.

FAST, EXPERT REPAIRS }

Telex 36 cart deck, 4trk head mono,
w/auto trk switcher, rack mntg, brand
new in box, $ 100. E Davison, POB
7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217-7870800.

Otani ARS-1000 w/tone sensor, plus
second deck for parts, $ 300/80. K
Carlson, KTFI, POB 2820, Twin Falls ID
83301. 208-733-3381.

CASSETTE 6/ R-R
RECORDERS

Cipher Digital Sottouch controller; (2)
Cipher Digital Shadow II sync, all cables
for Otan iMX 55 IN & Otan MX 70. S
Erickson, Erickson Audio Prod,
Brooklyn NY 11238. 718-638-8610.

STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
l'recision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel (615)742-3834
FAX (615)254-8826
PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
Prove

Want

To Sell

Auditronics AV123-4TS 1/4 trk &
Infonics RR- 1FT, Infonics RR- 22trk RR duplicators, all in gd cond, sell all or
part, $200 ea. R Meyers, Benchmark
Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL
33155. 305-264-5963, FAX 305-2642357.

Sell $995

Fostex 80 8 trk w/remote, NR, manuals; Fostex 812 recdg console, phantom
pwr, fader mute, 12 chnl x8buss, 3FX
sends & 4chnl digital headphone amp,
$2350/all. W Dougherty Jr, WLD Recdg
Std, Music Valley Rt 1, Mill Spring MO
63952. 314-998-2681.
ITC 750 R- R in excel cond. $350 ea;
Ampex AG 440-B F-T, $350; Wollensak
1500- SS R- R, $ 50. D Lundy, Lundy
Tape Duplicators, Cumberland Gap
Pkwy, Keidrick KY 40949. 606-5466650.
Term 22-2 stereo R- R (2), 1/2 trk decks,
$250. D Matyis, KVET, 705 N Lamar,
Austin TX 78703. 512-495-1300.

Studer A80 MK
full service/ops
manual, $50; Studer A820 VU, full service, ops & update documents & manual, $50; Revox PR 99/B77 remote control in excel cond, $ 70. R Cannata,
Castras, 2119 Fidler Ave, Long Bch CA
90015. 310-498-6492.

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor
Falls Church, VA 22041

Consoles
Disco-Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite Equipment

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 1993
3x
6x
1x

Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

12x

$55

53

50

45

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

50

48

45

40

Distributor Directory

90

85

80

75

Professional Card

60

55

50

45

Classified Line Ad

$1.50 per word

Blind Box Ad

$10 additional

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns x inches) by the desired
rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $ 165, at the 3x rate
$159, at the 6x rate $ 150, at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.

Otari w/automatic rewind ( 5) in excel
cond, $550/30. R Coleman, WGEN,
1003 Oakwood, Geneseo IL 61254.
309-944-4633.

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
in DOWN TIME

318-234-3768.

Parts for Ampex AG Sedes recorders,
send for list, BO. S Daitch, Voice of
America- MRS, Unit 24718, APO AE
09178.
Revox A-77 in vgc, $ 250 plus S&H;
Magnecord 1024, stereo, factory recond w/little use, $300 plus S&H. G
Gibbs, KMNS, 901 Steuben St, Sioux
City IA 51102. 712-239-3966.

VERTIGO BURNISHERS ANO INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

Revox A-77, stereo whack mounts (3),
can supply Cones 25 Hz detector for all
three if all purchased, $450 ea plus S&I.
FVobbe, GNBC, 419-228-4199.

72115 Magnole Blvd 0116
818-907-5167
Norte Hollywood, G4 91607 no 818.784-3763

Scully 288B 16 track rcdr with auto
locator, new head stack, excel cond,
$4800; Scully 280B 2track rcdr w/loca-

CONSOLES
Want

To Sell

Russco Mono 505 rack mount, 5channel, $ 300; Ramko DC5AR 5channel
mono, $300; Grommes Precision M15 6
channel mono tube type, $ 275. J
Parsons, Parsons Snd Srvc, 2781
Fayson Circle, Deltona FL 32738. 904532-0192.
Autogrem Pacemaker 828 8channel
stereo, slide control, excellent condition,
$3500. R Michaels, KOFX, POB 7762,
Amarillo TX 79114. 806-355-1044.
Consoles, $500 & up. Financing available (OAC). Call Mark at 619-758-0888.

$34.95 Ea. "
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES

Teee X300, $300/80; Otan MX 5050
BI 1, $ 1500, both in excel cond. M
Grubbs, KATG, POB 1047, Luling TX
78648. 210-875-2555.

tor, excel cond, $ 1050; Fostex 20 2
track rcdr, excel cond, $250. MPC, POB
29381, Shreveport LA 71149. 318-6360545.
Studer A-80 master recorder, gd shape
but need heads, BO. B Cameron,
WWKS, 1316 Seventh Ave, Beaver
Falls PA 15010. 412-846-4100.

Telex 230 RP 85 preamp, 1-7/8 x3-3/4
sp 1/2 trk mono in wood case, excellent
thru-out, $250. JAddison, Stowe Media,
171 Hartford Rd A-7, New Britain CT
06053.
Two portable R- R's, $25 ea; 1978 LPB
audio compressor/limiter, $ 100; (2) AC
voltage regulators, $50 ea. JWilsbach,
WMSS, Middletown PA 17057. 717948-9136.
Various drive motors, (
3) Scully 270,
UMC, Nidec, Ampex 440, negotiable. C
Arnold, KIPR, 415 N McKinley # 920,
Little Rock AR 72205. 501-663-0092.

Want

NORTRONICS
Test Tapes. Degaussers,
Gauges, Cleaners, Swabs.
Lapping Films, Splice
Bars/Tabs, and
Demagnetizers

SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
4646 Houndshauen Way
San Jose, CA 95111
(408) 363-1646
FAX ( 408) 363-0957

Studer Revox PR99 (2), A77 ( 5), B77
(2), will sell as group or individually. D
Matyis, KVET, 705 N Lamar, Austin TX
78703. 512-495-1300.
Studor A807 2track 1/4, meter overbridge, built in monitor, with stand &
remote, $3800/B0. D McKinzie, McMix
Prod Svcs, 406 Doris Dr, Woodstock
GA 30188. 404-436-9620.
Tascam 122 in gd cond, $275. JAddle,
WLTL. 708-579-3749.
Tascam 22-2 (2), $450 ea; Tascam 234
syncassette (2), $700 & $450; Teac X300, $ 375; Revox B-77 ( 2), $ 600 &
$450. G Grassie, RNTC Broadcasting,
POB 146, Dexter NM 88230. 505-7345565.

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

roll- around cabinet, mint condition. T
Dupuy, Holbrook Media Productions,
108 Exchange PI, Lafayette LA 70503.

REPLACEMENT
TAPE RECORDERS

Roam Werld

CD Players
Computers

Tatum 85-1613 1" 16 trk with dbx in

Otan MX 70 16 track with remote; Otani
MX 55 TM ctr track time code with
remote; Otan MX 5050 811 1/4" 2track
with remote; (2) Studer B67 VU console
recorders; Panasonic SV 3500 DAT;
Panasonic SV 250 DAT; PCM
501/SL300 digital converter/Beta
recorder; Nakimichi MR1, MR2 cassette, package pricing available. S
Erickson, Erickson Audio Productions,
Brooklyn NY 11238. 718.638-8610.

Tascam 38 1/2" 8kit recdr w/8 chnls of
ribs type INR, $ 1500 w/o dbx, $ 1200. P
Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 E 38 St,
NYNY 10016. 212-986-2219.

Otarl MX55 R-R, 2 trk w/rolling stand,
low hrs, perfect, $ 1500. A Jacobson,
Work of Art Prod, 352 Maple St, W
Hempstead NY 11552. 516-483-9086.

Revox PR-99 MK II stereo 2hit play
units (4) w/25 Hz sensor, still in boxes,
$850 ea, FOB Las Vegas. D Peluso,
KJUL, 2880 E Flamingo Rd # E, Las
Vegas NV 89121. 702-732-2200.

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders

510-568-6203 X244.

Otan lIAK-III 8 track on stand with
snake, $2395; Panasonic SV-3700 Pro
DAT w/remote, $ 795; Eventide H3500
Ultra- Harmonizer, $ 2995; 18-chnl
Auditronics 110A console, $ 650;
Kurzweil K1200 Pro Keyboard w/stand,
$1795. Steve, St John Prod, 504-4648881.

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production ( Other)

Otad MX-5050 8 trk in gd cond, new
bearings, replaced heads, $3400. G
Desoto, Family Stations Inc, 290
Hegenberger Rd, Oakland CA 94621.

To Buy

Ramko DCSAR 5channel mixers, 14
available, very good condition, $ 225
each. 916-334-9449.
Auditronies 110-8 special 48 track plus
dual foldback mixing board, as is, BO. U
George, Ugly George Satellite, 840 8th
Ave, NY NY 10019. 212-969-0240.
Broadcast Electronics BE.4M50A,
new, never used, $ 625. G Grassie,
RNTC Bdctg, POB 146, Dexter NM
88230. 505-734-5565
Cetec Audio Series 20 with 16 input
modules, external power supply, service
manuals, schematics & maint records,
BO. D Homey, Grace Schools, 2440 W
Bethany, Phoenix AZ 85017. 602-2422010.
Edcor AM 400 4 chnl automatic mie
mixer, $ 125. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N
1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-2586161.
Fostex 812 & 80 12x8x2 recording console with 8track R- R & 4channel headphone amp, with phantom power,
remotes, mute, solo, original carton &
manuals, $2350. W Dougherty Jr, WLD
Recdg St, Music Valley Rt 1, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 314-998-2681.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic palls. Call
818-907-5161.
Scully 100' recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads.
Sequoia Electronics, 4646 Houndshaven Way, San Jose CA 95111. 408363-1646.
American S505-2R4 Concedone, operating w/manual, w/all functions, reasonable, state asking price. JAddison,
Stowe Media, 171 Hartford Rd A-7,
New Britain CT 06053.

COMPUTERS
ATT PC 6300 1985 broadcast computer
with 40 MG 55" drive, keyboard, monitor, manuals & software for traffic &
billing for two stations, $ 500/80. B
Christie, Grande Radio Group, POB
907, La Grande OR 97850. 503-9634121.
NEC P6 24 pin dot matrix printer w/8
internal fonts & 5unused ribbons, $ 125.
P Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 E 38 St,
NYNY 10016.212-986-2219.
Racal Vedic VA1251GK modems (2),
$75 ea. C Hall, WJMN, 235 Bear Hill
Rd, Waltham MA 02154. 617-290-0009.

Gatesway M5133 mono tube console,
w/3 mie prearnps, works, sounds gd,
$300. LNixon, Classic City Prod, 1094
Baxter St, Athens GA 30606. 706-6136724.
Harris Stereo 80, very clean, no mods,
8 channel, $ 750/130; Harris Studioette
80, clean, no mods, 8 channel,
$350/Best Offer. KCarlson, KTFI, POB
2820, Twin Falls ID 83301. 208-7333381.
McCurdy SS8808A bdct console, 10
chnls, 2 chnls have multi- input selectors, also has ( 3) spare pwr supplies,
BO. M Jennings, Common Mode, 50
Northfield Ave, W Orange NJ 07052.
201-736-7191.
Penny & Giles 10 Kohm faders, limited
number,fits most late model consoles
w/4" travel, $ 50 ea; Sparta-Cetec 3410
10 chnl stereo console, all Daven pots,
w/spares & book, $850 firm, you pay
shpg. B Mayben, WRVFI, 5904
Ridgeway Pkwy, Memphis TN 38120.
901-767-0104.
Ramko DC 8 MS 8chnl stereo board,
excellent condition & extras, $650,
Shure M-67 mixer, $ 75. D Lundy, Lundy
Tape Duplicators, Cumberland Gap
Pkwy, Keidrick KY 40949. 606-5466650.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.

... Canada, the Caribbean,
Shannon to Shanghai, the
dynamite Fifty ...

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
A
Carlsbad. California 92(X)8
(619) 438-4420

2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite

November 10,
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CONSOLES-1PM
Ramsa 8616 prod/sweetening mixing
board, 24/4/2, 24 inputs, 10 stereo line
inputs, 4 mono/mic line inputs, 4group
outputs, extensive monitor section. S
Erickson, Erickson Audio Prod,
Brooklyn NY 11238. 718-638-8610.
Ramsa WR-8118 18x4x2x2, hl/lo shelving, mid sweep, mint cond w/Calzone
ATA flight case, $ 1800. F Long, Acme
Soundworks, 221 W 26th St, NYNY
10001.212-647-1827.
RCA BA-7 mono/dual/stereo 10 chnl
first five as mics, one output module
needs repair, $750 plus S&I via truck. F
Vobbe, GNBC, 419-228-4199.
RCA BC- 14 rack mount mono 4channel, 16 inputs, excellent condition, $ 175
plus S&H. W Tinsley, Air-Checks USA,

Tascam M-30 8channel, 24 input 6, 4
output busses, stereo output, 3 band
EQ, very good condition with manual,
$375/B0. G Kintz, WLGI, Rt 2 Box 69,
Hemingway SC 29527. 803-555-2977.

Want To Buy
Tascam M-320B, must be very dean, K
Carlson, KTFI, POB 2820, Twin Falls ID
83301. 208-733-3381.
UREI 1691/1681, broken, dead, working
models wanted for parts, we'll pay shipping, call with details & price, parts also
wanted. Wil, WXAC, Reading PA
19612. 215-921-7545.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT

1123 Holcomb St, Watertown NY
13601. 315-788-3549.
RCA BC-8A dual chnl, solid state, self
contained, plug in modules, 30 inputs, 2
program outputs, cue/monitor amps,
mono, $600 plus S&H. G Gibbs, KMNS,
901 Steuben St, Sioux City IA 51102.
712-239-3966.
Shure SE- 30 mixer w/built-in gated
compressor, 3 chnls balanced in/out
plus aux, VU meter, AC/DC, vgc, $ 125.
Write: VVB Haley, Recording FIT Blind,
1021 Millmont St, Charlottesville VA
22903.
Tapco 6000 mixer w/reverb, 6x1,
rough, was working, $35. E Davison,
POB 7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217787-0800.
Tascam M- 15B 16x8x18x2 console,
mint cond. T Dupuy, Holbrook Media
Prod, 108 Exchange PI, Lafayette LA
70501 318-234-3768.
Tascam model 15 mixing console in
excellent condition, $2000. MPC, POB
29381, Shreveport LA 71149. 318-6360545.
'Nibs TFX-131 4channel remote audio
board with/with out Astrolite 2636-G1
headsets, excellent condition, $ 500430.
RFess, WLRB, 309-833-5561.
Visual Electronics M2146 7channel
stereo, 2 input each (2), channel, EQ,
remote start button & more, working
when removed, $ 500 plus S&H or pickup. C Chamberlain, WUCO, POB 69,
Bellefontaine OH 43311. 513-5928606/644-1160.

TRUCTION
TING
Beacons
lights
accessories
FAX inquiries on
your letterhead to:

AKG R-25 remote control with cable &
connector for BX-25 reverb unit, new,
$30, JBL D16R2405 replacement
diaphragm for JBL 2405 slot tweeter,
new in box, $ 50. E O'Brien, Imperial
Snd, 383 N Studio St, Terre Haute IN
47803. 812-877-2663.
Brother MD1-40 MIDI sequencer w/31/2" floppy drive, stores up to 30 files;
Anatek pocket sync FSK synchronizer,
locks sequencer to tape, MIDI cables &
docs included, $200/both. C Yengst,
WAWZ, Weston Canal Rd, Zarephath
NJ 08890. 908-469-0991.
Bunven DNF-1201 dynamic noise filter
for phono records. E Davison, WNNS,
POB 7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217787-0800.

P. O Illinois
2°°°616.56
ROHN Peoria,
Bon

PH: (309)697-4400

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems
Now With The New GENTNER EFT-3100
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
Switched-56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore, MD
Phone: ( 410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: ( 410) 252-4261

Early RCA 15" coaxial loudspeakers,
LC-1A/MI-11411A; also early Tannoy
15" drivers, one or more. R Rosenow,
KTTS, POB 2180, Springfield MO
65801.

ON ALL
RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment
• 100% financing, no
down payment
• No financials required
under S50,000
• Refinancing existing
equipment
EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

/WM

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185

Fostax 3180 stereo spring reverb, rack
mountable, 3 sec delay time, 24 mS
pre- delay time, will swap for UREI
Cooper Time Cube mdl 920-16. E
O'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio
St, Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-8772663.
JBL 220411 speakers ( 4), 12" mid 2
k2445 horns 2-2044H high mounted in
2 cabinets almost new, $ 1500; JBL
5232 2-way electronic crossover, $ 100.
Kocher, Digital Sound Makers, 1901
Hanover Ave, Allentown PA 18103,

Want To Sell

Want To Sell

EMT 266 compressor, $ 3400/80;
Fairchild 602 Cones hi-lreq clipper,
$400. Berler Communications, Russ
Spice, 708-263-6400

AKG D-202E 2element mic, like new,
$120. D Kocher, Digital Snd Makers,
1901 Hanover Ave, Allentown PA
18103.

AlesIs 3830 compressor/limiter, dual
channel, new with warranty card, $255.
MPC, POB 29381, Shreveport LA
71149. 318-636-0545.

Gefell Neumann UM57 tube mics, New
capsules for SM2 & many others, New
AC701 tubes for Neumann mics, $275.
W Gunn, 619-320-0728.

Aphis 320 Compeller in excellent condition & Dominator in excellent condition, $900/130. J Silver, PS Communications, Box 2324, Chicago IL 60611.
312-280-1112.

Electro Voice RE16, $250; Altec
626A, call tor price, Sonnheiser MD
421, $325; Sony ECU-50, $175. Better
Communications, Russ Spice, 708-2636400.

CRI SPF-300A NRSC adapter, $400;
SEC-400 4band compressor, $ 1000. M
Persons, KAGE, 752 Bluffview Circle,
Winona MN 55987. 218-829-1326.

AKG 414's, $695, original D12 like the
Beatles used, $ 295, Sony ECM54,
$150, Beyer M500 lk new, $ 300,
Demeter 4ch tube DI rack ml lk new,
$875. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.

omm

Communication* Speciallate
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dbx 150X type I(
16 channel); Dolby
361 with A cards ( 4). S Erickson,
Erickson Audio Productions, Brooklyn
NY 11238. 718-638-8610.
EXR Corp exciter, like new, cost 2K,
sac $ 275. F Virtue, Virtue Recording,
161 NBroad St, Philadelphia PA 19115.
215-763-2825.
Optimod 8000A, $1500. R Michaels,
KQFX, POB 7762, Amarillo TX 79114.
806-355-1044.
Orban Optimod 8100, working, still in
service,
available
immediately,
$3000/Best Offer. B Erlandson, KIXX,
Watertown SD 57201. 605-886-8444.

EV 103 like 635A, good condition, XLFI
mount, many available, $ 35 each. U
George, Ugly George Satellite, 840 8th
Ave, NY NY 10019. 212-969-0240.
Neumann KM-86 3 pattern condenser
mic, mint $650; EV CO 90 lavalier condenser mic, $55. D Lundy, Lundy Tape
Duplicators, Cumberland Gap Pkwy,
Keidrick KY 40949. 606-546-6650.
Neumann U-67 excellent condition with
power supply, $2455; Sony C-35P (2),
new with power supply, $ 500/pair. F
Virtue, Virtue Recording, 161 N Broad
St, Philadelphia PA 19115. 215-7632825.

EVANS ASSOCIATES

Trade RCA 77-D ribbon mic lor new EV
RE- 27, RCA mic working & has
complete yoke, would prefer RE- 27
complete w/shock mount & arm. T
Heathwood, Heritage Radio, POB 16,
Boston MA 02167. 617-969-9966.
Vega R-33-77 DII, $895; R42-77DII,
$1300, wireless microphones in excel
cond Don, Scales Film Sound, 3142
Market PI, Bloomington IN 47403. 812339-4446.

Want To Buy
77-DX's, 44-BX's, KU-3A's On- Air
lights Top price paid. Fast response.
Bill Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd,
G12, Nashville TN 37212, 615-2696131.
RCA 77DX1/44BXs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell
Sales training videos, excel content &
prod, $500 Richard, 713-859-0531
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE!
Over 500 item list ( fax or mall).
Financing available (OAC). Call Mark
at 619-758-0888.
All metal contest registration drum
on rollers, 5.x2x4', $ 350/130; Model
1000 drive buy radio, micro FM bdct
station w/endless tape loop ( 3) new in
box, $250 ea/BO; hundreds CD's, mostly LP's store bought, lite jazz, soft hit
vocals, new age, BO. M Grubbs, KATG,
POB 1047, Luling TX 78648. 210-8752555.

RI' 1IAZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower-Draw Tower

North America

Consultants
Multidiscipline Engineering and Raining Firm
induding • Application & Allocation Sentes
•Prdect, Engineering & Construction
Management • Site Acqusition
*Rural & Rem» Site Installations
•Field Service* Studio Design & Installation
50 Park Ave. CleremoM, NH 03743
(503)54247M

LOCATION SERVICES
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Planning remotes from the U.K. '
we provide acomprehensive Nero, r
•we organize venues for your show
•we provide temporary equipment
•live links via ISDN/Switched 5(1
.experienced radio engineers
•we help you line-up guests

TV. FM. AM. ITTS • Satellite
FCC Applications, Design
and Field Engineering
VideorDatalloice • Light Fiber á
Microwave* Wide-Area Networks & SR's

216 N. Green Bay Road
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 • FAX (414) 242-6045

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

technical service for all
MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS,
CONSOLES, EXCITERS,
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTER
AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.
11435 Manderson St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68184 U.S.A.

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

Parts and

PI-I: 010-1-402-493-1886
FAX: 010-1-402-493-6821

Member AFCCE

IV & Audio

Mirkwood Engineering
Services

GOODRICH
enterprises, inc.

Consulting Communications Engineers

AM FM TV Search Programs
Contour Mapping-STI. Paths

Broadcast and Telecommunications

To AM/FM
ff
Broadcast,
TV
Microwave
Systems.
Antennas & Towers

Ben Wall

PC — SOFTWARE

800- 743- DOUG

Turnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance

E

MICROPHONES

Sennheiser 441, new w/all papers &
response curves, $425. R Payne, 313786-1767.

CONSULTANTS
Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consuhant
1600 Picturesque Dr
Cedar Palls, IA 50613

Tower Sales & Erection

President
Conuac flt orA,
391

FAX: (309) 697-5612

Want To Buy

Duntech Sovereigns 2001, light oak,
fine condition, $6000/firm, local Miami
pickup or buyer pays shipping & handling. Insight Productions, 305-8666048.

r

LIMITERS

Roland D-20 keyboard sampler, $ 700.
C Hall, WJMN, 235 Bear Hill Rd,
Waltham MA 02154. 617-290-0009.

Want To Sell

,:.
'ht".

1-900 klines available. Great for opinion lines, contest and information lines.
Call Bill at 916-344-2504.

CBS 410 FM Volumax (2), $50 each;
dbx 140, $25; dbx 142, $25; Optimod
8100 card SCA filter cards 8100- AFC
(2), $ 100 each. C Hall, WJMN, 235
Bear Hill Rd, Waltham MA 02154. 617290-0009

LEASING AVAILABLE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

SERVICES
0

Soundlech US-15C, pair of pro mobile
DJ loudspeakers, 15" cast frame
woofer with compression driver/cd
horn, black carpeted cabinets with corner bumpers, steel grills & handles, 65
pounds each, new condition, $200 ea.
Doc, KPOK, Box 829, Bowman ND
58623. 701-523-3884.
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MU
Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church VA 22041
(703) 824-5660
FAX: 703-824-5672

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
coneunine Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Member AFCCE

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (
301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
•FCC Applications & Exhibits • Frequency Studies
•Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades
•AM Directional Antennas • SU Applications

Consulting

Communications
Engineers
•FCC Data Bases
•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-17FS-LPTV

e

.ENGINEERING, INC.

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(812)631-1338 Member AFCCE"

Advertise in Radio World and reach
22,000+ subscribers.

•High Power Antenna Arrays • Station Inspections

(301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chase, MD 2081;11

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

Don't Gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

ir 1-800-255-2632

Contact New York ( 212) 229-9118
Good Morning from Great
Wired for Sound lid. 1
ondon N15

5Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

Call Simone at 1-800-336-3045 today!

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities
RO. Box 1214

Falls Church VA

1-800-336-3045

22041
M:‘,1 ,..rCced

_..,..._
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MISCELLANEOUS...WTS

Superior Electric Stabaline power

Aitec case for 1567 mixer, $25; homemade case for 1567, $ 15; old Canon
connectors, P3F, P3M, mating chassis,
8 pin chassis, UA3-11 & 3-12, SK- M721C for Bell system recorder connector.
E Davison, WNNS, POB 7167,
Springfield IL 62791. 217-787-0800,

conditioner, handles up to 8.33A, $ 135;
Lil Miss Moffat 48 volt phantom power
supply, 2 0 $20 ea; ( 2) new 6' rack
rails, $20 ea, other size pieces available free with purchase, all items plus
shipping. B Lord, Lord Broadcasting,
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042,
206-631-2374.

Ampex, RCA and EV equipment,
recorders, turntables, mica, hundreds of
parts, huge inventory absolutely must
be sold. Call for list. Bob Lindahl, 503644-9643.

Up timers (
2), new, 2" readouts, counts
to 9:59 & resets, momentary closure
resets unit to 000, $65 ea, postpaid. D
Peluso, KJUL, 2880 E Flamingo Rd #E,
Las Vegas NV 89121. 702-732-2200.

Rotron Blowers for Elcom,

Western Electric 111-C coil, $30. WC
Florian, WNIB, 1140 W Erie St, Chicago
IL 60622. 312-633-9700.

Harris, CCA, CSI. McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Monderson Si. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Want To Buy
Anvil rack case, 16 space, 18" deep,
$20WBO. G Kintz, WLGI, Rt 2Box 69,
Hemingway SC 29527. 803-555-2977.
Aphex 250 type lit aural exciter, new
condition, '93 model, all papers, invoice,
manual etc, original carton, sacrifice at
$695. J Masters Ying, Ariel, 140A
Bellevue Ave # 5, Newport RI 02840.
401-846-9743.
Audio & RF tech manuals for Sparta
equipment, write for list; New & like new
audio transformers, write for list &
prices. D Peluso, KJUL, 2880 E
Flamingo Rd #E, Las Vegas NV 89121.
702-732-2200.
Magnetek 223-3212 Jefferson Electric
dry transformers ( 2 ea), input 240V
Delta, out 208V WYE, $ 700 plus shpg.
D Morgan, KJYE, 1360 ESherwood Dr,
Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
Northern Technologies TCS-LAPE
surge suppressor, 240V, 3phase Delta
configuration, 3years old, great condition, $ 700 plus shipping. D Morgan,
KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood Dr, Grand Jet
CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
Onan 5 kW pwr gen, natural gas or
propane, used only 4hrs, will sacrifice
at $ 2200. C Arnold, KIPR, 415 N
McKinley #920, Little Rock AR 72205.
501-663-0092.
Perms pwr AC line cond RV-250 (2),
$50 ea; Onan KM1P1A 2 kW AC gen,
$200; new sealed 1000' roll Belden
9011 AG- 11, $ 150. C Hall, WJMN, 235
Bear Hill Rd, Waltham MA 02154. 617290-0009.
Phasemaster T-10,000 phase conversion unit, working when removed, $ 1K.
G Arroyo, WONQ, 1033 E Semoran
Blvd sA, Summit Plaza Casselberry FL
32707. 407-830-0800.

LUKE LINEAR POWER SUPPLIES
MODEL
S40
555

565
S80
S103
535H
555H
S3OVH
555VH

VOLT
13.8
13.8
13.8
13.8
13.8
28
28
50
50

Ella ç__02
40 $295
55
310
65
425
80
540
100
585
35
445
55
540
30
725
55
850

Optional LCD meter- 875
Optional Rack Mount-$ 75
•Continuous Duty
•Ripple 3-8 mV
•Overtemp Protection
.Adjustable ILimit
•Crowbar
•RF Filtering

le

Luke Co.
616-229-4593

Teletype 28RO, 28KSR, 19KSR,
32ASR w/manuals, BO. R Meyers,
Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave,
Miami FL 33155 305-264-5963, FAX
305-264-2357.
Powerstat 136-8 variable power transformer, new in box, $ 75 plus S&H. W
Tinsley, Air- Checks USA, 1123
Holcomb St, Watertown NY 13601. 315788-3549.
Rack mount for Shure M67 mixer, $ 18
prepaid UPS. D Peluso, KJUL, 2880 E
Flamingo Rd #E, Las Vegas NV 89121
702-732-2200.
Topaz AC line regulator, 50 KVA, 3
phase 208Y/120; Topaz isolation transformer, 45 KVA 3 phase 208Y/120. T
Wortmann, WSAG, 309 Braasch,
Norfolk NE 68701. 402-371-0780.

Tube output transformers by UTC,
Triad, Freed, WE, Acrosound, Peerless.
LBlackmon, RO Studio, Lawson Rd #4,
N Reading MA 08164. 508-664-0174.
Radio transformers by Chicago, UTC,
Triad, Peerless, Freed, Sola, send list. J
Gangwer, 942 32nd St, Richmond CA
94804. 415-644-2363.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
Ampex tube recorders and mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728
14'-16' box truck to be converted into
remote production truck. T Dupuy.
Holbrook Media Prod, 108 Exchange PI,
Lafayette LA 70503. 318-234-3768.
Giant boom box outdoor display, less
electronics, cheap, send photo & details
to WDCI, POB 371, Bridgeport WV
26330. 304-842-8644.
L-Bar shrink wrap sealer for cassettes,
Shrink film tunnel, J-card folder, cassette
labeler. M Sokol, JMS Prods, 121 E
Baltimore St, Hagerstown MD 21740.
301-791-2568.
Tube output transformers by UTC,
Triad, Freed, WE, Acrosound, Peerless.
LBlackmon, RO Studio, Lawson Rd 84,
N Reading MA 01864. 508-664-0174.
MONITORS
Want To Sell
Beier RFA1 FM tuned to 96.7 MHz,
$400; Balar FMM-2 mod mon tuned to
96.7 MHz, $ 1200; Balar FMS-2 stereo
mod mon, $ 1500 or all lor $3000.
RCA BW-50 freq & mod mon, standard
10 kHz US spacing 530 to 1800 kHz,
calibration verified 8/2/93, $ 550 plus
S&1 via UPS. F Vobbe, GNBC, 419228-4199.
Want To Buy
McMartin ( buy 8 sell) any model. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402 -493 -1886 or fax 402493-6821.
RECEIVERS
& TRANSCEIVERS
Want To Sell
AM/FM/Cassette Delco car radio, new
from ' 86 GMC van, $35. E Davison,
POB 7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217787-0800.

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
Reading Service fEthnic / Data

Professional, Portable, Table
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
4411 Bee Ridge Rd. 4319
Sarasota, Fl. 34233
Tel: 813 378 5425 FAX: 3394

Johnson ST4A subcarrier receivers
(2), 67 kHz; McMartin IR 550 subcarrier recveiver, all in good condition, $ 75
ea. LNixon, Classic City Prod, 1094
Baxter St, Athens GA 30606. 706-6136724.

AM STEREO RECEIVERS
1roar S.
14.95

atahle .

RRADCO

Arum

Phone/FAX 708 - 513-1186

Moseley- RCA BTX-101 67 kHz SCA
gen SCG-8 (2), $300 ea; Moseley subearner demod SCD-8 185 kHz, $300;
Moseley TR-55 telemetry rcvr, $25. C
Hall, WJMN, 235 Bear Hill Rd, Waltham
MA 02154. 617-290-0009.
Professional SCA demod card with
excellent ctonstalk ieleetion. Sà1,
Superadlo III with SCA Silt, 1rtha
man,,: miatinteed 1
800 -944 0630.

Want To Buy
Various FM monitors needed such as
Marantz, Korg, REL, Scott, Fisher &
McIntosh. L Blackmon, RO Studio,
Lawson Rd #4, N Reading MA 08164.
508-664-0174.
Marantz, Korg, REL, Scott, Fisher &
McIntosh FM monitors. LBlackmon, RO
Studio, Lawson Rd #4, N Reading MA
01864. 508-664-0174.
SCA plug In module for RCA BTE-15A
exciter, WC Florian, WNIB, 1140 W Erie
St, Chicago IL 60622, 312-633-9700.
REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want To Sell
450 Mhz 25 W RF amp for mobile
Yaesu hand held radio w/mike & mounting, $ 50; VHF NEC hand held
radiotelephone, not wrkg, 4chnls, $20.
E Davison, POB 7167, Springfield IL
62791. 217-787-0800.

COMREX
RENTALS
1, 2 and 3- Line Extenders
Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details
Silver Lake Audio
(516)623-6114

FAX: 377-4423

BIM 1989 mdl, 900 MHz STL 15 W
amp, $ 1100. W Harris, WNPC, FOB
189, Newport TN 37821. 615-623-8743.
Burk TC-8 w/dial up speech SCA gen
comp se( like new, $ 1999; Burk TC-8
remote control studio unit, like new,
$750. JFuller, WJJF, 26 Woody Hill Rd,
Hope Valley RI 02832. 401-539-8502.
RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

CONIREX

November 10, 1993

TFT 8300 receiver auto switcher panel
mdl 7773, $ 325. C Hall, WJMN, 235
Bear Hill Rd, Waltham MA 02154. 617290-0009.
Want To Buy
Need composite STL revr, any brand,
any age, must be composite, would
consider broken unit if repairable, must
be reasonable or trade. D Payne,
WZPL, 3500 DePauw Blvd # 1060,
Indianapolis IN 46268. 317-879-9999.
Wish to rent aremote van radio studio
during remodeling. JStitt, WCIN, 106
Glenwood Ave, Cincinnati OH 45217.
513-281-7180.

Beautiful coast of North Carolina, 3
kW FM CP with 25 kW CP needs
owner/operator, 25 kW will cover beach,
$165,000 with $65,000 down. Owner
will finance balance. Ron Michaels, 806355-1097.

Micro Phase MP2030-6 Cubs baseball
receiver, $ 1100, Wegener 10767A CNN
Headline News Unistar receiver, $ 1900.
M Rollings, WZNF, 400 Broadway,
Urbana IL 61801. 314-458-5595.

Christian, non/comm with Gates FM 1C 1K transmitter in S/W Oklahoma,
wtih established audience, 8years on
air, $65,000 negotiable. P Galloway,
KKVO, POB 787, Altus OK 73521. 405477-4110.

Wegener 1601 mainframe with 1683 &
1621 cards with Crystal Systems GLR
75 receive, $ 1150. JKatz, KJUG, 396
Buckley Rd, San Luis Obispo CA
93401. 805-541-8798.

Want To Buy

Small station in NC.
Write W.'I . P., Inc., l'OR
97668,

Equitorial 5100 controller sat rent T
Wortmann, WSAG, 309 Braasch,
Norfolk NE 68701. 402-371-0780

SOFTWARE/

GENERATORS

FM Study 3.0 FCC allocation profor II1M and compitihIcs. Full
EGA axil mouse support, $ 59.95

gram

Want To Sell

Want To Sell

(+51.50 S&I1). Datahase--$35/first

0E1 stereo generator, very good condition, $ 795. LNixon, Classic City Prod,
1094 Baxter St, Athens GA 30606. 706613-6724.

state, $ 15 each after. (-allot write-

YOUR VERY
LAST CHANCE
TO SELL YOUR
OLD DIGITAL
RECEIVER
BEFORE IT
BECOMES
OBSOLETE!
CASH NOW FOR
FAIRCHILD DART
S/A 7300/7325
I806-24'S,

BEAM Software,

order/demo to:

3N160 Coulter lane, Sr., Charles.
II

60175. 7ox 511.1 166g .

TAPES/CARTS/

STATIONS

REELS/CDs

Want To Sell
1kW full timer 1230 AM in Lynchburg,
Virginia area. Ideal for country or gospel
format, buy or lease real estate, negotiable GL Jones, 804-376-5534.
6 kW

/ken ID
Cart Rebuilding
Do Bad Carts Have Your
Temperature Rising?
Let A&D clean, load & pack your
carts. They'll be serviced within
10 working days! Guaranteed!

FM, aIin two counties,

non metro, profitable, cash flows,
good staff, over 100,000 population in rated arca, county seat,

3708 Vold Ct.
715-835-7347
Eau Claire WI 54701 Fax: 715-835-1151

owner has other interests elsewhere. Available at IX's billing,

MICRODYNE
& SELECTED

owner committed to asale.
▪ ta

Want To Sell

Just reduced, single market 3 kW

Adult Contemporary 10" tapes, over
40 reels w/25 Hz tones, $599, also have
Big Band & Classical. JFuller, WJJF, 26
Woody Hill Rd, Hope Valey RI 02832.
401-539-8502.

FM in University/County scat
city of 9K, non- metro, great

OTHERS.

CALL NOW!

potential, witeal estate, owner
cotrunitted to sale & retirement.
Cash or terms.
Rae

We buy & sell

Music tapes (
750), country, CHA, AC,
AOR, oldies, various producers, Drake,
Century-21, TM, BPI, $ 1500/all or BO. K
Causan, KTFI, POB 2820, Twin Falls ID
83301. 208-733-3381.

500 W stand alone AM in prof.
itable Southeastern Indiana single station county seat city of 9K,
steady to increasing billings, cash
flows, non- metro, priced reduced

We Repair

to approximate billing. Cash or

& Rebuild, too.

Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319
(Fax) 635-8151

215-642 -0978

NC 27624

STEREO

Want To Sell

EQUIPMENT

Raleigh,

DATABASES

SATELLITE

3-line extender

Frank Grundstein

Fairchild Dart 384 digital receiver with
LNA downconveder, 1dual 75K audio
card & cue channel card, call for more
info, $2500. E Cary, WLKX, 15226 W
Freeway Dr, Forest Lake MN 55025.
612-464-6796.

Call Ed▪Roehling
317-889-1025

Scotchcart II'., 420 3.5 min w/music,
$2 ea; also some longer sizes $2.25 ea,
plus shpg, all used 6mos then stored. B
Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St,
Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Missouri Ozarks 1kW AM, 3 kW FM
vdacres in town, $
300,000 w/$150,000
down, owner terms. Lou, 417-469-4287.

Over 5500 45'8 and 3-4000 albums,
pop, rock, titles from 55 through mid
80's. C Mosley, WCNL, POB 166,
Carlinville IL 62626. 217-854-3131.

renfla.

Audio/Video Consultants

Burk TC8 remote control system
w/SCA modems, excel cond w/manuals, $ 1500/ BO. M Lightner, WPRR,
2727 W Albert Dr, Altoona PA 16602
814-944-9456.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Data Service Unit ( DSU), 4 wire
switched 56, rack mount mdl 1056R,
$745. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,

Decibel Products DB-420 vertical
antenna, type N male on pig- tail, vgc,
$450 plus S&I via truck. F Vobbe,
GNBC, 419-228-4199.
Gentner digital hybrid w/ANA
upgrade; Telemix 10 w/switch console.
R Lido, Jim Gibbons Radio, POB 151,
Frederick MD 21705. 301-663-4181.
Gentner SPH-3 analog telephone
hybrid, excel cond, $300. P Bammertin,
WROK, 4111 Martindale Rd, Canton
OH 44705. 216-492-5630.
Marti & TFT CR10 RPU & 7705 rcrs
only, mono, $ 500 ea/E10. M Grubbs,
KATG, POB 1047, Luling TX 78648
210-875-2555.
Marti STL-10 stereo 2TX & 2RX,
$4000. R Michaels, KOFX, POB 7762,
Amarillo TX 79114. 806-355-1044.
SymetrIx T1-101 hybrid telephone interface, excellent conditin, $ 300. M
Vanhooser, KSKY, 4144 N Central Exp
#266, Dallas TX 75204. 214-827-5759.

Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
1 kW

FM

1978 Collins 831C2

1 kW

AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

2.5 kW

FM

1978 CCA 2500R

1 kW

AM

1978 Harris MW1A

3 kW

FM

1975 CCA 3000D

1 kW

AM

1988 Harris SX1A

3 kW

FM

1974 Harris FM3H

2.5 kW

AM

1976 McMartin BA2.5K

5 kW

FM

1979 CCA FM5000E

5 kW

AM

1968 Harris BC5H

5 kW

FM

1968 Harris FM5H

5 kW

AM

1979 Continental 315F

5 kW

FM

1987 Harris FM5K

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

10 kW

FM

1976 Harris FM10H3

25 kW

FM

1981 Harris FM25K

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738
Circk ( 207)0e Reader Service Card
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TAPES/CARTS/R-R...INTS
Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976,
BO. R Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-2717625.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell

Want To Sell

HP 4815A RF vector impedance meter,
$800 G Arroyo, WONQ, 1033 E
Semoran Blvd # A, Summit Plaza
Casselberry FL 32707. 407-830-0800.

Energy-Onix SST-30 exciter, $ 1800. R
Michaels, KQFX, POB 7762, Amarillo
TX 79114. 806-355-1044.

Spectrum Analyzer HP141 Series
1.2GHz, $ 1800; distortion analyzer
HP334A OP . 01 for broadcast, $ 450,
both excellent; Delta SNG-1 noise gen,
used once, $ 450; Fluke 8060A true
RMS OMM, $ 175. 407-423-1365.
Rare collection of Jazz tapes from
Basie to Tyzik, all dbx mastered,
$150/80. D Pulwers, Dave's Price
Audio Prod, 310 N Howard St # 103,
Alexandria VA 22304. 703-751-9346.

ITT 17350 17" oscilloscope with manual, needs work, clean, Best Offer, R
Meyers, Benchmark Communications,
4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL 33155. 305264-5963, FAX 305-264-2357.

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY
Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length
up to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.95 ea. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)
New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continuous Tape Mag.
69 Sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
Cede ( 110) On Reeder Service Card
Scotch 8206 1" on 10.5" metal NAB
reels, $ 5ea. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N
1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-2586161,
Want To Buy
Need 16" radio transcriptions, cash
paid. Joe Salerno, 713-981-9803.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIP
High school radio station seeks
donations of consoles, cart machines,
microphones, CD players & R- As
including transmitting & monitoring
equipment. C lannace, Woodlands HS,
475 W Hartsdale Ave, Hartsdale NY
10530. 914-761-6052 X3021.
High school radio station in Ohio
looking for tax deductable donation of 1
kW transmitter or amp, will pay shpg or
pick-up. B Long, WSTB, 1900
Annalane Dr, Streetsboro OH 44241.
216-626-4906.
Reading Service for the visually &
physically impaired in need of automation system, studio equip & other bdct
equip for non-commercial FM, nonprofit 501(c)3, organization will provide
letter of receipt. E Harper, 901-4278000.

TRANSMITTERS

Fluke 8012A true RMS dig multimeter,
with battery option & low ohm range,
$135; Tektronix 5441 50 MHz storage
scope with dual timebase & differential
input high sensitivity 1MHz audio plug
in, $295. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st
Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-2586161.
Panoramic audio spectrum analyser &
(2) supersonic audio spectrum analysers, BO. R Meyers, Benchmark
Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL
33155. 305-264-5963, FAX 305-2642357.
Potomac AT-51 audio test set in good
condition, $ 2500. M Hendrickson,
Hedberg Broadcasting Group, POB
249, Blue Earth MN 56013. 507-5264044.
Technical Materials Corp 5kW dummy
load, convection cooled, 50 ohms, up to
30 MHz ri 6' high by 4' wide by 2.5' deep
ventilated weather proof fiberglass cabinet, new, $ 1000/80. R Meyers,
Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave,
Miami FL 33155. 305-264-5963, FAX
305-264-2357.
Staled Bld Sale of test equip, bid opening Dec 15, 1993. For descriptions & bid
form send S.A.S.E. to: Test Equipment
Sale, Benchmark Comm Corp, 4700
SW 75 Ave, Miami FL 33155.

DEMOED EQUIPMENT
BEXT Inc. has a few dcmoed
exciters, amplifiers and STI.'s for
sale. All demoed systems arc sold
first come first served and have the
same 2year warranty as 13EXT's
new equipment. For information:

619-239-8462
AEL solid state exciter crystaled to
92.7 MHz, BO. C Hall, KYKN, P08 165,
Naphi UT 84648. 801-623-4010.
BE 250 W IPA drawer B-series, $2700.
C Hall, WJMN, 235 Bear Hill Rd,
Waltham MA 02154. 617-290-0009.
Collins A-830-2 10 W tube exciter &
786M-1 stereo gen, needs minor work,
$400/80. LNixon, Classic City Prod,
1094 Baxter St, Athens GA 30606. 706613-6724.
CSI T-1-F 1kW transmitter, excellent
condition, $6100; CSI exciter, 20 W,
good condition, $ 1450; Orban 8000A
stereo/generator proc in good condition,
$1695; Marti RMC2-AXT(A), RMC2AXT(10) needs repair, $350; ( 4) 575
mercury vapor rectifier tubes, condition
unknown, $ 40; Ampex 351 PB rack
mount decks (2), $300 ea; Marti SCG67, $ 165; Gates GTM88F frequency
monitor, $ 145; Eico 435 scope, condition unknown, $45. C Sigmon, WDZK,
POB 1398, York SC 29745. 803-6844241.
300 and 500 WATT
FM AMPLIFIERS &
MODULES from $ 550
BROADCAST

49

RCA BTA-1002 10 kW AM, runs on 5
kW, very good condition, tuned to
1030 kHz, $ 10K; CCA 1kW, on air,
avail immediately, tuned to 1190 kHz,
very good condition, UK. G Arroyo,
WONQ, 1033 E Semoran Blvd #A,
Summit Plaza Casselberry FL 32707.
407-830-0800.

Late model 5 kW AM in good condition, Harris MW5/SX-5 or equivalent
preferred, send photo, desc & price first
letter. JStitt, WCIN, 106 Glenwood Ave,
Cincinnati OH 45217. 513-281-7180.

FM - TRANSMITTERS

Need thermocouple for Wilkinson
AM1000B xmtr. D Johnson, KXPO, 856
W 12th St, Grafton MD 58237. 701-3520431 or fax 701-352-0436.

Factory new nol

used. Why
buy a used Transmitter tvlien
you tan own a new FM
Transmitter for about the
saute cost? Call JIMMIE
JOYNT al 214 -335 -3425.

Trade Gates FM-5-H, 3 phase spare
tubes in excellent condition for a2.5
single phase RFM transmitter. M Taylor,
KNEO, 700 Spencer Dr, Neosho MO
64850. 417-451-5636.
Exciters: 1.1c1Aertin 8-910 tuned and
calibrated to your frequency, guaranteed.
Mono, stereo, SCA, Goodrich Ent. Inc.
11435 Manderson Si, Omaha, NE 68164
402-493-1886 FAX 402-493-6821

(719) 336-3902

Panaxis FM 1500 0.5 to 15 W FM
stereo exciter/generator/transmitter,
freq adjustable, almost new, $875. G
De Oreo, Big Island Public Radio, Box
1111, Kurtistown HI 96760. 808-9666543.
RCA BT- 1D 1000 W FM transmitter
tuned to 104 3MHz, with Harris MX- 15
exciter, recond but never used,
$5000/package or $ 1800/exciter only,
FOB Las Vegas. D Peluso, KJUL, 2880
E Flamingo Rd OE, Las Vegas NV
89121. 702-732-2200.

FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
—Write For Free List5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE, EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300
FAX: (915) 751-0768
(
44)0e Reader Service Cord

4-400A, 4-400C, 572B,
6146B, PL328/TH328,
PL347/TH347, 807, 813,

CALL
1-800-783-2555

JOLIDA INC.

Annapolis Junction, MD

4-1000A, 8877, 4CX2508, 4CX1500B,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large

NEW EIMAC TUBES
}Towel' Sales
Phone/Fax:216-747-1841

inventory all major brands, Eimac,
Amperes, RCA, etc. Call Stew 1-800842-1489.

Want To Sell

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

and

C Electronics Co.

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH 150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

Lowest Price on Tubes
including:
4-10004/3-1COOZ/
8877/4CX2508/833A
4-500/5-500/4-400/
4CX 3500/5CX1500

Worn out pow ci' tubes purclia›,erl

and much morel
Factary Warranty'

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc..

1-800-881-2374
(904) 688-2374

—1-800-528-5014508-584-4500 X75

CSI 10 or 20 kW. R Michaels, SCB Inc,
POB 7762, Amarillo TX 79114. 806355-1044.

Se habla Español
FAX ( 904) 683-9595

FM 2 kW, 3 kW or more & exciter at
103.3, mono okay, must be in good
working condition, fax into to C
Tiemann, WAIV, Box 103, Spring Valley
IL 61362. 815-663-0103.

Audiophile EL- 34, used Mullard four
for $40 postpaid; NOS Westinghouse,
original boxes, $ 60 for four. David
deForrest 305-866-5401.

For the Best Price
& 24 Hr service on iransmieing rubes
call 402 493 1886 day or nIght. FAX 402
493 6821.

Every transmitter, regardless of make and
model, will experience failure!

The Good News Is: Our FM transmitters are designed to keep
you ON THE AIR when failure occurs!
•PA Failure - NO PROBLEM! You're ON THE AIR
with our self-contained Solid State IPA.
•

Controller Failure -NO PROBLEM! You're

ON THE AIR

with our controller override panel.

• Reoccurring Fault - NO PROBLEM! Our exclusive
'8

times'

fault

recycling

system

keeps

you ON THE AIR .We're more ' fault tolerant' than

Sale lz>

Many other models also available.

4CX300A, 4CX35000C,

TUBES

AM 25-50 W exciter; FM 25-50 W
exciter w/stereo amp & synthesized tuning, solid state only in good used condition. T Heathwood, Heritage Radio,
POB 16 Boston MA 02167. 617-9699966.

RCA BTE 15 exciter, factory re- built on
107.9 used 30 hours, excellent condition, $995; Harris RF choke for 1-113.5
xmtr, 4500 V DC (2); Harris transformer
for Harris HT3.5 Series transmitter. B
Carr, WRED, 1201 Fremont Pike,
Woodville OH 43469. 419-837-9696.

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.

4CX10000D, 4CX2508,

833A, 833C, and more...

McMartin AM/FM transmitter, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson,
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

The Bad News Is:

3-500G, 4CV100000C,
4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,

RCA BTF-10C, need various small
parts for RCA BTF-10 series, finger
stock, logos/emblems, would like to
exchange info w/other users of this
xmtr. D Payne, WZPL, 3500 DePauw
Blvd 01060, Indianapolis IN 46268. 317879-9999.

TECHNOLOGY

Fax ( 719) 336 -4726

3CX10000A3, 3C)0 500A7,

4CX350A, 4CX5000A,

D

Want To Buy

liii
IMP

Harris 20 kW. W Wilson, KJTY, 1005
SW 10th Ave, Topeka KS 66604. 913357-8888.

RCA BTA-1S IkW, tuned to 1240 kHz,
in service, good condition with manuals,
with misc spare crystals at 1450 kHz &
other tubes & parts, $ 3000/B0. G
Camp, KFMO, St Joe Dr, Flat River MO
63601. 314-431-2000.

PETER DAHL CO.

Grde

Gates TE1exciter needed for parts,
any cond considered. R tide, Jim
Gibbons Radio, POB 151, Frederick MD
21705.301-663-4181.

any other transmitter.
• Part Failure - NO PROBLEM! Because we use
locally available, non-proprietary parts, you're
back ON THE AIR fasted

The Great News: 'MK' Series Grounded Grid FM transmitters
are available at power levels from 1.5 kW
to 50kW to meet your needs.
ad

"The Transmitter People"
‘b.

7111111C

Energy-Mx
752 Warren Street
Hudson NY 12534

518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

Cide (20) On Reader Service Card

BEE
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luaEs...coNT

WANTED: TUBES

ECONCO

Svetlana
ELECTRON

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

transmitting or special purpose tubes.

Approximately 1
/
2 the
Cost of New

Mike Forman
1472 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland CA 94602

Call for Our Price List

(510) 530-8840
FAX: 510-530-0858

DEVICES

Nobody pays more
or faster than us!

800-532-6626

Quality' Power Tubes
4X150A
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX350A
4CX15,000A
5CX1500A
5CX1500B

Ipay cash or trade for all types of

916-662-7553

Want To Sell

arde (
88) On Reader Service Cord

Herds CB-1201 w/Micro-trac 303 tone
arm, gd cond, $ 125 plus S&H. G Gibbs,
KMNS, 901 Steuben St, Sioux City IA
51102. 712-239-3966.

Want To Buy

• Manufactured in
Russia's largest power

New old stock tubes, also any audio
tube amps, etc wanted. R Gleen,
WJUR, Wimauma FL 33598. 813-6341940.

tube factory.
• Generous* warranty
based on high quality.

• Shipment from USA
stock.

demodulator, low hrs, $ 85/130. D
Pulwers, Dave's Price Audio Prod, 310
N Howard St # 103, Alexandria VA
22304. 703-751-9346.

Technics SM-10-133 bases for SP- 10
Ti's (2), $ 100 ea; Technics base for
SP-25, $ 50. C Hall, WJMN, 235 Bear
Hill Rd, Waltham MA 02154. 617-2900009.

Broadcasters
Call: 800-239-6900
FAX: 205-880-8077
OEMs, Distributors,
Volume Purchasers

Want To Buy
WE 9A reproducer group, cartridges,
repeat coils, arms, EQ's. LBlackmon,
F1Q Studio, Lawson Rd #4, N Reading
MA 01864. 508-664-0174.

Call: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439

Cede ( 14)On Reeder Service Card
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WE 9A reproducer group, cartridges,
repeat coils, arms, EQs. LBlackmon,
RO Studio, Lawson Rd k4, N Reading
MA 01864. 508-664-0174.

Advertising Space

Available!

Ca

Simon Wei!

1-800-336-3045

ACT I0 N-0 RAM
Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a
FREE listing service for radio stations and recording studios only. All other end
users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below.
Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear.
Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

JVC 4- DD-5CD- 4quadrophonic disc

JVC 4- DD-5 CD-4 disc demodulator.
low hrs, $80/80. D Pulwers, Dave's
Price Audio Prod, 310 N Howard Si
*103, Alexandria VA 22304. 703-7519346.

• Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.

Russet) Studio Pro replacement tonearms, need two ASAP. D Belson,
WCPR, Box S-1461, Hoboken NJ
07030. 201-216-3484.

TURNTABLES

FAX 916-666-7760

•Watch this list grow.
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FAX: 703-998-2966

Just

HIGHT!

MR-40

MULTI-TRACK

PRODUCTION doesn't l
-ave
to be complicated. The MR- 40 has just the features nost
stations are looking for: 4-track bus assign for your tape
recorder; program assign so you can transfer direct to your
2-track— or go right on-air! It has machine Start/Stops just
below the fader like an on-air console, but also includes a
3-band equalizer section so you can have the tone control that
a normal radio console couldn't provide. It even has astereo
send bus that follows stereo channel balance controls— ever
so important for today's stereo effects devices.
Mono modules have both mic and line inputs: mic for
recording and line for track playbacks. Subgroup channels
provide fader control for record levels and also have asecond

track playback path for really quick sessions. And of course the
MR- 40 has an on-air type monitor section, complete with
control room, headphone and studio outputs, plus all the
necessary muting and tally functions you'd want. It even has
abuilt-in cue speaker and power amplifier.
Small format doesn't mean we've out corners either: all
audio switches are gold contact; assign buttons are LED
illuminated; all ICs are double burned- in, and all circuits are
double-tested— we don't take any chances with reliability!
The MR-40 is a perfect blend of excellence in engineering
and sensible size. It's just right for 4-track analog and digital
work stations— it can even back up your on- air console!
So contact Audioarts.

305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 (315-4 55-7740/fax 315-4 54-8104)

Grde (97) On Reader Service Card

AUDIOARTS .ENGINEERING

Wheatstone Has 111
Super Performance
OUR NEW A-300 CONSOLE HAS ALL THE
RIGHT STUFF: Performance right at the limits of
technology, the features you want, and afresh clean look
your clients will admire. It's got all the busses you'll need.
It's got the crosstalk and bus off isolation you HAVE to have
for LMAs and FM/AM combos. Its small footprint and low
profile let you conserve valuable studio real estate. Its
virtual audio busTM architecture lets you place any module

Great Price!

The A-300 has what engineers want:

first class

documentation, gold switches, gold connectors, a hinged
meterbridge for easy re-lamping, straight- forward reliable
logic technology, and the best I/O connection and tooling
system in the industry.
The A-300 is the console that has followed the evolution of radio. Benefit from Wheatstone's experience and
total commitment to your satisfaction. Contact us.

anywhere in the console— no dedicated slots!
Talent will love our easy- to- learn superphone module
and the automated cue system that makes monitoring
confusion- free. Our integrated intercom system lets
them communicate with any other Wheatstone console or talent location—handsfree.
Your program director will really like the
sound of this console: no VCA distortion—

r

just flawless specs. And, because of its
ultra- flexible architecture, it can be easily

;
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adapted to any format, anytime.
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SWheatrtoneCorporotion
7305 Performance Drive. Syracuse. NY. 13212 (tel 315-452-5000/fax 315-452-0160)
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A-300

